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OPEN HEARTH FURNACE: FILLING THE LADLES
STAGE MECHANISM, THE GUILD THEATRE, NEW YORK
THE ROERICH MUSEUM AND MASTER APARTMENT BUILDING, NEW YORK

CORBETT, HARRISON AND MACMURRAY; SUGARMAN AND BERGER, ASSOCIATED ARCHITECTS

THE PROBLEM:
To build a museum and art school with enough rental space above to financially support both. It was decided that an apartment hotel would furnish the most satisfactory solution, as such a building could house the students together with its other inhabitants.

The character of the neighborhood is indicated by the proximity of Columbia University, the Horace Mann School, International House, the Hispanic Museum, the American Indian Museum, and the Museum of Natural History.

PLAN:
The Museum was built primarily to exhibit the paintings of Professor Nicholas Roerich. It also houses a school of architecture, painting, sculpture, interior decorating, music, ballet dancing, and the stage. The main floor contains the Museum and provides entrances to the dining room for the public and that for the hotel and to the small theatre that connects with the school.

Apartments consist of suites of 1, 2, 3 or occasionally more rooms, equipped with service pantry and refrigeration, and a private bath for every bedroom. Absence of court gives every major room an outside exposure.

STRUCTURAL SCHEME:
Structural steel, cinder concrete arches, brick and terra cotta veneer.

Unobstructed corner windows, introduced by cantilevering the corners of the floors, were found to be not only architecturally effective, giving horizontal lines and reinforcing the vertical ones, but also were successful renting inducements for the view they provide.

TEXTURE AND COLOR:
Rough brick, with terra cotta of the same texture. Building grades from black at base through red to white at top. Grille work painted with aluminum paint and toned down with color varnish.

COST:
Estimated at about 65¢ per cubic foot.

EDITORIAL NOTE: Additional photographs of this building will be found in the rotogravure section beginning on page 527.
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THE BOSTON AVENUE METHODIST EPISCOPAL CHURCH, SOUTH, TULSA, OKLAHOMA

RUSH, ENDACOTT AND RUSH, ARCHITECTS; BRUCE GOFF, DESIGNER
ADAH M. ROBINSON, ASSOCIATE

DECLARATION OF PURPOSE

"The Boston Avenue Methodist Episcopal Church, South, in Tulsa is the result of an effort to build an honest building. It had to evolve from a carefully studied plan devised to fill the needs of a large religious organization. Because the problem was solved with some degree of success it can be classed with a few other pioneering designs as Living Architecture. 'The man in the street' usually likes it, the 'trained' architects seldom do.'"

ELEMENTS IN THE PLAN

Site: At a turning point of Boston Avenue, bounded by streets on 3 sides.

Functions of the Building: Auditorium, educational plant, social center.

Disposition of Parts: The Tower, as dominant feature, is on an axis with Boston Avenue. Tower Entrance opens into Auditorium on right and Social Lobby on left.

AUDITORIUM

Capacity, with balcony, 1800.

Pulpit, as center of attraction, the focus for all features of the design. Seating in concentric circles, for convenience (the typical American arrangement, here expressed in plan); Choir flanks pulpit on two sides (choristers can be seen and their voices converge in center of auditorium with balanced distribution); Organ console directly behind pulpit controls 4 chambers and echo organ in ceiling. Acoustical correction provided. Sunlight through ceiling and through 11 exterior windows behind backs of audience. Electric lighting by indirect system from circular coves in ceiling.

SOCIAL CENTER

Lobby: A long, high corridor connecting the 3 entrances, serving principally as visiting center before and after services—a popular feature. Community Hall, beneath auditorium, is equipped with modern stage and supplied with kitchen for banquets. Gymnasium. Roof of porte cochere used for outdoor gatherings.

EDUCATIONAL PLANT

4 floors. Traffic circulation separate from that of other departments.

MATERIALS AND CONSTRUCTION

Steel frame of tower designed by A. Endacott. Top of copper and glass. "Fins" (see page 526) calculated to reflect light. Steel casement windows. Exterior wall, Indiana limestone with polychrome terra cotta.

Sculpture by Robert Garrison.

The architects are not responsible for the interior treatment of the building.

PROMOTION

"From the very first this building pursued a perilous course. Everywhere we bumped into people who were afraid... church boards... architects... sidewalk makers, etc.,... all afraid. Of what? The idea, as Sullivan would say. How could we dare do such a thing? Fortunately we had in the building committee a group of men strong enough to know what they liked. So the designs of the young architect Bruce Goff were accepted, after many trials and tribulations, and he and the architects E. A. Rush and A. Endacott started work."
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THE MODERN MUSEUM OF ART

BY FISKE KIMBALL

I. The Growth of the Modern Museum

The design of museums of art is undergoing radical modification, because the ideals and functions of the art museum itself have been transformed.

That the architectural problem, even on a large scale, is not a rare or esoteric one in the United States is evidenced by the rapid increase in numbers of important museums of art since 1900. Then people thought of few others besides those of New York, Boston, Chicago, Philadelphia, and Washington. Today we must also seriously reckon with the art museums of Worcester, Providence, Brooklyn, Buffalo, Pittsburgh, Baltimore, Cleveland, Cincinnati, Toledo, Detroit, Minneapolis, Saint Louis, Kansas City, San Francisco, Los Angeles, and other cities. It is a moment of the greatest activity in construction. Philadelphia, Detroit and Baltimore are completing great buildings entirely new; Boston, Chicago and Washington are opening new wings of a size equal to that of any museum in the United States a few years ago. In current architectural practice, the art museum is coming to occupy the place held by the public library a few years ago.

It is important that the new buildings shall incorporate the best and most advanced thought on museum practice. Too often in America we are prone to 'discover' practices already tried and antiquated in Europe.

The royal and princely collections out of which grew the great national museums of Europe were primarily collections of sculpture and of paintings, antique and Renaissance, adorning the state apartments and living quarters of the palaces. With growing accumulations, one or more of these apartments took the form of elongated galleries specially devoted to paintings and statuary, but still with side light from ordinary windows, and with furniture and ornaments of the style of their time. Independent of these were the armouries and the Schatzkammern of coins, gems, jewelry, goldsmith work, crystal, ivories and other rarities of craftsmanship. Furniture, textiles, costumes, lace, rugs, pottery and other products of the crafts were as yet scarcely regarded except as household goods, and those of past ages, representing other tastes, were little valued.
GENESIS OF THE PUBLIC MUSEUM: A PROJECT OF THE MONUMENTAL TYPE

Study by Hubert Robert for the treatment of the Grande Galerie du Louvre, 1786.

The early suggestion of skylights is especially notable. Paintings and sculpture are shown exhibited together, in an aesthetic grouping, within bays demarked by architectural members.

ESTABLISHMENT OF THE MONUMENTAL TYPE

The Grande Galerie du Louvre as installed.

The opening of the Musée Napoleon, from the etching by Reinhold, 1811. The installation is essentially of paintings only, wholly covering the walls. The skylights proposed in 1796 have not been adopted, the lighting being by dormers penetrating the vault.
THE CONVENTIONAL TYPE AT ITS BEST

An early XIX century sculpture gallery, the Glyptothek, Munich, 1816-30,
Leo von Klenze, architect.

The entire museum is devoted to classical sculpture. Side light from a single large and high lunette. Wall-background, imitation marble of blue green color. The rich but restrained decoration removes any suggestion of bareness.

The conventional, monumental museum. Although the suites of galleries and cabinets tended to become increasingly independent of the inhabited portions of the palace, as in the Uffizi and the Vatican, and were open to any genteel visitor on application, the decisive steps in the creation of the public museum were taken in the French Revolution, and it received its classic embodiment in the Musée Napoleon. The galleries, opened broadly to the public, were denuded of furniture and domestic accessories. Moreover, on the development of skylights in the early nineteenth century, top-lighting became almost universal for paintings and frequent for sculpture. Thus museum galleries became sharply distinguished from rooms of domestic character, however palatial. Sculpture and paintings were segregated in different departments, or even in separate museums—the Glyptothek and the Pinakothek in Munich, the British Museum and the National Gallery in London. The distribution of the individual works within the building was made with little regard to period and school. Paintings were fitted together to cover the walls like so many paving tiles. At best their arrangement was governed purely by decorative considerations, such as size and tone. With time, the number of works displayed became so great that the files of galleries, little distinguished in form, character, or contents, seemed endless. The auguste ennui of museums became proverbial.

Under the imposing authority of the oldest, most familiar, and most famous museums, the conventional type has survived with little modification in the design of many American museum buildings. The great plan of endless monumental galleries made by McKim, Mead and White about 1910, for the enlargement of the Metropolitan Museum (on which the northern and southern wings were erected), involves no recognition of any developments since the Musée Napoleon, and it by no means stands alone.

Romanticism in the Museum. From early in the nineteenth century, an independent movement was tending to bring more diversity of content and grouping. Romanticism drew into the field of interest the arts of the Middle Ages, hitherto neglected. In this new field the categories were not so sharply marked, and craft-objects jostled elbows with sculpture and paintings. The earlier of such collections were installed in
THE EARLY ROMANTIC TYPE: CLUNY MUSEUM, PARIS, OPENED 1842

The room forms an original part of the antique building of the same general period as the objects displayed, the antique chimney piece being from another source. The installation treats the room not as a domestic ensemble, but as a gallery, with composite display of various classes of decorative objects, including considerable case installation.

THE CRAFT-MUSEUM WITH TECHNICAL CLASSIFICATION

Gallery of English Stoneware, Victoria and Albert Museum, South Kensington, London.

Collections arranged systematically by material, with only a single general class of objects in one gallery. Though included in the display series, it is essentially a study collection. Sky-light, giving many reflections in case installation.
old mediaeval buildings like the Hôtel de Cluny (opened to the public in 1844). Their varied interiors contrasted with the monotonous galleries in museums of conventional type and provided a sympathetic setting for objects of their own general period. As yet, however, there was little effort to combine the elements in their original relations, and the originally domestic or monastic character of the rooms was destroyed by the installation of museum cases.

The craft-museum: technical classification. At the moment when factory production first seriously threatened the old handicraft, there awoke an interest in its vanishing arts, and an appreciation that all that man's hand had produced was worthy of study and preservation. The South Kensington Museum (from 1852) was the first designed to display such craft-objects in Europe, the Pennsylvania Museum and School of Industrial Art (1876) the first in America. Paintings and sculpture were long excluded from these craft-museums. Under the scientific ideals of the time, their contents was classified according to materials and technique, with segregated departments of woodwork, metal work, textiles, pottery, glass, and so on. With the growth in quantity of material, acres of closely similar reiterated objects buried the finest works. Such museums became paradises for the special student, but vastly wearisome for the general public, condemned to seek there for the masterpieces of craftsmanship to be found nowhere else.

The culture-history museum: evolutionary order, composite display, period backgrounds. As the century advanced, historical interest broadened beyond the romantic interest in Gothic to include the northern Renaissance and other cultural periods, while science turned from systematic classification to the study of evolution and of environmental factors. With national consciousness and the desire to popularize museum displays, there came into being in Germany museums designed to cover the whole cultural history of the country, in which its art formed a most important element. In these the scheme of old rooms was taken up as a conscious suggestion of environment. In 1888 the German Museum in Nuremberg (itself housed in old monastic buildings) took the lead by installing a series of six original period rooms of the fifteenth to the seventeenth centuries, with appropriate furnishings, which permitted
composite installation of different types of craft objects. In its great building of 1894-1900 the Bavarian National Museum in Munich made the fullest exemplification of such a scheme, following the order of cultural and artistic evolution in Germany from Roman times into the nineteenth century. It includes a number of antique German rooms more or less complete, with others arranged from fragments or reproduced in the style of the time. They contain varied objects of their respective periods, including certain paintings. While the works exhibited in these (and in many other museums in northern Europe which followed their lead) gained much by being thus replaced in an environment and atmosphere of their own times, the dangers of this feature of the scheme of the museum have also become clearly evident. One was the temptation to be satisfied with simulation of old work rather than with actual antique examples. Another was the limitation placed on accessions and display by the fixed character of the settings.

The idea of the period background was but slowly taken up in American art museums. The Japanese court of the Boston Museum (1909), simulating or suggesting the oriental style, was perhaps the earliest example. In the Gardner Museum in Boston and the Barnard Cloisters in New York, both originating as private collections, a considerable use was made of antique architectural material, freely recombined. With the Metropolitan Museum’s first notable admission of European decorative art, in the Hoentschel-Morgan collection of French objects of the Renaissance and Middle Ages, it employed, in the Morgan wing (1910) alcoves with fine old original panelling and furnishings of their period. From time to time it acquired certain entire rooms—such as its Swiss room, its Indian shrine, its Pompeian room, its Venetian baroque rooms—somewhat sporadically installed.

The great stimulus to entire room installation in this country, however, came from its American wing (1924). Here there was a series of thirteen antique rooms, with two reproduced rooms, three large galleries with details reproduced in the style of the time, and certain smaller galleries. In spite of the strict departmentalization of the museum, paintings, chiefly secured by loan, were included in the composite display. A courageous step in the achievement of the original aesthetic effect of the domestic rooms was taken by the exposing of many valuable craft-objects without vitrines—with a confidence in the public which has proved amply justified. Progress toward a more comprehensive series of backgrounds, embracing a wider range of period and
styles, has since been made elsewhere. At the Detroit Institute of Arts this extends throughout the display collections, including European, Asiatic and American art, but with only three of the units actually antique, the styles of the others being suggested in modern work. At the Museum of Fine Arts in Boston the new Wing of Decorative Arts of Europe and America, distinct from the older department of paintings, embraces an extensive series of antique rooms clearly distinguished from the simple modern galleries which alternate with them. In the new museum at Philadelphia the Pennsylvania Museum of Art has provided a series of antique architectural elements, forming part of the main circuit and extending over the whole history of art, which is unique among museums anywhere.

Evolutionary order and composite installation in art museum galleries. Two of the principles involved in the culture-history museums—division by periods, in evolutionary order, as the primary one; and composite installation of different types of objects of one period—meanwhile received a stimulus in the art museums through the example of Wilhelm Bode at Berlin. He inaugurated the scheme of composite gallery-display in a special exhibition of 1883, and later adopted the principle in permanent installation, showing together the paintings and sculpture of a single time and school, with a few characteristic furnishings and decorative objects of the same period. In the Kaiser Friedrich Museum (1899-1904), he gave this system a brilliant and striking embodiment on a large scale, dividing the museum, not into departments of painting, sculpture, and the decorative arts, but into sections based on geographical and chronological development. An evolutionary order within single departments has now become almost universal; even the painting galleries of the Louvre have been rearranged since the war more strictly by periods and schools. Although composite display has found constantly increasing favor, the vested interests of the old, segregated departments, especially that of paintings, have hitherto prevented more than a sporadic adoption of it in such older American museums as the Metropolitan and the Boston Museum of Fine Arts. At Detroit and Philadelphia a primary division by periods has permitted its full and consistent employment.

Selection: display and study collections. In the old museums it had not been uncommon to display a few of the very choicest works, whatever their style, in a single gallery, as in the Tribuna of the Uffizi, the Salon carrée of the Louvre. The rearrangement of the paintings to distribute the masterpieces by schools among the whole vast body was far from an unmixed blessing for the ordinary visitor. As, since the initiative of Bode the hanging was now much less crowded, to give each work a reasonable isolation on the wall, the space required for the whole collection became still greater, the circuits even longer.

A reaction, beginning in the museums of science, was meanwhile under way, which furnished a mean between these extremes of concentration and dispersion. Louis Agassiz (d. 1873) first proposed that museum contents should be divided into two series: an adequately representative display collection of selected works for the general public; and a study collection with the great body of material interesting rather to the specialist, where he could be undisturbed. This scheme was systematically adopted in the Museum of Natural History in London (1881-1886). Among the culture-history museums it also found a notable embodiment in the National Museum of Munich, with the added advantage of a cross classification, the display series on the main floor being in evolutionary order, the study series on the floor above in systematic order. Although the idea of study series was familiar in the art-museum literature of Germany in the 'nineties, no art museum undertook to apply it on a large scale before the re-
building of the Museum of Fine Arts in Boston (1907-1909). Here the proposal, but partially carried out, was merely to make a division by quality in each department, placing the finest works on the upper floor and relegating the others to the lower. At Philadelphia the division is now being made throughout, and the dual classification, as at Munich, but with a sharp division between the methods of installation employed in the display collection and that in the study collections, is being undertaken for the first time in a general museum of art.

Temporary exhibitions. Traditionally, the great museums concerned themselves only with the display of their permanent collections, without undertaking special or temporary exhibitions. Even the current Salon, held in the Louvre since 1673 (long before there was a Musée du Louvre) had to seek other quarters after 1848, owing to the inconvenience of disturbing the permanent installation each year to hang it. Thus it was an innovation when Bode in 1883 undertook his first great loan-exhibition of old masters from the private collections of Berlin. Since then temporary exhibitions of various sorts became steadily more important in the activity of progressive museums, even in great centers where the permanent collections were rich and where exhibition facilities were possessed by other agencies. They drew repeatedly to the Museum a serious clientèle. Too often, however, they received no proper consideration in the plan of buildings, being provided for by clearing main galleries, or by the allotment of a gallery distant from the entrance.

Educational work. A recent development of far-reaching importance has been the provision of facilities for active interpretation of museum collections by the spoken word, in organized "educational work." Beginning with guidance of small groups through the galleries (now the least part of such work), it has progressed to a multitude of formal lectures before large audiences, to prolonged courses for smaller and more serious classes, and to round-table discussions of well-qualified professional workers, all often followed by gallery visits. Cooperation with the public and private schools, universities and colleges, shops and factories is cultivated, with students coming to the museum and material being sent by the museum to them. It has necessarily involved certain physical provisions in the building; not only a large auditorium, but a number of classrooms and rooms for the lending-collections. Among the art museums the work has been most highly developed at the Metropolitan Museum in New York, the housing arrangements there being gradually improvised as needs arose. In consequence, they scarcely form a coherent, organized unit of the building. Only outside the list of art museums, in the new school-service wing of the American Museum of Natural History, is such a highly developed unit yet to be found in operation.

II. ELEMENTS OF THE MODERN PROGRAMME

The programme of requirements for a great modern museum involves recognition of all the significant contributions chronicled above. The major elements to be housed are: display collections, study collections, special exhibitions, educational facilities, administrative provisions, and mechanical plant.

In the display collection, intended for the large public—for the ordinary visitor, whether enlightened or unenlightened—there should be sharp limitation in the quantity of objects displayed, and rigorous selection for quality. The assignment of the galleries should follow some natural and obvious sequence, the most natural being the historical order of evolution. With the successive supremacies of different regions this may also be roughly a geographic order. There may well be two main divisions: of Eastern art (with sections for Egypt, Mesopotamia, Persia, India, China and
DISPLAY COLLECTIONS: A LARGE GALLERY WITH COMPOSITE INSTALLATION

Metropolitan Museum of Art.

Tapestries, sculpture, wood-carving and other craft objects including case installation but excluding paintings. Simple architectural treatment without marked period character. Natural clerestory lighting. Exposed artificial lighting fixtures, obviously modern.

Japan); and of Western art (with sections for Greece, Rome, the Middle Ages, the Renaissance in various countries—as Italy, the Hapsburg possessions, France, England and America). To avoid the fatigue of monotony, contrast and variety should be sought in every way—in the size and shape of the spaces, the treatment and color of the walls, the types of flooring, the installation itself. For this reason if no other a composite display of various classes of objects—paintings, furniture, works of sculpture and the crafts, discreetly mingled—may be preferred. In each section both galleries and authentic period rooms may be included, systematically related: rooms to give the ensemble of the style with background and atmosphere, galleries to give freedom and elasticity. It is obvious that the galleries must provide, among other works, for those fine objects of the display collection which do not fit in the fixed settings of domestic rooms or other antique units, objects such as monumental sculpture, exterior iron work, paintings and tapestries of exceptional size, and objects requiring case installation.

Even with the composite scheme of installation, different types of material will predominate in the galleries of sections devoted to different civilizations and periods, according to their production and preservation. Thus in the classical section sculpture will dominate; whereas it may be wholly absent from the section for Dutch and British art of the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries. Painting will tend to dominate all European art since the Renaissance,
DISPLAY COLLECTIONS: A SMALL GALLERY WITH COMPOSITE INSTALLATION

Detroit Institute of Arts.
Paul Philippe Cret; Zantzinger, Borie and Medary, Associated Architects.

Paintings, sculpture, furniture, and craft objects, including case-installation. Natural side light from large windows; visible modern artificial lighting fixtures. Wall covering of colored velvet. The use of period forms in the ceiling and its decoration is restrained. "Altar," railings and gallery bench are modern. Their period forms may lead the visitor to confuse them with antique exhibits, such as the table.

Above: DISPLAY COLLECTIONS: A GALLERY WITH COMPOSITE INSTALLATION
Philadelphia Museum of Art.

Early American paintings and furniture, with craft objects displayed on tables. Simple architectural treatment avoiding marked period character. Wall covering of colored velvet. Artificial lighting from clerestory.
Main Hall, Detroit Institute of Arts
Paul Philippe Cret; Zantzinger, Borie and Medary, Associated Architects.
Plain walls furnishing an admirable background for tapestries and sculpture.
Above: DISPLAY COLLECTIONS: A SCULPTURE GALLERY
Philadelphia Museum of Art, Philadelphia.
Horace Trumbauer, C. L. Borie, C. C. Zantzinger, Associate Architects.
Wall membering by niches designed for sculptured figures, with busts between. Artificial, chiefly indirect lighting, from concealed source above cornice.

MAIN HALL, BALTIMORE MUSEUM OF ART
John Russell Pope, Architect.
The colonnade with narrow aisle leaves little opportunity for the effective display of objects other than sculpture.
Above: DISPLAY COLLECTIONS:
ANTIQUE ROOM WITH
COMPOSITE INSTALLATION


Paintings and furniture with other craft objects in vitrines on tables. Natural side light only: no artificial lighting. The antique chandeliers are exhibits.

DISPLAY COLLECTIONS:
ANTIQUE ROOM WITH
COMPOSITE INSTALLATION

A French Gothic Chapel, XV century. Detroit Institute of Arts.

Stained glass, sculpture, and devotional objects of the period. Natural lighting through windows; artificial lighting from exposed fixture of period form but modern execution.
whereas in Mohammedan art it may be represented only by Persian miniatures. These differences will suggest variations in the form and scale of the galleries, with smooth walls where paintings or tapestries are preponderant, but with the possibility of niches or other schemes of wall-membering where sculpture in the round is the primary content. Such membering, to be sure, should be but sparingly used in the European and American sections, because of the rarity and cost of fine original works of sculpture. The shallow colonnade so frequently employed by architects in monumental foyers is adapted to little else, so that plain walls handled with dignity are there greatly to be preferred.

The treatment of display galleries today shows a reaction against the tendency of the late nineteenth century to reduce them to ascetic neutrality. The effort not to distract attention from the works of art produced a bareness felt even in the single gallery, still more in the monotony of a series of them. A decent richness in ceiling treatment, glow and color in wall coverings need not be banned. The century-old words of Leo von Klenze, whose sculpture galleries at Munich are models in this regard once more admired, deserve repetition:

"For collections of this kind, people have often followed the entirely false system by which, through gray and colorless backgrounds and few or no ornaments, they have sought to spare and heighten the antiques themselves. Nothing is more contradicted by the result. A well-calculated richness of the surroundings charms
DISPLAY COLLECTIONS: ANTIQUE ROOM WITH COMPOSITE DISPLAY
An American room in the Adam style—early XIX century, Museum of Fine Arts, Boston.
Paintings, textiles, furniture and craft objects (with and without vitrines) in a domestic arrangement.
Natural side light (or artificial light) through windows in double wall. The antique chandelier is an exhibit.
the eye and puts the observer in the proper frame of mind; living colors in the background make even the most unpleasant antique figure seem clean and fresh.

It is difficult to find any defensible middle ground between the gallery, however rich or simple, in the general style of the museum building itself, and the authentic room of a bygone period brought in and installed intact. Scrupulousness for the essentially creative integrity of the work of art, which has banished the casts and the copies of old masters (or segregated them for purely didactic uses), will exclude from the art museum reproductions or simulations or suggestions of old interiors. Even the room deceptively made up of antique elements from various sources is a makeshift for which European museums now apologize. Antique architectural elements, doorways, balconies, or ceilings may indeed be installed in their natural position in galleries, like any other single exhibits. It would seem to be a wise rule throughout the display collection that anything having a period character should actually be antique, within the limits permitted by reasonable restoration. To employ some old rooms with others of modern workmanship "in the style of the time" is to leave the visitor in uncertainty and cast doubt even on what is real.

In connection with the display collection, it will be well if there are certain units with the character of rest-places, offering the public relief not only from the strain of constant looking, but also from the drag of standing and slow walking. Vegetation and water are elements suited to increase the restful effect. The purpose in view is excellently achieved in the "garden courts" of the Cleveland and Detroit museums.

The study collections are for the specialist—be he student, artist, collector, merchant, manufacturer, craftsman or designer. In contrast to the display collection, the study collection should afford the greatest possible comprehensiveness, with ease of renaissance, and accessibility for detailed examination if desired. Although taste in the arrangement is always desirable, artistic grouping is here secondary to fullness, compactness and systematic order. Since collecting, as well as production, tends to be within the lines of single media or crafts, such as painting, engraving, pottery or sil-
A STUDY COLLECTION GALLERY—WALL PAPER

Hall of German products—Cassel.
ver, it is wise to make the main division of the study collections a systematic one, by material and technique. Both the representative arts and the industrial arts will be included, in departments devoted, on the one hand, to paintings, prints, tapestries, stained glass, enamels, miniatures, ivories, etc., and on the other hand, to products of various metals (gold, silver, pewter, bronze, brass, iron and steel—with arms and armour), clay (pottery and porcelain), glass, textiles (with lace, embroidery and costume), paper, leather, wood (furniture, intarsia), etc.

By adopting historical order in the display collection and a systematic division by media in the study collections, as just suggested, there is, as we have seen, the advantage of a cross classification. If the visitor asks for French art of the eighteenth century he can be directed to a gallery of the display collection where there are a few fine examples of its products in each of the arts; if he asks for pottery he can be directed to a gallery of the study collection where there are ceramic wares from many periods and countries.

The manner of exhibition in the study collections will vary, of course, with the nature of the material: paintings and prints framed and hung on the walls, tapestries hung, rugs hung or laid on low platforms, stained glass set against windows or otherwise illuminated by transmitted light, textiles framed under glass or draped in cases, other classes of objects in cases of various sorts. The bulk of the objects in the crafts: pottery, glass, silver, and so forth, will require wall cases with shelves, or cases of corresponding height, open on all sides, with pyramid shelving. The doors of all cases should be readily opened, so that their contents are accessible either for rearrangement, or for examination by qualified visitors, under supervision.

In certain classes, especially prints and textiles, there will be many more objects than can be shown simultaneously in this way. In all the classes there will be duplicates, inferior, fragmentary, or damaged specimens which are nevertheless of historical or technical interest. These have often been stored inaccessibly at distant points, perhaps in basements unprovided with proper light, ventilation, or moisture. It is better to provide organically for all in connection with the corresponding departments of the study collections. Each of these should accordingly have some provision for compact live storage suited to the nature of the material and permitting the readiest examination. For paintings, sliding screens, closely spaced, may be multiplied in a room with ample light, and adaptations of this method may be employed for tapestries and rugs. Prints are best kept horizontal in flat boxes on the shelves of cabinets or stacks. Textile specimens of ordinary size may be mounted on hinged
STUDY COLLECTION
GALLERIES FOR
CERAMICS AND
METALWORK

Philadelphia Museum of Art.

Side-lighted galleries with cases arranged in three tiers to give maximum capacity, with stairs in partitions between galleries. All case units of same length, 3' 9"; varied depths. Hinged doors throughout. Cases 7' 0" high, glazed for display from height of 2' 9"; below this, cupboards for related specimens not shown.

A STUDY COLLECTION
SUITE

Print Department, Philadelphia Museum of Art.

Typical of departments with large body of material shown in rotation in the gallery at the left and accessible for public consultation at the tables in the study-room, about which the material is shelved in three tiers.
Above: PROPOSED DETAILS OF TEXTILE STUDY ROOM
Philadelphia Museum of Art.

The entire collection of specimens presented for easy examination on hinged display racks, in three tiers. (Large pieces folded in trays in cupboards below.) Textile exhibition gallery and curator's office in direct connection.

At left: STUDY COLLECTIONS—PAINTING STUDY ROOM
Philadelphia Museum of Art.

Natural side light. Sliding frames in two tiers.
This class room is fitted with drawing tables for work from museum material by public school pupils and with drawers and lockers for the storage of their material. Other class rooms have writing-arm chairs for talks to small audiences.
racks as in commercial textile houses; larger specimens folded and kept in drawers. Small solid objects of numerous classes (pottery, glass, metal, etc.) may be accommodated in cupboards or trays below the glazed cases for corresponding types. In contrast with the dictum frequently heard, that a museum cannot have enough storage space, it may be said that its ideal should be to have no dead storage for works of art.

For the serious student's leisurely examination of material in the study collections a place should be allotted in each department. Where the type of material is such that many people can be freely permitted to handle it, as with textiles and prints, a special study room may be provided, surrounded by the racks or cabinets for live storage, and supplied with large work-tables. Where the liability of the material to injury, through its fragility or otherwise, limits the number of persons qualified to handle it, economy of space and supervision may suggest providing table-space in the outer office of the curator, which in a large museum will preferably be close to his material.

Temporary exhibitions. The suite for special or temporary exhibitions should include at least one large and one small gallery to provide for exhibitions of varying extent and scale. It should be readily accessible from the entrance foyer, for the convenience of habitual visitors and strangers alike. Obviously it should not lie in the main line of approach to other units, since it will be frequently closed for the work of installation. It should also be conveniently served by the freight elevator, to obviate tracking exhibits through other galleries. One of the special exhibition galleries may serve for the periodic showing of recent accessions; in very large museums one may be permanently assigned to this use. In general it is better for the several departments to share these galleries for temporary exhibitions, rather than to have such galleries attached to individual departments, which may not be prepared to keep them filled with constantly changing exhibits. The print and textile departments, with their more numerous examples, form exceptions to this rule, and each may well have a small gallery of its own.

The educational division should comprise an auditorium, with projection room, one or more class rooms also with lanterns, a room or rooms for round table discussions, and offices for the chief of the division and his assistants. It will be advantageous if the library, the photograph and lantern slide collections can be in direct connection.

The administrative division of a large modern museum is a complex organization with varied and specialized functions. It has to secure the funds for the work of the museum, control their expenditure, whether for operation or for the increase of the collections, identify and catalogue the accessions (often five thousand or more items in a year), make photographs of them for record and for sale, run a printing plant at least for labels and placards, publish a magazine, operate shops at least for restoring and repairing, involving cabinet-making, painting and gilding, and upholstering, and conduct a book-and-gift shop for the sale of publications and photographs. It may also operate a restaurant and a lunch counter. It comes in contact with the public in about half these activities, which must therefore be housed in connection with the entrance foyer. Economy and convenience dictate that the general administrative units shall be concentrated rather than scattered. (Detailed study of the provisions in this division and in the mechanical plant will be found in the author's discussion of museum planning, following this article.)

The perfect museum will never be built, still less reduced to formula. In gaining certain advantages others must be sacrificed. Each museum problem presents its own peculiarities and difficulties. At least it may be faced with eyes open to their complexity, and with the illumination of a century of experiments and experience.
PLANNING THE ART MUSEUM

By Fiske Kimball


PLANNING THE ART MUSEUM
BY FISKE KIMBALL

I. Site and Height
In the selection of site, opinion is general that too remote a location is disadvantageous. Convenience to transit lines is of much importance. A museum offers one of the best uses for our growing leisure, especially on rainy or stormy winter days, when a long walk through the wet is an effective deterrent. The Philadelphia Museum, with a subway entrance in one of the outer vestibules, presents an example in this regard. Ample parking space and a covered descent, without the need of crossing wide open terraces, are desirable for the large number coming in automobiles. If these considerations limit the extent of ground available for building, the increasing preference for side light (to say nothing of the use of artificial light) makes higher buildings possible. We can scarcely doubt that the "skyscraper museum," as proposed by Mr. Lee Simonson, will soon be a reality, at least for the study collections. Indeed, going into the air is already being considered by the Chicago Art Institute.

II. Types of Arrangement
A. The Galleries. The disposition of the elements in a museum is primarily a problem of the individual building, but certain general considerations and types of arrangement may be discussed. When paintings were the chief or only contents of an "art gallery," and skylights were tacitly regarded as the only suitable lighting for them, a one-story plan, which might be solidly built over, was the natural solution even for large museums. With more varied contents, and the recognized acceptability or superiority of side light for sculpture and for case-installation of small objects, a two-storied scheme was adopted with side-lighted galleries below, top-lighted above, and various solutions of the architectural difficulties presented by the facades. In such a scheme natural lighting of the lower story restricted the plan there to a double file of rooms, which in a large museum might be disposed along exterior or around interior courts. In the Vienna Museum and the Kaiser Friedrich Museum the external file of the upper story was devoted to side-lighted cabinets for smaller pictures, and the top-lighted galleries were relegated to the inner file along interior courts. A triple file in the upper story involved difficulties of lighting below, as we observe in the older plans of this sort. These difficulties may now be obviated by artificial light in a central corridor below, serving the units of the study collections.

The number of parallel files of galleries depends today more on questions of circulation in the display collection. With a single file of galleries, the closing of one gallery for installation will block the movement of visitors. Thus, in any plan other than the smallest, any single file should be paralleled at least by a corridor, as in certain parts of the Boston museum. A double file offers visitors the advantage of a very simple circuit—down one side and back the other. In a triple file any circuit which attempts to cover all the galleries of a certain section must be much more complicated; in return, the possibilities for various relationships of chronology and school are greater.

In many European museums (including the Vatican and the Rijks Museum) the circuits, even very complicated ones, have been made obligatory by the closing of doors, or even by the very absence of doorways leading in other directions. This is both annoying and fatiguing to the visitor to the casual visitor lacking time or interest for the full circuit, and to the habitue who wants to get directly somewhere in particular. In the National Museum in Munich, the obligatory circuit of the display galleries (built that way from the start), embraces forty-four galleries; in the Residenz-Museum there it embraces over one hundred and fifty rooms—and, in both, one is not allowed to turn back, or to start at the other end. In such large museums it would seem better to spare the visitor many of the galleries, by letting them form optional side-trips from the principal circuit. Rather than force the visitor along this, he may be invited to follow it by architectural means—such as directness, and greater size of doorways. The Pennsylvania Museum is establishing a main avenue of galleries and other large units in the center of a triple file, with period rooms and smaller galleries at the sides.

The general form of the plan is also influenced partly by the problem of circuits. A single block of buildings extending left and right from a central entrance may involve the disadvantage that on reaching the dead ends one must return to the center and start out anew on the other side. The same may be true of a U, H, I, or L shaped plan. If the building, as usual, stands free on all sides, these plans make the building all facade, with consequently greater expense and fixity of openings. If period rooms are placed along such a facade, their walls may be kept back a few feet from it so that the light may spread to their own windows. Such a double wall presents one positive advantage, that the artificial lighting of these rooms, otherwise a problem, may be effected
Above: PHILADELPHIA MUSEUM OF ART, SECOND FLOOR: DISPLAY COLLECTION
Horace Trumbauer, C. L. Borie, C. C. Zantzinger, Architects.
Central file of galleries with artificial clerestory light, flanked by files of period rooms with side light (natural or artificial) through windows in double wall. Evolutionary order, along longitudinal axes, traversing sections devoted to different countries in the order of their artistic supremacy. The center file of galleries constitutes a "main street" for the casual visitor, with exit stairs at numerous points. Large gallery for special exhibitions directly accessible from main stair-hall.

Below: FIRST FLOOR: STUDY COLLECTIONS
A comprehensive series of study collections embracing all classes of objects in the museum, classified by material and technique. Self-contained suites of study galleries, study rooms and curator's office for each department, separately accessible from main corridor. Galleries for small special exhibitions directly accessible from main stair hall.
Above: PHILADELPHIA MUSEUM OF ART, FIRST FLOOR MEZZANINE: STUDY COLLECTIONS
Horace Trumbauer, C. L. Borie, C. C. Zantzinger, Associated Architects.
The story-height of 22 feet clear is used (in different departments) undivided, divided by a mezzanine floor, and divided by two balconies, so as to give the maximum capacity for the exhibition of study material.

Below: GROUND FLOOR: EDUCATION AND ADMINISTRATION
Both the educational and the administrative divisions are separately accessible from a principal entrance of the building even when the galleries are closed.
through their windows, as at Philadelphia, and partly at Boston and Detroit. By disposing the plan around one or more interior courts it is possible to secure not only an unbroken general circuit, but liberty in the placing of openings toward the courts. This is of great advantage where antique rooms are to be installed. The double wall may still be retained, but with the inner wall closer to the outer, and the windows registering perfectly.

B. Elements of Access and Circulation. Besides the primary elements of the plan, there are the elements of access and circulation. Because of the value of its contents and the necessity of control, a museum belongs in the class of buildings where the number of entrances should be reduced to as few as possible. Two is doubtless the minimum; one for the public, another for receiving goods, the staff using one or the other of these. In certain cases the fire-laws require two public exits from the building at separated points. It is not enough that one of these should have self-closing firedoors, for it is precisely the matter of cost from the building which must be watched, with consequent increase of personnel. The quarters of the educational department should be accessible at hours when the galleries are closed. If these quarters are readily reached from the main foyer, the galleries may be shut off with gates, out of hours, as in the Detroit Institute of Arts. Otherwise one must provide a separate entrance—preferably closed when the main entrance is open. The staff offices may also be open at different hours than the galleries, so that they also should be capable of being reached by the public without passing through the galleries, and preferably without creating still another entrance.

Grouped near the public entrance should be the various facilities for serving visitors: coat rooms, public telephones, toilets, information and sales facilities. The old combined "Information and Sales Desk," still necessary in small museums, has the disadvantage that those merely wishing information must often wait during the prolonged process of a sale. It is better, if possible, to have one desk solely for information. For sales, on the other hand, more than a mere counter is desirable in a large museum. The lead of the American Museum of Natural History, further reinforces the arguments against multiplying public entrances.

C. Public Offices. The public offices present several points which call for attention. As, from time to time, many of them contain objects of value, control of visitors is specially important. Accordingly the main administrative corridor should not be left open, but governed by an information clerk, having the telephone switchboard at her desk. At the meetings of the trustees, works of art acquired since the last meeting are generally displayed. Thus the board room has some of the requirements of a gallery. It should be of ample size, with simple wall surfaces. A counter of pedestal height along one or more walls will be advantageous for the display of sculpture and small objects. As every museum must depend largely on gifts, there should also be a small show room, with excellent light, attached to the director’s offices, so that a single work of art may be isolated for display to a potential donor. A large storage closet will be needed in connection with this.

The horizontal elements of circulation in museums are generally the exhibition galleries themselves, and so far as the display-collection is concerned this is desirable. In the study collections—where the object is precisely not to drag the ordinary visitor through units in which he is not interested, but instead to leave the special student undisturbed—a corridor leading to the different self-contained units is desirable. Large arched or colonnaded interior openings without doors (while admissible in a relatively static collection like the Munich Glyptothek) are out of place in an active museum, where frequent re-installation, besides requiring privacy and security, is unsightly and productive of noise. Doorways with doors sliding out of sight, large and high enough for the passage of the works concerned, offer the best connections between galleries. In the location of these doorways architects sometimes need to be reminded that axial positions are precious for the placing of works of art, and that it is often better to balance doorways to left and right of the center. Axial vistas to the works so shown are desirable, but need not be unduly prolonged. Thus a skilful alternation of axial and of balanced openings will give the best results.

In the vertical circulation a monumental staircase is required only if the display collection occupies the floor above the public entrance. Ordinary stairs will suffice for access to the study collections. Elevators for the public are a convenience rather than a necessity unless the museum exceeds two stories in height. Should the educational division occupy several stories, as in the American Museum of Natural History, it is advantageous that one elevator, at least, be large enough to accommodate an entire school class. The service elevator should be large in all three dimensions, with doors opening to its full width and height.

The horizontal elements of circulation in museums are generally the exhibition galleries themselves, and so far as the display-collection is concerned this is desirable. In the study collections—where the object is precisely not to drag the ordinary visitor through units in which he is not interested, but instead to leave the special student undisturbed—a corridor leading to the different self-contained units is desirable. Large arched or colonnaded interior openings without doors (while admissible in a relatively static collection like the Munich Glyptothek) are out of place in an active museum, where frequent re-installation, besides requiring privacy and security, is unsightly and productive of noise. Doorways with doors sliding out of sight, large and high enough for the passage of the works concerned, offer the best connections between galleries. In the location of these doorways architects sometimes need to be reminded that axial positions are precious for the placing of works of art, and that it is often better to balance doorways to left and right of the center. Axial vistas to the works so shown are desirable, but need not be unduly prolonged. Thus a skilful alternation of axial and of balanced openings will give the best results.

In the vertical circulation a monumental staircase is required only if the display collection occupies the floor above the public entrance. Ordinary stairs will suffice for access to the study collections. Elevators for the public are a convenience rather than a necessity unless the museum exceeds two stories in height. Should the educational division occupy several stories, as in the American Museum of Natural History, it is advantageous that one elevator, at least, be large enough to accommodate an entire school class. The service elevator should be large in all three dimensions, with doors opening to its full width and height.

C. Public Offices. The public offices present several points which call for attention. As, from time to time, many of them contain objects of value, control of visitors is specially important. Accordingly the main administrative corridor should not be left open, but governed by an information clerk, having the telephone switchboard at her desk. At the meetings of the trustees, works of art acquired since the last meeting are generally displayed. Thus the board room has some of the requirements of a gallery. It should be of ample size, with simple wall surfaces. A counter of pedestal height along one or more walls will be advantageous for the display of sculpture and small objects. As every museum must depend largely on gifts, there should also be a small show room, with excellent light, attached to the director’s offices, so that a single work of art may be isolated for display to a potential donor. A large storage closet will be needed in connection with this.
INTERNAL LOGGIA FOR LIGHTING A PERIOD ROOM

Detroit Institute of Arts.

This permits natural lighting of the room through its own windows when these do not register with those of a monumental exterior façade. Artificial lighting of the room is also effected through the internal windows.

D. Service Section. In those offices and shops to which the public is not admitted, the order will be influenced by the sequence of operations for a work of art entering the building. Let us take as an instance an important Louis XVI sofa, purchased abroad, with its paint, gilding and upholstery original but in bad condition. It is unloaded and the crate opened for customs inspection. It is then unpacked. The frame of the piece is found to be wormy and the upholstery infested with fleas. It must accordingly be fumigated at this point before these are carried further into the building. It then goes to the Registrar’s office. As it is bulky, the responsible curator comes here to examine it for its authenticity before it is accepted and entered in the accession records. The Trustees will wish to see it, so it is taken to the board-room for the coming meeting. It is next photographed for a record of its original state, and sent to the shops to be repaired. The upholsterer removes the tattered fragments of covering, as he must note the style and methods; the cabinet maker strengthens the frame; the painter and gilder touch up the finish; the upholsterer applies his material. The piece now goes back to the photographic studio to have presentable photographs made for publication and sale. Meanwhile the label written for it has issued from the printing plant. The piece is now ready for exhibition, first in the gallery for recent accessions, and then in its place in the display or study collections.

In connection with the Registrar’s Office there should be an ample storage room for new accessions and works in process of cataloguing. The files of this office also become very extensive. Not far removed should be the office of the Custodian, with a workroom (provided with sinks) in which textiles may be washed and mended, pottery washed, and silver polished, both on its first receipt and subsequently. The photographic department is of particular importance. Contrary to older practice, most photographers prefer now to work by artificial light of known intensity, so that natural top-light or north light is no longer essential. Proper division of the department is desirable to permit simultaneous work in photographing objects, copying, lantern-slide making, developing, printing and finishing. Substantial provision should also be made for the storage of negatives, which multiply rapidly, and should be...
A SHOW CASE DESIGNED BY THE PHILADELPHIA MUSEUM

With the cooperation of the Art Metal Furniture Company. Several sizes of shelves can be attached anywhere to the back on concealed strips; the back itself can be moved forward to give a shallow case.

THE ARCHITECTURAL RECORD

quite as well arranged as the photographs or lantern slides made from them. Recent experience has indicated that if films are extensively used exceptional precautions should be taken to isolate this storage against fire and explosion.

It will be advantageous if the carpenter shop, paint shop and upholstery shop, with their fire hazards, can be isolated in an interior court.

The receiving and shipping room should be provided with covered, metal-lined bins, preferably on wheels, for the keeping of excelsior, etc. Store rooms will be needed for keeping the packing cases of current traveling exhibitions, for museum cases not in use, for exhibition-screens, pedestals, and so on.

Locker and toilet rooms will be needed for the office help, for the cleaning women, and for the guards and attendants—the last of considerable size, with a proper smoking and lunch room.

III. Mechanical Plant

The Mechanical Plant of a museum is very extensive, and requires a competent superintendent, who must have an office and storeroom as well as a shop for his mechanics and electrician.

A. Heating and Ventilation. Contrary to the belief of some engineers, ventilation must provide for a high peak load. At the Philadelphia museum over twenty thousand people have visited twenty galleries within four hours during a Sunday afternoon. Humidification is necessary, except in summer, to prevent American climate and steam heat from cracking pictures, paneling and furniture, although too much will rust armor and metal. Humidity should be kept at from 50 to 55 per cent. Humidifying permits and indeed requires that lower temperatures be maintained in the heating system, 65 degrees being quite ample for winter comfort, and better for the works of art. It would be desirable, theoretically, to use a cooling and air conditioning plant for the maintenance of even temperature and humidity in the summer months, but such a system would be quite expensive. For a museum of the size of the new Pennsylvania Museum of Art it would require energy equivalent to make three to four hundred tons of ice every twenty-four hours to cool the air, plus energy equivalent to twenty tons to bring the air up to room temperature after dehumidification. The rooms may be kept comfortable and condensation prevented by rapid circulation of air. In summer months when there is considerable humidity this circulation of air may amount to ten changes per hour which will produce noticeable air currents. For dry climates three to five changes will be sufficient. The air should be brought in at the ceiling and taken out at the floor level in order to keep the room free from dust. In addition it will be desirable to provide for removing some air from the top of the
room on the side opposite from the intake. With artificial lighting this is especially desirable in summer on account of the heat generated by lights near the ceiling. As the wall space should be kept as clear as possible it is advisable in the event that a fireplace cannot be used for an air outlet to provide registers in the base board. If the air pressure within the museum is kept slightly above the air pressure of the outside atmosphere the leakage of dust through windows and doors will be greatly reduced. On windy days it may be found desirable to run the exhaust fan at half capacity of intake fan to build up an interior air pressure.

B. Lighting. The matter of lighting is important not only for itself but for its bearing on the arrangement of the museum. A reaction against the skylight may be widely observed. The objections urged against it are: glare, producing eye-strain; high illumination of the floor instead of the walls; reflections on pictures; excessive height of galleries to avoid this (unsuccessful for the end walls, in any case); dimness in bad weather; excessive heat in summer; heat losses and obscuring by snow in winter. Light from clerestory windows, where it can be obtained, is free from these disadvantages, except that of the even greater gallery-height required. Ordinary side light from windows (by which the old masters, at least, worked) is now again often preferred for paintings. It requires that galleries shall be deep and relatively narrow, since the wall opposite the windows is disadvantageous both to paintings and to sculpture. The system of composite display, permitting the placing here of tapestries and other objects, ameliorates this difficulty to a considerable extent. Period rooms naturally require side light through their own windows.

Advocacy of artificial lighting alone is now frequently met with among lighting engineers. This is based in part on the objections to skylights, which do not apply to side-lighted galleries. Much of it rests also on the premise that illumination should be of absolutely equal intensity over the whole area of the hanging spaces. It may well be questioned if this is not a false premise, and whether the variation in intensity of natural side light is not only tolerable but actually to be preferred to monotonous "scientific" lighting. On the other hand, it has been amply demonstrated that paintings and other works of art may be adequately seen by well-designed artificial lighting (provision for which must now be made in any case), so that too great sacrifices need not be made for natural lighting in instances where other important advantages are to be secured by sacrificing it.

For dark days and occasional evening use, facilities for artificial light are now regarded as standard for all parts of the building. Special circuits should be
arranged for slight illumination for watchmen.

C. Protection. With an electrical watchmen's signal and fire-alarm system may be combined a call system, very useful for locating officials in any part of the large building. Telephones should be located in connection with this at strategic points through the galleries. The Pennsylvania Museum has adopted a type of watchman's system whereby the watchman carries a hand set and plugs in at his various stations and reports to a central switchboard. The system has joker boxes and automatic devices for reporting to the local police in case of trouble or irregularity. As part of this system there is a call system which will enable the central operator to get in touch with all the guards in different parts of the building. This system has been developed to meet the special problems of museum guarding.

A centralized vacuum cleaner system is much to be preferred to portable electric machines, the bags of which must be detached in the galleries.

In view of the nature of museum contents, hose sets and sprinkler systems are of doubtful advantage even in the shops and in the shipping room. With fireproof construction it would seem better to fight any small local fires with chemical extinguishers, for some of which the claim is made that they are harmless to works of art.

In general it may be said that, in view of the greater difficulty of securing funds for operation than for building, any expense for initial equipment which will reduce the operating personnel is well-advised.

IV. ARCHITECTURAL CHARACTER

As to the architectural treatment of the building, the suggestion has frequently been made that it would be better to abandon any monumental character for the barest enclosure of space, to leave more funds for accessions and operation. Actual experience scarcely bears out this idea. The funds for building come, with rare exceptions, from sources which would not be affected by these considerations, whereas a handsome building which is a source of civic pride attracts not only visitors but gifts and endowments. With sufficient skill, convenience need not be sacrificed to exterior effect. That the contents of the building represents largely the act of the past would not seem to demand an architectural treatment in historic forms. Rather, the nature of art itself would suggest a freely creative treatment. In the interior, as on the exterior, spaciousness, serenity and architectural dignity have their place, especially in the display collection. In the study collections the character of the clean well-ordered storehouse will not be out of place.
OUTLINE REMINDER FOR MUSEUM SPECIFICATIONS

By Erling H. Pedersen

**PLASTERING**
Walls of rooms need not be plastered where old panelling, period rooms, etc., are to be used.
Concealed picture mouldings should be provided in high galleries for hanging of rugs, tapestries, etc.
Galleries should have wall surface into which nails can be driven. This may be cinder block or similar wall covered with a plastic paint wall finish or fabric wall covering.

**PLUMBING**
Provide lavatories in small closets in private offices and shops.
Make special study of kitchen layout for equipment and appliances.
Question of type of restaurant service to be decided upon—cafeeteria, etc.
Provide drinking fountains in offices and public spaces.
Roughing for fire stand pipe system if required.
Gas piping in kitchen, shops, etc.

**HEATING AND VENTILATION**
Provide automatic temperature regulators and air purifiers.
Study location of separate humidifier plants for different sections of the building.
Place thermometers, thermostats and hygrometers.
Radiator enclosures.
Style of register grilles.
Location of registers (see sketch, opposite page).
Heating plant should be located in a separate building.
Provide increased ventilating circuits and thermostats for galleries.

**ACoustics**
Some attention should be given to the problem of sound-deadening within the museum. Needless to say the ordinary precaution will be taken for sound-proofing and vibration-proofing of fans and other machinery. Due to the size, shape and relatively small amount of furniture in the average gallery, attention must be paid to sound absorption of walls and ceilings. This is complicated by the desire for a good nailing surface on the wall and the necessity of eliminating dust. A cinder block wall with fabric covering would give good sound absorption and provide a good surface for nailing but would hold considerable dust. A covering of cement and asbestos nailing concrete or plastic paint would eliminate the dust but the sound absorption would be very greatly reduced. The walls might be covered with a sound absorptive wall board covered with a fabric providing the joints were properly closed to prevent leakage of dust. Wood floors laid on sleepers resound as a drum to the impact caused by walking, especially from women's heels. It has been found that laying the flooring in mastic eliminates much of this drum-like effect.

**FIRE PROTECTIVE SYSTEM**
Provide compressed carbon dioxide fire protection with portable tanks on wheels. "Freezes" the fire without injury to art works.*
Consider the installation of several engine systems, with patrol units consisting of three or four engines properly distributed throughout the building.
Provide hand extinguishers easily accessible in the galleries, offices and public spaces.
Provide layout of extinguisher location on all floors.
Provide for refilling service.
Sprinkler system should not be used in galleries where there are exhibitions of objects but is of value where nitrocellulose photographic film is stored.

**VACUUM CLEANING**
Type of equipment. Portable or central.
Capacity.
Special outlets.
Special attachments for cleaning tapestries, etc., and high points of galleries.
Make provision for cleaning space over Principal Exhibition Galleries.

**MUSEUM CASES**
Structural frame supports for museum cases and balconies should be constructed independently of any building structural steel. This will allow for easy removal of case installation which may be necessary during future development or changes in the gallery arrangement.
Have manufacturers submit sample units to test the lighting, spacing and mechanical features for installation.
Bronze metal preferred in statuary and Verde antique finish.
Sizes reduced to a minimum standard, to be determined by the Museum.
All parts of interiors of cases to be easily accessible, with hinged panels, glass tops and sides.
Dado height of standard dimensions, 18" and 30" high, as determined by the Museum.
Bases of all cases preferably in marble of standard height.
Provide drawers in all cases between first shelving and base where first shelf is over 30" high.

*See pages 34-37, Inspected Fire Protection Appliances National Board of Fire Underwriters Laboratories for Approved Makes.
Lighting in cases. All independent cases to have separate lighting at top. All wall cases where balconies occur shall be lighted from the under side of the balcony.

Shelves should be adjustable, of various lengths and widths, so that arrangement of display is variable.

Shelves should be of different materials, such as wood painted and wood covered with fabrics or plain metal painted, where glass is not desirable.

Cases to be dust proof.

Back lining of cases should be of composition board such as vehisote to permit use of thumb tacks with loose moulding strips for fabric coverings. Certain back linings should be of plate glass mirror.

Pyramid blocking should be provided for use on inside of cases for special displays. These may consist of loose individual metal blocks of standard sizes.

Locks. Simplify system of locks so that there will be a standard key for each department, with one master control for all departments.

Keys should be numbered.

Types of cases shall be designed and dimensioned to a minimum number of standard types which will provide for the various display of objects, as determined by the Museum.

Ornamental mouldings and structural shapes of all cases should be reduced to a minimum.

Simple brackets should be provided for the support of adjustable shelves.

Provide for glass vitrines and pedestals of wood, metal, stone or marble, of standard sizes.

**Special Equipment**

Scales and receiving room and storage.

Waste receptacles for packing material should be metal compartment on wheels.

Loading platform—receiving room and storage.

Small trucks for moving objects.

Small winches for heavy objects.

Exterior portable awning for special receptions.

Carpet or rubber runways at entrances and for rooms and galleries to protect floors when removing objects and changing exhibitions.

Kitchen equipment.

Coat racks.

Cane stands.

Racks and stands should be especially arranged for spaces provided.

Metal furniture—tables, chairs, etc.

Consider the use of metal filing cabinets, as this provides a better fire protection than wood cabinets.

Blue print file cabinets.

Special types of Venetian blinds in offices and galleries.

Office equipment.

Special fireproof vault rooms for offices.

Stock wood or metal and glass office partitions in standard unit lengths which may be interchangeable.

Provide glass transoms in corridor partitions.

Intermediate cyclone fences should be provided in sub-basement storage, with individual doors or gates for each compartment. This will allow for the classification of storage, and still permit the fighting of a fire.

A metal landing platform should be installed in general receiving room.

Rolling wire frames covered with fabric from floor to ceiling for the storage of Study Collection paintings should be installed. These are most satisfactorily supported by hangers at the ceiling. (The installation of these rolling wire frames has been sufficiently developed in the Fogg Museum at Harvard.)

**Floors**

Floors in corridors—stone or terrazzo. Stone, marble, or terrazzo flooring should in no case be highly polished, for the safety of the public.

Study Collection galleries—cork or composition, as a noise deadener.

General offices—heavy linoleum.

Rooms where old woodwork is used should be of wood or other flooring of a type harmonizing with the period and style.

Restaurant—terrazzo or stone.

Kitchen—heavy linoleum or rubber tile with sanitary covered base.

Corridor between offices—To avoid monotony and get the desired effects in period and other rooms a wide variety of floors should be used. Consider the use of woven carpet.

**Hardware**

All deadlocks should be taken into consideration. A master key system should be used for ordinary doors between galleries but storage vaults and special storage rooms should be on separate keys to restrict the number of persons having access to items of value and to limit danger if a key is lost.

Keys should have a flat surface to receive stamped letter and number.

A schedule of the locks should be made with the manufacturers, to establish a system of numbering the doors to identify the keys.

**Painting**

Woodwork in galleries.

Color and finish varied according to type of installation.

Flat finish preferred.

Sign painting throughout building where required.

**Electric Wiring and Electrical Equipment**

A system of distribution and control with panel boxes conveniently located for lighting and appli-
ances in public spaces, such as corridors, galleries, entrances, also for administration floor offices, shops, restaurants, auditoriums, etc.

Emergency exit lights if necessary.
Conduits for telephones.
Telephone system for switchboard and extension location should be considered.
Watchman's night lights throughout building.
Special kitchen and shop equipment high power outlets, including photographic department.
Conduits on exterior of building for future flood lighting.
Fans in vaults.
Electric protection system for windows and loose objects and special installation in galleries, with trouble indicators and siren calls properly distributed in the building.
Electric cooking appliances.
Dish washing equipment.
Electric towels.
Motion picture wiring and apparatus.
Radio broadcasting connections.
Emergency exit lights in auditorium.
Stage lighting.
Lighting under balconies, Study Collection.
Vacuum outlets.

Electrical equipment for shops, motors, saws, planers, finishers, etc.
Electrical printing equipment.
Electrical clock system in galleries, offices.
Master clock control.
Push buttons at all entrances.

GLAZING
Office partitions—translucent and clear glass.
Transoms to light corridors.
Mirrors in public and private wash-rooms.

GALLERY DOORS
Metal or wood doors should be provided for openings between all galleries. This is necessary to exclude public and isolate the noise in galleries during installation of new exhibitions.

ORNAMENTAL BRONZE
Bronze sign boards with hinged, glazed panels should be installed at exterior entrance doors of the building for notices, etc.
Bronze sign boards on pedestals for exhibition notices and directions to the different galleries should be provided for use throughout the building.

REFRIGERATION
Individual kitchen refrigeration and drinking water fountain units.
Cold storage rooms for rugs, textiles, tapestries.

PERSONNEL, SERVICES AND MATERIAL REQUIREMENTS
OF PENNSYLVANIA MUSEUM OF ART

By George C. Barbour, Supt.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PERSONNEL</th>
<th>SERVICES</th>
<th>MATERIAL</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Attendants</td>
<td>Cleaning walls, floors</td>
<td>Exhibits and live storage of exhibits</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Watchmen</td>
<td>Dusting exhibits</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Waxing and polishing floors</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Setting up and changing exhibits</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Removing and storing exhibits</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Repairing skylights, windows, lighting units and cases</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Polishing brass</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| Attendants        | Cleaning walls            | Exhibits and live storage of exhibits |
| Watchmen          | Dusting exhibits          |                               |
| Night scrubbers   | Setting up and changing exhibits |                               |
|                   | Removing and storing exhibits |                               |
|                   | Operating auditorium when necessary |                               |
|                   | Cleaning skylights, windows |                               |
|                   | Cleaning lighting units and cases |                               |
|                   | Repairing walls and painting |                               |

<p>| Attendants        | Disinfecting              | Soap                          |
|                   | Cleaning                  | Paper towels                  |
|                   | Repairs to equipment     | Sanitary napkins              |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PERSONNEL</th>
<th>SERVICES</th>
<th>MATERIAL</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Executives</td>
<td>Administrative</td>
<td>Office furniture, fixtures, counters, etc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Curatorial Staff</td>
<td>Research</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Office help</td>
<td>Classification</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shipping Clerk</td>
<td>Receiving</td>
<td>Packing cases, etc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Packers</td>
<td>Shipping</td>
<td>(Fireproof storage)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chief Engineer</td>
<td>Receiving</td>
<td>Coal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chief Electrician</td>
<td>Fumigation</td>
<td>Oil</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shift Engineers</td>
<td>Packing and shipping</td>
<td>Waste</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mechanics, plumber,</td>
<td>Mothproofing</td>
<td>Machinery</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>electricians, helpers</td>
<td></td>
<td>Tools</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chief Engineer</td>
<td>Heating</td>
<td>Brooms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chief Electrician</td>
<td></td>
<td>Brushes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shift Engineers</td>
<td>Coal supply and ash removal</td>
<td>Electric light units, wire, switches, etc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mechanics, plumber,</td>
<td>Steam generation, transmission, distribution, boiler</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>electricians, helpers</td>
<td>maintenance, packing, joints, valves, etc.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ventilating and Humidity Control</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Plumbing repairs, maintenance, hot and cold water</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>coolers, filters, vacuum and vacuum cleaner, rain</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>conductor and soil lines</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Lubrication and Supervision of Machinery</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Elevator, sewing machines, printing and woodworking machinery</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Electric Supply</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Electric distribution</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Electric repairs</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Electric replacements</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Extensions and revision of ducts and circuits</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Electric lighting units</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Small fans</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Electric lamps</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Projection machines, Maintenance of flood lighting</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Care and Painting of steel suction and house tanks,</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>exposed structural steel, steel stairs, ladders and</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>walks to lighting units</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Cleaning of spaces not occupied by galleries, lofts above</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>galleries and basement areas, roofs, terra cotta, etc.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Upholsterers Shop</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Upholsterer and help</td>
<td>Repair and restoration</td>
<td>Sewing machines</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gilder</td>
<td>Repair and restoration</td>
<td>Benches and racks</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Printer and help</td>
<td>Printing catalogues, bulletins, cards, etc.</td>
<td>Fabrics, hair, etc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cabinet maker and help</td>
<td>Repairs to exhibits and restoration</td>
<td>Benches and supplies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carpenter and help</td>
<td>Repairs and alterations to building</td>
<td>Presses</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Benches</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Racks and Storage</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Benches</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Racks</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Supplies and storage</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Benches</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Racks</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Glue pots</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Steam boxes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Lumber</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Band saw and light</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>jointer</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Note: Study Galleries, the same as galleries.*
Editorial Announcement: Fiske Kimball's exposition of the principles of museum planning is to be followed in January by Clarence Stein's "Museum of the Future." As the architect of the Wichita Art Institute Mr. Stein has already made notable contributions to museum design.
A leading personality in the world of art, Thomas Hastings attained preeminence and held it longer than is the lot of most men. The series of great buildings which bear his name are known to his contemporaries at home and abroad. Two of his early works still stand forth as epoch making, the Ponce de Leon Hotel at St. Augustine, Florida, which immediately set a new standard in American architecture, and the Blair Building in Broad Street, New York, which marked a step in the development of logical design for tall buildings. His most recent work was the redesign and rebuilding of the Senate in the Capitol at Washington, and at the time of his death he was occupied on the architectural design of a new bridge to span the East and Harlem Rivers.

Thomas Hastings carried a precious active quality into his work. He believed that no matter how great the demands on an architect’s time might become he should always draw and design every day and most of the day, and he lived up to this precept. His work, therefore, bore the unmistakable imprint of his individuality and had much of the humanness so characteristic of the designer.

Interested in people he was naturally interested in human affairs. These interests were widespread. He never lost touch with the Old World and the Old World delighted to honor him. Chevalier of the Legion of Honor, member of the Institute of France, Fellow of the Royal Institute of British Architects and Royal Gold Medallist in England, the two European countries he knew so well placed him high on their rolls of honor. In America every distinction that can come to an artist was his.

Everett V. Meeks.
PATRONS OF ARCHITECTURE

Architecture is an art which depends perhaps more than any other on patronage. That is: projects produced in a garret during the starvation of the artist figure not at all in architectural history, and architecture—except for the student—can hardly be held to exist until it is executed. The architect, therefore, must have his work commissioned or else he is not an architect at all, discounting the few who can be their own clients, and architecture, to an extraordinary extent, is dependent upon general public taste, knowledge and appreciation. It is generally held that the high level of eighteenth century architecture was due quite as much to the public as to the architects; and as for the general level of nineteenth century architecture, it is also as usually blamed on the public. A study of the ideal projects of the period does not altogether support this view and it may be quite as true that it was because the architect had too free a rein that the work was bad. Some of the best works of the period, such as Bechford's two towers at Forthill and Lausdonn, were done for men of taste and education who took so much interest that they were in the truest sense patrons as well as clients.

If there are any laymen competent to act thus today, I fear the architect avoids them like the plague. It is far easier to deal with a client than with a patron. The taste of those who are inclined toward princely relation to the arts in America today still tends toward the safe and the historical, so that modern architecture neither gains nor loses much by their patronage. The general tendency of today is toward specialization; and the client feels his aesthetic function has been fulfilled—if he sincerely believes himself to have one—in the preliminary choice of an architect. If he be more particular and desires to carry his discrimination further, he may institute a competition. On account of the expense he is unlikely to do this unless for the publicity it may bring. For architects probably do not do their best work in competitions and the judging of them is an art in itself which does not have much to do with architecture.

But the choice of an architect is a very complicated matter, vastly more complicated than, for example, the choice of a painter to do a portrait. With business, social, economic, even geographical criteria predominant, the aesthetic element in the decision is very slight indeed. Or rather the aesthetic element is more likely to come in awkwardly at a later stage. After an architect has been chosen for a variety of good and sufficient non-aesthetic reasons, the client announces his desire for a modern house "like some of that Dutch and German stuff, but not so wild," or "like that stuff in Paris—there's a whole street of it—only more homelike"—if, of course, he doesn't want an English house or a Spanish one.

The value of the independent practice of architecture depends upon the ability of the individual architect in some sort of conjunction with the individual client or patron to arrive at a single particular solution differing from an ideal or normal solution in
important essentials. Otherwise, architecture might better be a state activity and standards of design handled as standards of hygiene are for the most part now handled. The ideal of most of the younger architects who have given much thought to contemporary problems is exactly such a socialized architecture. Judging from the results now being accomplished under the degenerated individualistic system, it is difficult not to sympathize with them, especially if one compares American low price residential sections with such as are provided more or less socialistically about Frankfurt and other German cities. Surely, moreover, Park Avenue would be a vastly finer thoroughfare had its apartment houses all been built at once by a single office, even if in the "Venetian mood" or the "Lombard manner."

In so far as one looks at architecture from the point of urbanism, the advantages of state controlled design and the disadvantages of individual design are very obvious. If cities are to be machines for working in, it is a terrific misfortune that the parts should be produced in so many different design factories. Moreover, for those who are afraid of the effect of uniformity, such splendid eighteenth century examples as Bath and Nancy display that if the controlling architect has any imagination there need be less uniformity of the depressing kind than there is on Park Avenue today.

On the other hand, what we know of state controlled design in this country, at least, does not encourage the desire that it should become ubiquitous. Our post offices, for example, may be for their periods creditable performances, but no one in his wildest dreams would consider that in any period they ranked very high in the total mass of production. If the municipally provided houses in Germany be good, there are few to deny that the houses erected by a few individual architects in Paris, for clients who in several cases deserve truly to rank as worthy patrons of architecture, are vastly better. Even more to the point is the fact the best European municipal architects usually admit that they do finer work in private practice than in large scale public work.

Socialization of architecture might raise the general level of design; but it would almost certainly inhibit the finest works. For they must usually be of limited scale and more perfectly adapted to an individual case than any work can be to a typical, normal or ideal case. Individual patrons are still necessary for great architecture and the young architects for all their despotic dreams of rebuilding New York, or at least Long Island City, will do better to concentrate upon the immediate and special problems which they are fortunate enough to be allowed to handle. They will, moreover, hardly do the finest work without the cooperation of a client so intelligently interested as to be worthy of the name of patron. How much we owe to those who commissioned Richardson and Wright we shall probably never know. But Taliesin does not suggest that the architect is his own best patron, any more than does the Soane Museum if these be compared with Wright's and Soane's works produced under circumstances that would appear to have been less ideal. Virtuosity in adaptation to a difficult situation remains a prime quality of architectural art, as the works of the inventor of the term *machine à habiter* perpetually suggests.

Henry-Russell Hitchcock, Jr.
Without frequent repainting their interiors are always light - clean - handsome

ADEQUATE LIGHT was essential. Sanitary cleanliness equally necessary. Good looks highly desirable. And it was important that these qualities be lasting—for they wished to avoid the expense and inconvenience of frequent repainting.

So the University of Virginia followed the example of many other modern institutions. They used Barreled Sunlight in white and light tints for all interior painting in the Hospital group of buildings, as well as in the new Medical School.

Month after month the surface of Barreled Sunlight remains high in light-reflecting value, spotlessly clean and sanitary. Dust, smudges, finger marks wipe right off. When a thorough cleaning finally becomes necessary, Barreled Sunlight washes like tile, without wearing away.

Highly practical, Barreled Sunlight is also extremely handsome. It has an exquisite texture, a rich depth peculiar to itself.

In Full Gloss, Semi-Gloss and Flat. Drums and cans. For priming, use Barreled Sunlight Undercoat.

See our complete catalog in Sweet's Architectural or Engineering Catalog. Note coupon below.


Barreled Sunlight
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AN IMPROVED HEATER?...Yes, Sir!

HIGH PRICED?...no, sir!
FAST SHIPMENT?...48 hours
WELL MADE?...Sturtevant!

YOU have the whole story in the headline...almost!
This is the smallest heater Sturtevant ever designed...but they were designed for a big, active market. Garages, auditoriums, factories, workshops, theatres, greenhouses, hangars, stores, auxiliary or booster heating, drying...applications are legion!

When it comes to operation...we rest on our reputation!...
We have one...some sixty years old!
And about price...SPEED HEATERS can be specified and contractors will be delighted to bid! Prices hit a new low!

We'd like to send you all the data you need...either a catalog or specific personal information. One of our representatives will be glad to call—on request.
The coupon awaits your pencil!

B. F. STURTEVANT COMPANY
Plants and Offices at: Berkeley, Cal. • Camden, N. J. • Framingham, Mass.
Galt, Ontario • Hyde Park, Mass. • Sturtevant, Wisc.

THE PRICE IS HAY DOWN

COUPON

B. F. STURTEVANT CO.
Hyde Park, Boston, Mass.

Kindly send me a copy of the SPEED HEATER DATA BOOK.

Name of Company:
Street Address:
City State:

SPEED HEATERS
"More Heat
Less Steam"
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Your reputation often depends upon a "trifle".

In the cost of constructing a building, hardware is a trifle. If it is suitable, strong and silent, the layman public never notice it. But let it fail to function, let it rust or break or balk, and owners are up in arms.

The public judges your professional ability, whether fairly or unfairly, not only by the design of a building but by the contractor's fulfillment of his part of the work, for which you are indirectly responsible.

It stands to reason therefore that you should not willingly allow a contractor to erect a structure any detail of which will reflect upon your professional ability. The standard clause which states that "all workmanship is subject to approval or condemnation by the architect" is always pointed out triumphantly by the layman.

Protect yourself. The specification of good hardware instead of cheap hardware adds but a trifle to the total cost of a building—but your reputation often depends upon it.

P. & F. CORBIN, INC.
NEW BRITAIN, CONNECTICUT
The American Hardware Corp., Successor
New York Chicago Philadelphia

Good Buildings Deserve Good Hardware

33 Stories of Good Hardware—Corbin
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Magic Chef... 

The New Vogue in Gas Ranges

UPSETTING all traditions, ignoring all precedent, American Stove Company has created a new, exquisite and totally different type of gas range—"Magic Chef"—to satisfy the demand for a stove to conform with the art trends of the times.

Authorities in interior decoration have pronounced "Magic Chef" the most notable style-creation in the house furnishings field in a decade. For this immediate acceptance by experts a large measure of credit is due Frank Alvah Parsons, B. S., President of the New York School of Fine and Applied Art, whose expert advice contributed materially to the artistic perfection of "Magic Chef."

But, "Magic Chef" has more than pleasing proportions, symmetrical lines, beautiful finish and radiant coloring. "Magic Chef" possesses, in addition to its famous Red Wheel heat-controlled oven many exclusive service features that make it an unusually durable, efficient, labor-saving cooking appliance.

With "Magic Chef" it is now possible to beautify the all-important kitchen in conformity with the other rooms of the new home that are to be decorated and furnished in keeping with the art trends of the times. An attractively illustrated 24-page booklet giving full details and dimensions of "Magic Chef" will be mailed on request.

AMERICAN STOVE COMPANY - Dept. A, 555 Chouteau Ave., St. Louis, Mo. - LARGEST MAKERS OF GAS RANGES IN THE WORLD
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Modernize with TERRA COTTA

In every City local architects can develop an untouched field modernizing old buildings with TERRA COTTA.

Store and Office Building
905 Chicago Avenue,
Evanston, Illinois.
Remodelled by
Maher & McGrew
Architects

After remodelling terra cotta buildings stay new. Simple cleaning with soap and water will suffice to keep them the most attractive in their neighborhood.

Shall we place your name on the mailing list for the brochure on STORE FRONTS now in preparation? Use coupon below.

NATIONAL TERRA COTTA SOCIETY
230 PARK AVENUE
NEW YORK, N. Y.
(On behalf of the Terra Cotta Manufacturers throughout the United States)

Please put me on your list to receive new brochure on STORE FRONTS.

(Signed) ____________________________
Address ___________________________
BESIDES the normal dividend a good central heating system pays out of profits that come from lower coal and labor bills, reduced fixed charges and other economies, owners of steam distribution lines in Ric-wiL Conduit will receive an extra dividend this winter.

It will come to them directly out of the extra efficiency of Ric-wiL, efficiency over and above the guaranteed 90%, out of the Ric-wiL ability to hold heat losses from 2% to 5% lower than can be expected from ordinary conduits.

As an indication of what this means, take the case of one customer in New York who has a 2400' run of steam line insulated with Dry-paC in Ric-wiL Conduit. On the basis of an actual test of efficiency, the extra over 90% saving to the owner will amount to $450.00 per year.

Test after test of Ric-wiL installations of all kinds, various lengths of runs, different sizes of steam pipes, different ground and weather conditions, are showing this extra-dividend efficiency.

The cause is clear: Ric-wiL is an underground insulating system unusually well drained, strong and watertight, with the extraordinary Dry-paC insulation in closed construction to guarantee its permanent dry efficiency.

By all means, investigate this extra-dividend conduit for the next job you plan for any client.

The Ric-wiL Company
1566 Union Trust Bldg., Cleveland, O.
New York — Boston — Baltimore — Atlanta — Chicago
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In Mr. Charles E. Ringling's Florida home at Sarasota, pictured above, a sense of comfort has been combined most successfully with one of splendor. In the achievement of its perfect effects every detail of this spacious residence was considered most carefully.

And so Russwin Hardware—with its wide variety of designs and its known quality and trouble free service—has been used throughout.
A Quality product is not a matter of chance, but is the result of careful thought and painstaking effort to produce the very best. Since 1889 Imperial has constantly striven to make only the best. It has become a habit and as a result Imperial Motors give years of satisfactory service. They are unusually Quiet Running and are especially adaptable for Quiet Zones.

THE IMPERIAL ELECTRIC CO.
Established 1889
Akron, Ohio.
Branches in Principal Cities
This is the
"K of K Hygienic" Seat
made by Kohler of Kohler

HERE is the latest addition to the Kohler line. A very important addition—"K of K Hygienic" closet seats. A complete line—all models—open and closed front, with and without covers, in Sea Pearl finish or plain, harmonizing with all Kohler colors, also in white, black, mahogany, and golden oak.

With many new features to recommend it, perhaps the outstanding feature of this new line is Kohler Quality. "K of K Hygienic" seats are made by Kohler at Kohler, insuring the same quality standard, centralized control, fine workmanship, and rigid inspection that have built the reputation of Kohler Enameled Iron fixtures, Vitreous China, and Brass.

You may now specify Kohler closets complete with Kohler seats, crated together—thus centralizing responsibility for quality and delivery, while simplifying specification-writing, ordering, and handling "on the job."

Improved Design—New Features
Kohler Quality

1. Cover and seat swing from one concealed bar hinge.
2. Flange on hinge checks seat and cover in upright position.
3. Two metal bars keep cover securely in place.
4. Solid hardwood core, reinforced with cross-grain dowels.
5. Durable, sanitary sheet covering.

Kohler Co., Founded 1873, Kohler, Wis. · Shipping Point, Sheboygan, Wis. · Branches in Principal Cities

KOHLER OF KOHLER
PLUMBING FIXTURES

Look for the Kohler Trade Mark on Each Fixture
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Now Ready for Immediate Delivery

Third Edition—Revised and Enlarged

The American Hospital of the Twentieth Century

By EDWARD F. STEVENS, Architect
Fellow of American Institute of Architects—Member of American Hospital Association

The most complete, up-to-date and valuable book on Hospital Planning and Equipment. The author has himself planned more than 150 hospitals and institutions.

Originally published in 1918, this book promptly became the recognized authority on the subject of Hospital Planning. The revised edition was printed in 1921 and this second edition has been entirely exhausted. The third edition, published in November, 1928, represents an entire rewriting of all subjects and an increase from 224 pages in the first edition and 380 in the second edition to 550 in this new edition, with 660 illustrations of plans, details and photographs.

"The American Hospital of the Twentieth Century" presents in a concrete form a vast fund of correlated facts, dealing with a number of Hospitals of international fame—many of them of very recent construction or completion.

Probably no abler exponent or keener observer than Mr. Edward F. Stevens, of Boston, could be selected to write so valuable and indeed indispensable a book. Known throughout both Europe and America as a leading architectural authority on Hospital construction and equipment, whose specialized genius is represented by some of the most perfected and noblest edifices extant among modern Hospitals, he has approached his subject from a most practical standpoint, selecting with discrimination and discussing in full detail.

This new edition has been entirely rewritten and much new material has been added. It discusses every ward and department of a modern Hospital, including the Kitchen and Laundry, devotes special chapters to Heating, Ventilation and Plumbing—Details of Construction and Finish Equipment—Landscape Architecture as applied to Hospitals, etc., etc.

550 pages—with 660 illustrations and floor plans

The Architectural Record,
119 West 40th Street, New York.

Send me at once, all charges prepaid, one copy of the new third edition of "The American Hospital of the Twentieth Century" for which I enclose $15. If this book is not in every way satisfactory I will return it to you within 5 days and you are to return the $15.

Name
Address
Profession
Date

A.R. 12-29
THE floor of this delightful kitchen by Ludlow & Peabody is of blue and buff triangular tiles. The walls are of buff with blue tiles forming the base, window sills and walls of the recess. The cabinets are painted a soft harmonizing green.

This hooded tiled recess into which the stove is built is both charming and practical. It conducts all vapors from the kitchen and adds a note of individuality.

YOU DERIVE the greatest benefit from Keramic Tiles when the tiles are set by experts. Their skilled workmanship is instantly apparent. Select your tiling contractor for the quality of his work.

LUDLOW & PEABODY have made this kitchen a room individual, livable and interesting by the use of Keramic Tiles—real tiles.

Utilizing all the modern labor-saving conveniences—clothing them in restful but colorful tiles—Ludlow & Peabody have turned the kitchen, a room formerly associated with drudgery and drabness, into a room of individuality and cheer.

Keramic Tiles, with their changeless color and beauty and well-known wearing quality, make the perfect material for the modern kitchen. Their variety of sizes and shapes fits into any decorative scheme.

ASSOCIATED TILE MANUFACTURERS

420 Lexington Avenue, New York, N.Y.

ALHAMBRA TILE CO.
AMERICAN ENCAUSTIC TILING CO., Ltd.
CAMBRIDGE TILE MANUFACTURING CO.
FEDERAL TILE COMPANY
FRANKLIN POTTERY
GRUEBY FAIENCE & TILE CO.
MATAWAN TILE CO.
THE MOSAIC TILE CO.
NATIONAL TILE CO.
OLEAN TILE CO.
THE C. PARDEE WORKS
ROSSMAN CORPORATION

STANDARD TILE CO.
THE SPARTA CERAMIC CO.
UNITED STATES ENCAUSTIC TILE WORKS
UNITED STATES QUARRY TILE CO.
WHEATLEY TILE & POTTERY CO.
WHEELING TILE CO.
Last Big Obstacle to Increased Construction
Removed by Stock Collapse

The principal check the stock market puts on general construction activity is when it absorbs an undue proportion of the country's investment funds, causing supplies of capital and credit available for construction investment to decrease and interest rates on time loans and mortgage money to rise. These things have already happened and have already been readjusted. Whatever real harm the stock market can do to the construction industry has been done in the past seventeen months of declining construction volume.

Two big breaks in the stock market took place just ten years apart: October, 1919, and October, 1929. Ten years ago practically all of the important adjustments affecting construction activity had to be made after the market collapse; this time all the important ones were made before. The stock market break in 1919 came three months after the peak of construction contracts; this time it came seventeen months after construction's peak.

In 1919, before construction could go ahead, the bond market had to turn upward; this happened seven months after the stock market break. This year the bond market turned upward shortly before the stock market break; this adjustment has been made. In 1919 interest rates on time money had to reach their peak and turn down; this they did eleven months after the stock market break. This year time money passed its peak and turned down shortly before the stock market break; this adjustment has been made. In 1919 the New York Federal Reserve discount rate had to reach its peak and turn down; it rose to 7 per cent seven months after the stock market break and did not drop again to 6 1/2 per cent until eighteen months after the stock market break. This year the New York Federal Reserve rate was increased to 6 per cent three months before the stock market broke; was reduced to 5 per cent on October 31 and again to 4 3/2 per cent on November 14; this adjustment has been made.

In 1919 general commodity prices were inflated and had to reach a peak and turn down; this took eight months from the time the stock market broke. This year, general commodity prices had been declining twelve months before the stock market broke; they were not inflated and call for no considerable adjustment. In 1919 building costs had skyrocketed to a high state of inflation; they had to reach a peak and turn down; this took seven months after the stock market break. At the present time, building costs have been practically stable for six years and no considerable adjustment is called for. In 1919 the most important decisions to build new projects rested with corporations and lending institutions (many of which had been involved in business inflation) whose resources, credit and confidence were considerably impaired. The most important decisions to build now rest in the main with corporations and lending institutions whose financial stability, credit resources and confidence in the economic progress of the country are greater than ever before.

Consequently, the recent collapse of the stock market, some months overdue, was the final big financial adjustment required for improved building conditions. The building decline of the past seventeen months has been unduly prolonged, has effected a considerable measure of adjustment between building supply and building demand, and should end within a relatively short time, after whatever additional minor adjustments have been completed.

THOMAS S. HOLDEN,
Vice-President in charge of Structural Division, F. W. Dodge Corporation.
Smooth! after 13 years of constant hard usage

BLOX-ON-END FLOORING

SHOWN ABOVE is the first BLOXONEND Floor ever installed. It is estimated that more than one million tons of freight have been trucked and dragged over the floor during the 13 years already in use. Under this terrific grind BLOXONEND has remained smooth.

Not a cent spent for upkeep and from all appearance, the floor will continue to render satisfactory service for many years.

The speeding up of trucking and the elimination of floor upkeep resulted in savings that paid for BLOXONEND many times over. Cleanliness and resilience were added advantages.

Performance of this kind has justified leading concerns in all lines of industry paying a higher first cost for BLOXONEND. We would like to send you a sample of BLOXONEND and descriptive literature. May we?

CARTER BLOXONEND FLOORING COMPANY
KANSAS CITY, MISSOURI
Representatives in Leading Cities

BLOX-ON-END FLOORING

Bloxonend is made of Southern Pine with the tough end grain up. It comes in 8 ft. lengths with the blocks dovetailed endwise onto baseboards.

BLOXONEND is rapidly laid in old or new plants
Cast stone is a building stone molded from concrete in which the aggregate is especially prepared and selected for durability and appearance. The surface is cut or otherwise treated to produce any desired finish.

Cast stone affords utmost freedom to decorative expression in architecture. The pictures on this page are typical examples. All the decorative details were molded, and the natural beauty of the aggregate revealed by skillful tooling. Where color is employed—an additional possibility with cast stone—the beauty of ornamentation is greatly enhanced. Cast stone thus lends itself readily to the molding of highly ornamental details, as well as to the conventional uses on plain surfaces. Intricate designs are reproduced in concrete of the highest quality. With cast stone, architects may secure the exact color and decorative effect desired, with the assurance that its character and beauty will be lastingly preserved. Inquiries are invited.

THE CAST STONE INSTITUTE
33 WEST GRAND AVENUE . . CHICAGO
Occasionally there comes to the architect an opportunity to lavish upon a single detail all that conceivably might be done. An office for a great banker, or for an executive of a great institution, is such an opportunity.

With what felicity American Walnut lends itself to the creation of these elegant rooms. There is about walnut no trace of the bizarre, no slightest suggestion of impermanency. Rather, American Walnut achieves beauty with the utmost dignity. It is the perfect setting for the man who himself typifies alert stability, whose position countenances no compromise with the finest.

American Walnut is more and more the preferred wood among appreciative Masters of Modern Business.

STEEL
proved before it is used

A steel structural member is a finished product before it goes into place. Its manufacture has proved — through constant inspection ... test ... analysis — that steel is qualified to serve anywhere, any time, with unfailing strength and unquestioned security. The very nature of the manufacture of structural steel — its unvarying chemical composition, its shaping through repeated rolling processes — forestalls any possibility of hidden weaknesses. Steel is proved right before it is shipped from the mill.

Specify steel with thorough confidence. Use it with assurance, for its properties are known. Build with steel to save time in construction, to bring sooner occupancy and quicker dividends. Use steel to defeat obsolescence — for steel buildings and bridges are most quickly, easily and economically altered ... extended ... remodeled ... removed. Steel by test, by experience, by common acceptance, is the most suitable material for modern construction.

A Technical Service Bureau is at the disposal of architects, engineers, owners and others who have need of information which can be supplied through the American Institute of Steel Construction, Inc.

AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF STEEL CONSTRUCTION, INC.

The co-operative non-profit service organization of the structural steel industry of the United States and Canada. Correspondence is invited. 200 Madison Avenue, New York City. District offices in New York, Worcester, Philadelphia, Birmingham, Cleveland, Chicago, Milwaukee, St. Louis, Topeka, Dallas and San Francisco.

The Institute publishes twelve booklets, one on practically every type of steel structure, and provides also in one volume, "The Standard Specification for Structural Steel for Buildings," "The Standard Specification for Fireproofing Structural Steel Buildings," and "The Code of Standard Practice." Any or all of these may be had without charge, simply by addressing the Institute at any of its offices.
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Free to architects only! This Hugh Ferriss rendering will be mailed on request. It is enlarged to approximately one and one-half times the size of the above illustration and reproduced on special stock for framing.
... on RAYMOND CONCRETE PILES

A FORM FOR EVERY PILE
A PILE FOR EVERY PURPOSE
(REGARDLESS OF LENGTH)

Beneath this, typical of many notable business structures in the West, are Raymond Concrete Piles, the logical choice of Owners, Architects and Engineers who demand maximum dependability in foundation work.

RAYMOND CONCRETE PILE COMPANY
NEW YORK: 140 Cedar Street  CHICAGO: 111 West Monroe Street
Raymond Concrete Pile Co., Montreal, Canada

Branches in these Cities

ATLANTA  CLEVELAND  MIAMI  SAN FRANCISCO
Baltimore  detroit  milwaukee  ST. LOUIS
Boston  houston  philadelphia  ST. PAUL
Buffalo  kansas city  pittsburgh  WASHINGTON
Chicago  los angeles  portland  LONDON, ENGLAND

Close-up of Steel Shell and Spiral Reinforcing.
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Save -
A SMALL city burned today—nine hundred and thirty-one homes, five schools, five churches, fifteen hotel buildings, one hospital, four warehouses, six department stores, two theatres, eight public garages, three printing plants, three dry goods stores and ninety-six farm buildings. That is the average daily toll taken by Fire in the United States.

This same destroyer day after day snuffs out twenty-seven lives—nine being children under ten years of age.

Appalling!—And yet a few years ago, conditions were even more disastrous. Due to greater care and the growing use of steel building materials by architects and builders, there has been a decline in the fire loss. Steel products never start a fire or feed the flames!

Steel partitions, doors and trim, steel stairways, steel lath and other steel building products are saving lives and property every day—many of them having definite ratings from the Underwriters' Laboratories because of their recognized fire resistive qualities.

Substantial savings in construction costs and additional fire safety are being obtained with such products as steel shower stalls and bathroom tiles, steel joists and floor forms, steel ceilings, cornices, canopies and stacks.

When weight saving is desirable, steel roof decks, galvanized roofing and siding and similar articles, make possible safe reduction in the weight and cost of supporting members.

Adaptable to factory, commercial building or home—advancing in artistic design and utility each year—The wider use of steel products will bring about great savings from fire loss, savings of life and money, savings in space, weight, wear, time, labor and dirt.

Complete information concerning these products may be obtained by writing the Trade Research Division, National Association of Flat Rolled Steel Manufacturers, Terminal Tower Building, Cleveland, Ohio.
ARCHITECTS and interior decorators are using more Tidewater Red Cypress than ever before. In this versatile wood, which is so famed for its durability, they find a charm of grain that can be found in no other material. The profession finds it especially suitable for paneling, doors, window frames, base boards, molding, and many other places where a house might be made more beautiful by its exquisite beauty. Tidewater Red Cypress may be used just as it comes from the lumber yard, or it may be waxed, varnished, stained, sand-etched, charred or painted.

THE VOGUE SWINGS TO NATURAL INTERIORS

A BOOK OF INTERIORS - SENT FREE. Photographs of rooms designed by many famous architects have been assembled in an interesting book which will be sent to you free of charge, if you will write to the Southern Cypress Manufacturers' Association, Jacksonville, Florida.

TIDEWATER RED CYPRESS
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America Needs More Garages in Her Cities

d’Humy Motoramp Garage and Office Building Combined

... a utilization of lower floors which solves a vexatious economic problem.

The increasing difficulty of securing profitable rental of the lower floors (particularly the interior area) of a tall office building has long engaged the thought of architects.

To plan garage and office building combined offers an ideal solution. Inexpensive garage-type construction for the lower floors (except possibly retaining office space for the street frontage) lessens the total investment and will produce revenue in as favorable ratio as the surmounting office building space. And it locates the garage where its capacity utilization is assured.

This general plan capitalizes the economic and operating advantages of the d’Humy Motoramp type garage on mid-city locations.

How the d’Humy Motoramp design adapts itself is demonstrated in a series of typical buildings in our “Combination Building Sketches” which we will be glad to send you. Shall we do so?

RAMP BUILDINGS CORPORATION
Garage Engineers
21 East 40th Street, New York, N.Y.

Tilden, Ritter & Pepper, Architects
Nineteen stories of office space, surrounding five garage floors—24 floors total, the Walnut Street Frontage on the garage floors is planned for offices 31 feet deep. The automobile entrance is on the rear street. d’Humy Motoramps provide cost-free interfloor transportation.

“450 Sutter Street” in San Francisco is another notable example.
A PRIVATE office must provide these three features or it ceases to be a private office. Sanymetal Partitions supply all three and in addition beauty, utility and movability. Should expansion plans or a desire to change arrangements arise, Sanymetal Partitions may be moved, rearranged with 100% salvage.

Architects appreciate the ease with which Sanymetal Office Partitions accommodate wiring systems; their insulation against noise; their fire-safe construction; their beautiful permanent baked enamel finishes.

In the planning of new office structures or in the remodeling of old, architects will find the cooperation of Sanymetal engineers decidedly helpful. You may consult them without obligation.

The Sanymetal Products Co.
1704 Urbana Rd., Cleveland, O.
New York Office: 536 East 133rd Street
This is an air-eye view of any city, showing hundreds of Carey Built-up Roofs—on schools, institutions, industrial buildings, apartments and residences. In any city, there is a Carey service representative, ready to tell you about the Carey roofing specifications that fit the building you are designing. And, in any and every city, architects know that the building with the Carey roof—the gold bond roof—wears plus-quality protection.

The Philip Carey Company, Lockland, Cincinnati, Ohio

Carey Built-Up Roofs
“A Roof For Every Building”
New 35-Story Skyscraper... equipped with Art Metal

All elevator, stair, and corridor doors in new David Stott Building, in Detroit, installed by Art Metal

Look at these photographs! They picture the reason why Art Metal received this 578-door contract. Each one shows how the opportunity for good metal work in the David Stott Building was made use of... the ability of the Art Metal craftsmen to reproduce faithfully the architect's design.

For over 41 years Art Metal has been producing the finest bronze and steel equipment for banks, libraries, and public buildings. The largest metal equipment job in the world is the Art Metal installation in the Free Library of Philadelphia. Every department of the Chase National Bank is Art Metal equipped. Outstanding examples of craftsmanship.

When you specify Art Metal you gain the advantage of this seasoned experience expressed in ageless steel and bronze. Your designs receive a concrete interpretation. Your contract, no matter how diversified, is promptly filled through the able facilities of the Art Metal organization.

Write NOW. A letter brings a representative qualified to consult with you on any installation, large or small. There is no obligation. Art Metal Construction Company, Jamestown, New York.
Perfect Door Control Increases the Comfort of the Patient

The new Stanley Friction Roller Door Holder for Hospital Doors holds the door in any position, prevents the door from slamming, gives the patient the comfort of a partly open door day or night. Allows the door to stand ajar for ventilation and at the same time insures privacy.

A simple and economical mechanism which adds greatly to the comfort of the patient through silent, positive door control.

Complete description upon request.

THE STANLEY WORKS, New Britain, Conn.
AUTHENTIC PLASTER ORNAMENT

Pompeian Court
executed by Jacobson
in the Metropolitan Museum of Art, New York

CONSTANTLY it is the privilege of Jacobson to undertake the creation of plaster effects which call for a superlative technique. The Pompeian Court in the Metropolitan Museum of Art, New York, pictured above, is an outstanding example of the sort of work of this kind which we have undertaken in the last few years.

The illustration above is not shown with the idea of establishing the quality of Jacobson work, for it is impossible to make evident in a photograph, no matter how detailed, the infinite care and pains devoted to meeting the most exacting specifications.

Architects and decorators in all parts of the country are enabled to make use of Jacobson craftsmanship through their catalogues of plaster ornament. The new catalogue, comprising 3,109 new designs never before published, is now ready for distribution to recognized architects and decorators. If you have not already done so, please write to make sure that your copy is forwarded promptly.

JACOBSON & COMPANY
239-241 East 44th Street
New York
At the touch of a finger would you open or close a door, raise or lower a show window, curtain, stage, orchestra pit or gallery? Would you remove a partition, transform a skating rink into a dance floor or prize ring? Would you change a store entrance into a show window, turn a building to face the sun, a hangar to tail the wind?

These are engineering problems in which we specialize, undertaking the detailed design, construction and erection directly with and for the architect.

We offer a line of standardized electrical units and explain their purpose in

32 PAGES IN SWEETS ARCHITECTURAL CATALOGUES 1930 Edition. Look for Ali Baba and the magic entrance, the cover to our section, an “Open Sesame” to a new and specialized engineering service. If you wish it to move, we can move it automatically.

ALLEN & DREW INC.
45 BROOKFORD STREET
CAMBRIDGE, MASSACHUSETTS
"As clean in the basement as it is in the picture"

Bryant Gas Heating is a dependable guardian of an architect's conception and execution. If the basement is decorated for living purposes, no soot, drippings, dust or grime from furnace room, storage bin or tank play havoc with the investment. No vapor, odors, soot or dust penetrate to upper floors to tarnish paint and varnish or damage hangings and upholstery. The original beauty is protected and preserved. No fuel trucks damage lawns or shrubbery. No furnace men or parade of service mechanics need be taken into consideration. Each of these points is as important to your client as to you.

THE BRYANT HEATER & MFG. CO.
17870 St. Clair Avenue • Cleveland, Ohio

An inexpensive handling of a charming basement play room is shown below. The "extras" are limited to integral hardening and coloring of the concrete floor, the wall treatment and the Compo board enclosure above the boiler.

Exactly the same floor plan could be used for an adult recreation room, the two alcoves becoming card rooms with permanent tables always ready for use.
Every man in the Thorp organization, from the executives on down, is keenly aware of his individual responsibility to meet the sometimes exacting requirements of the architect. This state of mind produces not only a high order of skill, but quickens the intelligence. We believe that this attitude is worth a great deal. Architects that continually specify Thorp Doors have learned to be complacent about the result, knowing that their intentions will be intelligently met and skillfully executed in metal.

Architectural details on request—address the home office at Minneapolis, Minnesota.

Minnesota Building, St. Paul—Charles A. Hensler, Architect. Main floor elevator entrances have cast ornamental panels with bronze enamel finish. Upper floor entrances, baked walnut finish. Thorp noiseless continuous guides are, of course, used.
Razor-edges and Snowflakes

Man-made objects lose with magnification; nature's productions show up still better. The keenest razor-edge looks coarse and ragged under the microscope, but the more you magnify a snowflake the more beautiful it becomes.

Sheldon's slate is nature's product. No artificiality appears, no matter how close you come. Like the snowflake, it can stand the microscope, so to speak.

That's why this corner of that peaceful residence we showed you last month: a close-up in which nature's beauty is enhanced.

Which leads us to reflect that a Sheldon slate roof is "a roof of eternal beauty," whether viewed from afar or from nearby.

To refresh your memory, this peaceful nook occurs in the residence of George G. Sicard, Larchmont, New York.

John Russell Pope, Architect.
American Seating Company
14 East Jackson Boulevard, Chicago, Ill.
Branches in All Principal Cities

UNIVERSITY of CHICAGO CHAPEL

Showing Choir Gallery and Pews from the Workrooms of the AMERICAN SEATING COMPANY

Bertram Grosvenor Goodhue and Bertram Grosvenor Goodhue Associates, Architects
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Paul Revere
founded this business

THE PIONEER
OF THE COPPER INDUSTRY

History dramatizes Paul Revere as a daring, horseback patriot, who in spare time wrought exquisite silver bowls. In Canton, Mass., are relics of a lesser known Paul Revere, pioneer in copper rolling, founder of a great American industry.

Here in 1801, Paul Revere built America’s first copper-rolling mill and rolled America’s first copper sheet. His original Revere & Son (later Revere Copper Co.) was handed down to son, grandson, great-grandson.

A FAR-REACHING CONSOLIDATION

Last year came an important consolidation in American industry. Six successful companies joined as one . . .


Their six plants high-spot the entire industrial area from Boston to Baltimore to Chicago. Their six units, with their specialties, combine to make a complete service in copper, brass and bronze. A natural consolidation!

In the Taunton-New Bedford unit, of which Edward H. R. Revere is Chairman, was the original Revere Copper Company founded in 1801.

So to perpetuate the name Revere in the industry and in the very business which Paul Revere founded, the name of this consolidated group now becomes: Revere Copper and Brass Incorporated.
BATES SEAM-FACE GRANITE in rift, grain and texture is extremely favorable to economic working—a condition reflected in its cost, and enhanced by large-scale production with resultant savings to the purchaser. It is distinguished by a low coefficient of absorption and, by the flame test, shows up as one of the best of granites as regards scaling and cracking. We supply Split-Face as well as Seam-Face, and the colors range from deep browns and reds to light greens and greys, with intermediate tones of yellow, buff and orange. Our facilities for production and dressing are unusual, assuring prompt delivery regardless of quantity. We are represented in Sweet's Architectural Catalogues.

BATES BROS. SEAM-FACE GRANITE CO., INC.
Quincy, Massachusetts
PLANT LAYOUT
....as flexible as a Loose-Leaf Ledger!

GROWING, progressive businesses require frequent layout changes—to keep step with production. And modern architects foresee that alterations frequently must be made quickly, easily . . . without loss of time or waste of materials.

Immovable walls for interior plant construction have failed repeatedly to satisfy the changing needs of industry. Only 100% movable steel partitions meet today's demands for utmost flexibility.

Whether you're working on changes in a present plant or designing a new factory, just remember this: that your clients' interests — both present and future — will best be served by equipping their buildings with Hauserman Movable Steel Partitions.

Thousands of industrial installations in leading plants of the country have shown the immense value to industry of steel partitions. Impressive list of nationally known users will be furnished upon request.

THE E. F. HAUSERMAN COMPANY, Partition Specialists
6914 GRANT AVENUE - CLEVELAND, OHIO

Direct Factory Branches in 13 Principal Cities—Organized for Service Nationally
NEWARK - PHILADELPHIA - BUFFALO - BOSTON - HARTFORD - CHICAGO - NEW YORK
PITTSBURGH - DETROIT - CINCINNATI - ST. LOUIS - WASHINGTON, D.C. - CLEVELAND

HAUSERMAN
PARTITIONS
OF MOVABLE STEEL

Send me more information about partitions for

Name
Firm
Address

THE E. F. HAUSERMAN CO., Cleveland, Ohio
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Concrete Masonry Construction Makes Fine Homes Firesafe

It is easy to understand why an ever-increasing number of fine homes are being built with concrete masonry walls and concrete floors. This type of construction not only assures utmost durability and strength, but—even greater importance to the owner of every fine home—firesafety!

Here is complete protection for your investment in the home itself, and its furnishings. Rare libraries that can never be replaced, costly rugs and tapestries, prized trophies and mementos of earlier years—for the loss of these no insurance can adequately compensate. They must be safeguarded from fire.

Then, too, there's the peace of mind which firesafety creates—entire freedom from anxiety. Fires that originate in the basement—and many of them do—are completely isolated from living quarters by a concrete first floor. Loved ones are assured utmost protection.

Another feature of this modern construction is its resistance to extremes of heat and cold. A concrete masonry wall (built of hollow concrete units) is virtually two walls, with insulating air space between outer and inner surfaces. Homes thus protected may be kept delightfully cool on summer's hottest days. With a smaller expenditure for fuel than is customary, they may be kept comfortably cozy in the zero cold of winter.

Portland Cement
Concrete for Permanence


Another view of the Col. George home. Walls are largely of concrete masonry. Exterior is of portland cement stucco, brick, and stone trim. With reinforced concrete floors throughout, this residence is as nearly firesafe as it can be built. It replaces one destroyed by fire.
When to these qualities are added the strength and remarkable durability of concrete masonry, its ever-increasing use in the construction of fine homes and country estates is simply a matter of course. During recent years the manufacture of concrete masonry units has been developed with particular regard for the needs of home building. These units are made by mixing portland cement with water and other suitable materials such as sand, pebbles, crushed stone, cinders, burned shale, or slag. Necessary standards of size and quality are everywhere carefully maintained.

When reasonable skill and care are exercised in mixing the cement mortar and laying the units, a wall of great strength and stability—of virtually one-piece construction—is the result. Portland cement stucco, when used as an exterior finish, bonds perfectly to concrete masonry walls. Coating and base become one. This stability and permanence of concrete masonry; the distinctive exteriors made possible with the varied textures and color tones available in portland cement stucco; the beauty of concrete floors, treated in any one of many charming ways—these are matters of the greatest interest and importance to every fine home builder.

Before you plan your home, become familiar with this modern construction material. Let us send you complete and handsomely illustrated literature on the subject.
An International Masterpiece


ARCHITECT, general contractor and plasterer are working hand in hand to make the interior of this imposing structure express the spirit and the aspirations of a youthful, hopeful, ambitious New World Republic.

And for plaster plastic enough to receive texture treatment—to accept and make permanent the ornate decorations—they came to Woodville for the original Ohio White Finish, made from the world's finest and purest known deposit of dolomite rock.

Ohio Hydrate & Supply Company
Woodville, Ohio
Charter Member of the Finishing Lime Association of Ohio

Ohio White Finish
Obtainable everywhere in distinctively marked Red Zig Zag Bags—sold under four brands of equal merit—"Ohio"—"Buckeye"—"Hawk Spread" and "Woodville"
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CONSPICUOUS by reason of its graceful, sky-pointing tower, the new Carbide & Carbon Building rises majestically at the southwest corner of Michigan Avenue and East South Water Street, Chicago. The exterior, too, gives hint of a fine interior — the trim of which is enhanced and permanently protected through the use of Pratt & Lambert Varnish Products — notably "38° Preservative Varnish.

"38° is a time-tested varnish for all high-grade interior trim. It brings out the natural beauty of the wood and preserves it indefinitely. "38° Preservative Varnish is not affected by hot or cold water, will not crack, blister or turn white.

Prompt, practical aid on any finishing problem is yours on request. Telephone or write the nearest Architectural Service Department.

PRATT & LAMBERT-Inc., 108 Tonawanda Street, Buffalo, N. Y. (Phone Delaware 6000); 3301 38th Avenue, Long Island City, N. Y. (Phone Stillwell 5100); 320 West 26th Street, Chicago, Ill. (Phone Victory 1800); In Canada: 28 Court-Weight Street, Bridgeburg, Ontario.
Cincinnati Gas & Electric Company
Cincinnati, Ohio

Garber & Woodward
Architects

John Russell Pope
Associate Architect

Geo. A. Fuller Company
Contractors

WESTINGHOUSE ELEVATORS contain every refinement for comfort, speed and safety, known to vertical transportation. They land under perfect electrical and mechanical control exactly at each floor level with effortless precision.

Westinghouse Elevators are the logical highways of modern architecture.

Westinghouse Electric Elevator Company
NOW...

Moisture Content

Is Specified in
Southern Pine Association
Grading Rules

STEP by step Southern Pine Association mills have led in the development of perfected manufacturing methods, to meet the needs of the lumber trade.

Uniform grades, supervision of grading at the mill, grade marking, and NOW... For each grade a guaranteed maximum moisture content.

These moisture content limitations now apply to all standard grades of Southern Pine lumber. Excessive moisture is now a defect, just as checks and knots.

Require the official grade mark. It is your guarantee of good lumber, correctly manufactured, properly dried and accurately graded . . . lumber that has been brought from the "Wilderness of Doubt" by the progressive activity of Southern Pine Association mills.

Southern Pine Association
New Orleans

Have you received your copy of the Moisture Content booklet? One is waiting for you. Send for it today.
Non-Slip Mosaics—Permanently Non-Slip

It is not abrasive alone but also the method of bonding it that makes a tile truly non-slip. Alundum Ceramic Mosaics are a special purpose tile developed and made by the world's largest manufacturer of abrasive products for one object only, to assure walking surfaces that are permanently non-slip—and whether wet or dry.

The abrasive is so bonded in Alundum tiles that even when used where traffic is extremely heavy—in entrance vestibules, around soda and lunch counters and the like—they will remain non-slip throughout their entire life.

Dickinson College, Carlisle, Pennsylvania
William W. Emmart, Baltimore, Architect

Alundum Ceramic Mosaics, white granite, for floor around pool, with red vitreous mosaics in border design.

NORTON COMPANY
New York Chicago Detroit
Philadelphia Pittsburgh
Hamilton, Ont.
Fifteen Exclusive Patented Features
of Rolscreens are essential to the complete satisfaction of modern rolling window screens. Specify the finest modern window screens—

ROLSCREEN COMPANY, 293 MAIN ST., PELLA, IOWA

AS THE OLD WORLD SWINGS INTO THE COLD BLEAK MONTHS WHAT A PENETRATING FRIENDLY WARMTH IS THE CHRISTMAS SPIRIT OF GOOD FELLOWSHIP!

MAY WE THE ENTIRE ROLSCREEN ORGANIZATION FROM COAST TO COAST GREET YOU WITH YE OLD TIME

MERRIE CHRISTMAS
NEW YORK MEDICAL CENTER

H&H GOLD STAR
PUSH SWITCHES
and TUMBLER SWITCHES

This great group stands expressive of the dignity, the honor, the enduring values of medical service. Architecturally distinguished, structurally in harmony with the great work it houses, there could be no plainer call for character in materials. In electrical equipment it required—and received—the finest switches of Hart & Hegeman. Of GOLD STAR Push Switches, approximately eight thousand. Of enclosed-type Tumblers, three thousand. Specification-data in new Catalogue "U".

HART & HEGEMAN DIVISION
THE ARROW-HART & HEGEMAN ELECTRIC CO.
HARTFORD, CONN. MAKERS OF ELECTRIC SWITCHES SINCE 1890
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Our Contribution to the art of Heating & Ventilation

for the ventilation of schools, hospitals, offices and other buildings presenting an acute ventilating problem.

Herman Nelson Invisible Radiator

...supersedes all previous radiators, radiator cabinets or enclosures. Occupies no room space and makes possible any desired decorative scheme or furniture arrangement. Indestructible in service.

THE HERMAN NELSON hiJet HEATER

It operates at steam pressures from 1 to 150 lbs., and offers the better and more economical way of diffusing heat in Factories, Railroad Shops, Roundhouses, Mills, Warehouses, Garages, Gymnasiums and Industrial Buildings.

Six years ago when the Herman Nelson light weight, compact, indestructible radiator was placed on the market, it was immediately accepted as the greatest advance in the art of Heating and Ventilation in a generation. It has made possible heating and ventilation dependability and performance hitherto unattainable.

The Herman Nelson Wedge Core Radiator is an exclusive feature of all Herman Nelson Heating and Ventilating Products and accounts for their unequaled performance.

HEATING  VENTILATING  COOLING  DRYING  CONDENSING

The Herman Nelson Corporation - Moline, Illinois

Builders of Successful Heating and Ventilating Equipment for over 20 Years

Sales and Service

BELFAST, N. IRELAND  PROVIDENCE, R. I.  NEW YORK, N. Y.

BUFFALO  PHILADELPHIA  WASHINGTON, D. C.  CLEVELAND  COLUMBUS  CINCINNATI  DETROIT  TOLEDO  INDIANAPOLIS  CHICAGO  DES MOINES  MILWAUKEE  GREEN BAY  MINNEAPOLIS  ST. LOUIS  BIRMINGHAM  ATLANTA  CHICAGO  MEMPHIS  DALLAS  OKLAHOMA  SEATTLE  BALTIMORE  PITTSBURGH  DETROIT  CHICAGO  ST. LOUIS  DALLAS  NEW YORK  MEXICO CITY  SAN FRANCISCO  VANCOUVER  TORONTO  WINNIPEG, MAN.
Out of Sight and Out of the Way—
the radiators that heat this room

TOTALLY new effects in interior planning of homes, offices and monumental buildings are made possible—long-sought ideals of the architect are realized—by a heating method that discards the space-wasting radiator forever.

The Herman Nelson Invisible Radiator fits inside the wall or partition. Requires no floor space. Places no limits on color harmony or furniture arrangement. Yet it brings all the advantages of finest radiator heat.

Once walled in the Herman Nelson Invisible Radiator never demands service; it is leak-proof, rust-proof, indestructible; even freezing does not harm it. Here, truly, is a new heating standard—from the standpoint of investment as well as comfort and sanitation.

Let us send you our book and complete data. The Herman Nelson Corporation, Moline, Illinois.

HERMAN NELSON Invisible RADIATOR For Steam, Hot Water, Vapor or Vacuum Heating.
A Tile Entrance thoughtfully designed and properly installed is a never failing source of satisfaction to all concerned,---as permanent as it is beautiful, unchanging through all the years.

The product of our plant is peculiarly appropriate for any tile installation where contrasts of glaze, texture and color appear desirable,---and withal a complete harmony binding the scheme together.
announce to the architectural profession that they have combined their resources, equipment, and experience by means of a consolidation under the laws of the State of New York, under the name of

De Paoli Del Turco Foscato Corporation

With Main Office at
527 West 45th St., New York

This consolidation unites three of the oldest and foremost firms specializing in the installation of

**TERRAZZO**
Monolithic and precast

**TILE**
of every description

**MOSAIC**
of marble and Venetian smalti

LOUIS DEL TURCO
President

L. VINCENT FOSCATO
Vice-President

BRUNO O. A. DE PAOLI
Sec'y-Treasurer

With renewed assurances of faithful service and high standards of workmanship, the Corporation will maintain the same policies and spirit of hearty cooperation with architects that contributed to the growth and success of the individual houses in the past. The plants now in existence in New York, N. Y., Harrison, N. J., and Long Island City, N. Y., will be maintained as before.
Capable of extreme smoothness of finish... Port Orford Cedar is ideal for paneled walls

DELICATE detail of moulding, pilasters, columns—perfect symmetry of arches is easily accomplished in minutely, evenly grained Port Orford Cedar. Then, when it comes to applying the finish—you'll find this wood takes enamels evenly, easily and with a beautiful luster,—stains with great richness and depth. The creamy white wood itself—rare as the famed Cedars of Lebanon—a duplicate of Formosa cedar, which is a mark of nobility in Japan—found only along a small strip of the Pacific Coast, will be a source of pride to your client.

Port Orford Cedar can be secured by your local lumber dealer. Write today—now—for interesting booklet on "Fine Interiors with Port Orford Cedar." Address our sales agents, Dant & Russell, Inc., 1102 Porter Bldg., Portland, Oregon.

PORT ORFORD CEDAR PRODUCTS COMPANY
MARSHFIELD, OREGON

Outstanding uses of Port Orford Cedar: Fine woodwork, paneling, garden furniture, Venetian blinds, built-in fixtures, closet linings
SARGENT HARDWARE . . . when all materials have been tested minutely

A great structure rises abruptly. Its foundations grip bedrock. The bearing power and durability of all materials are known. Variations in temperature have been calculated. Wind velocities and earth tremor have been considered. Each forward step has demanded the highest skill of architect, engineer and builder. Here in the Smith-Young Tower Building, as in many other outstanding structures of the country, Sargent Hardware is a fitting installation. Sargent beauty of design, Sargent perfect machining, and Sargent smooth, permanent operation add value to any building. Sargent & Company, New Haven, Connecticut; 94 Centre Street, New York City; 150 North Wacker Drive (at Randolph), Chicago, Illinois.
How pleasant it has been to serve you during the past year — how good to know you and do business with you. « Again the Yuletide, with its inspirations of good cheer is almost with us — the New Year approaches — and we sincerely extend to you our best wishes for a very MERRY CHRISTMAS AND A HAPPY, PROSPEROUS NINETEEN THIRTY

American Steel & Wire Company

208 S. La Salle Street, Chicago
30 Church Street, New York

Other Sales Offices
Dallas
Atlanta
Denver
Philadelphia

Baltimore
Detroit
Kansas City
Pittsburgh

Birmingham
Boston
Memphis
Salt Lake City

U. S. Steel Products Co.: San Francisco, Los Angeles, Portland, Seattle, Honolulu

Export Distributors: United States Steel Products Co., 30 Church St., New York City
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SEATTLE ENDORSES ARCO PRODUCTS

The outstanding characteristic of every one of the almost 7,000 Arco paints, varnishes, enamels, lacquers and protective products is its utter reliability. Each one of them can be depended on to do its job with complete satisfaction . . . every time it is used. For this good reason, a steadily growing number of leading architects, the nation over . . . Seattle to Miami, New York to Los Angeles . . . are signifying their confidence in Arco products by specifying them on every important project. The Arco Company has built a reputation for quality and satisfaction over a period of 48 years. As architects have needed new products . . . even before the products have been needed . . . Arco has developed and perfected them. Our trained representatives are eager to serve you. Let us send one to you, soon. He will offer to you the entire facilities of our architectural department. It is rich in information and ideas.

THE ARCO COMPANY, CLEVELAND, OHIO
In Canada — The Arco Co., Limited, Toronto, Ontario
New York • Chicago • Detroit • San Francisco • Dallas
WHEN you want the best—the recognized standard—make sure that you specify "Mississippi Polished Wire Glass". It is unsurpassed in quality, strength and brilliancy. Every distributor carries this and other Mississippi products.
**Union Metal Bracket**
No. 1170

**Union Metal Newel**
No. 864

**Union Metal Entrance Standard,**
Design No. 1649

Union Metal Exterior Lighting Fixtures are available in hundreds of different stock designs to harmonize with practically every type of architecture. The "family" of fixtures illustrated above is an example of three different types of units of related design.

For those who prefer their own original designs, Union Metal offers the services of an efficient cast bronze and iron foundry — together with many years of experience in the production of distinctive lighting fixtures. Write for complete illustrated catalogue No. 59.

THE UNION METAL MFG. COMPANY
General Office and Factory — Canton, Ohio
Sales Offices — New York, Chicago, Philadelphia, Cleveland, Boston, Los Angeles, San Francisco, Seattle, Dallas, Atlanta.

**Union Metal Exterior Lighting Fixtures**
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Oil-burning furnaces revolutionize all heating plans

Here is a real sensation—for the first time a high grade, all steel, warm air furnace that has positive fan-forced air circulation, and burns 38-40 gravity oil. Positive air agitation means lack of draughts; pure, warm air carried to all parts of the house; no cold spots—that is its Winter usage. In Summer, cold air can be circulated in like manner.

This is not all. The furnace, with oil burner, thermostatic control and Furblò fan complete—can be furnished at the cost of any good oil burner alone. It is a revolutionary achievement.

The Piatt burner and controls are approved as safe.

The Piatt-Furblò Positive Air Agitation Means Pure, Fresh Air Circulation. No Cold Spots. Warm Air Continually Moving, Carried to All Parts of the House, Greatly Increases Furnace Efficiency.

The Piatt-Furblo Positive Air Agitation Means Pure, Fresh Air Circulation. No Cold Spots. Warm Air Continually Moving, Carried to All Parts of the House, Greatly Increases Furnace Efficiency.
STONE & WEBSTER INCORPORATED

STONE & WEBSTER ENGINEERING CORPORATION
STONE & WEBSTER AND BLODGET, INCORPORATED
STONE & WEBSTER SERVICE CORPORATION
STONE & WEBSTER ASSOCIATES CORPORATION
STONE & WEBSTER INVESTING CORPORATION

Organization—Financing

Underwriting and Distribution of Securities

Design—Construction

Management

Reports—Appraisals
J-M SANACOUSTIC TILE
offers new economy in sound absorption

For new construction Johns-Manville Sanacoustic Tile offers remarkable advantages both in cost and effectiveness. These simply-applied, perforated, metal tiles are a complete substitute for metal lath and plaster on furred ceilings—besides providing the most efficient sound-absorbing finish on the market. Nor is this all. J-M Sanacoustic Tiles form an interior finish that, as stated in Underwriters' Laboratories Report No. 2197, "is without fire hazard." Also these tiles have an attractive appearance, reflect light well and are permanent, while their maintenance economy is comparable only to glass or glazed tile.

J-M Sanacoustic Tiles are suitable for use in widely varying interiors. Besides their use in ordinary offices and other similar rooms they have been successfully installed for various specialized purposes, as for example ceilings in swimming pools. This use subjects both the material and its effectiveness to a severe test—which has resulted satisfactorily in every case.

Each J-M Sanacoustic Tile consists of a perforated metal container which is filled with a fireproof sound-absorbing material. The supporting Tees for these tiles may be wired directly to the furring channels. Any tile may instantly be removed to provide access to pipes, wires or the like in the furred space.

J-M Sanacoustic Tile is the ideal sound-absorbing finish for offices, bank working spaces, hospitals, restaurants, schools and other rooms where it is desired to end excessive noise.

Sanacoustic Tile is a supplement to our standard Nashkote Acoustical Treatments. For further information about J-M Sanacoustic Sound-absorbing Tile, mail the coupon below.


JOHNS-MANVILLE CORPORATION
New York Chicago Cleveland San Francisco Toronto
(Branches in all large cities)

Please send me more complete data concerning J-M Sanacoustic Tile.
Name: ____________________________
Address: __________________________
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SKYSCRAPER MOTIF

Inspired by those towering monuments to this startling age whose tips reach ever higher toward the skies ... their clean, sheer sweep of line and dynamic simplicity keyed to the pulse of the day ... these designs moderne are dedicated to those who would have their mode of life personified in their business structures and homes as in their clothes and manners and motors. And molded into the beautiful artistry of these striking pieces of hardware is an indomitable strength ... a steadfast security ... commensurate with the ever-ripening tradition of quality with which high-grade locks and hardware by YALE have been endowed for more than half a century.

Write for copy of Architects' Manual.

THE YALE & TOWNE MFG. CO.
STAMFORD, CONN., U. S. A.

YALE MARKED IS YALE MADE

PADLOCKS, AUXILIARY RIM LOCKS, BUILDERS' LOCKS AND TRIM, CABINET LOCKS, TRUNK LOCKS, DOOR CLOSERS, BANK LOCKS, PRISON LOCKS
PERFECT DRAWING PENCILS GIVE WINGS TO YOUR WORK

VENUS
The perfect drawing pencil

A draftsman's pencil should be so good that he is unconscious of it while he works.

That is a high ideal for a pencil, but the VENUS lives up to it.

VENUS pencils just glide on any paper, due to the matchless smoothness of VENUS leads.

VENUS pencils have the strongest lead of any pencils in the world.

VENUS pencils not only set the standard for grading, but are themselves unvaryingly true to their grades.

17 shades of black, 3 indelible

Send $1.00 for sample box of a dozen assorted styles

Sold Everywhere

VENUS
thin-lead colored pencils

Especially for field sketches where a more bulky color medium is inconvenient, UNIQUE thin-lead Colored Pencils are a joy to work with. You take along a complete palette of colors when you slip a box of UNIQUE Pencils into a coat pocket.

UNIQUE Pencils have leads as thin and strong as Venus grade B black-lead pencils—firm enough to resist breaking and to hold a needle-sharp point; soft enough to respond perfectly to the varying pressures of the sketcher's hand.

UNIQUE pencils have many other architectural uses—such as making notations on blueprints, checking specifications, etc.

All primary shades and colors

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Colors</th>
<th>Per Box</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>12 colors (asst. 1116)</td>
<td>$1.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24 colors (asst. 1117)</td>
<td>$2.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

AMERICAN PENCIL CO., 512 Venus Bldg., Hoboken, N. J.

We claim exclusive trade-mark rights to the word VENUS and the CRACKLED COAT on the pencils. Trade-mark registered U. S. Pat. Off. and foreign countries.
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This photograph, taken in the winter, shows a deposit of snow on the carved figures.

Georgia Marble holds favor with architects who do not wish to risk their clients' funds on uncertain materials . . . Where an all marble building is not considered, Georgia Marble is frequently used for trim,—lower floors of office buildings, coping at set-backs, etc.
ALL-METAL Construction

A PRIMARY DISTINCTION OF THE FLUSH VALVE BY SMITH & WESSON

The performance of the new flush valve by Smith & Wesson, which is attracting widespread attention in the building industry, is due in no small part to the distinctive design of the valve. All-metal construction is the keynote of this design.

The need for a flush valve with the enduring qualities of all-metal construction has long been apparent. While in stock or in service there is nothing to deteriorate. In keeping with Smith & Wesson standards, the quality and workmanship are of the finest, assuring permanent satisfaction.

Further information upon request

SMITH & WESSON
FLUSH VALVE DIVISION
SPRINGFIELD, MASSACHUSETTS
ELEVATOR ENTRANCES

by DAHLSTROM

To the Architect who himself is striving for perfection to the minutest detail, Dahlstrom Elevator Entrances are a continuing source of interest. Founders of the Hollow Metal industry, Dahlstrom has ever since maintained so high a standard of quality, so skilled a staff of craftsmen, that for design and execution, Dahlstrom equipment has never been equalled. May we send you color plates of recent Dahlstrom installations?

DAHLSTROM METALLIC DOOR COMPANY

402 BUFFALO STREET, JAMESTOWN, N.Y.
(ESTABLISHED 1904)
NEW YORK, CHICAGO, LOS ANGELES, DETROIT, DALLAS

In the Baltimore Trust Building, Baltimore, Maryland, the Elevator Entrances are by Dahlstrom. Architects: Taylor & Fisher, Baltimore, Md. Assoc. Architects: Smith & May, Baltimore, Md. Contractors: J. Henry Miller & Son, Baltimore, Md.
Pump rating *merely* in sq. ft. may prove a boomerang...
To Insure Heating Pump Performance
tested air and water capacities
should substantiate published ratings

CONDENSATE to be removed from a return line vacuum heating system may vary in volume as much as 40%. Quantity of air or vapor also fluctuates widely. For this reason, square feet of installed radiation is not the only factor to consider in choosing the correct size of pump to use. Several others must be recognized. Pressure in the system, efficiency of traps, tightness of joints, fittings and valves cannot be overlooked.

So, every Jennings Vacuum Heating Pump is rated by guaranteed air and water capacity determined by actual test. For a specified amount of radiation, a given size of Jennings Pump is recommended only if its combined air and water capacity is proved adequate to handle this radiation under all conditions. A Jennings Pump with the air and water capacities given in the table can be relied on to serve satisfactorily any reasonably well installed system for the life of the building.

Actual Tests Determine Jennings Pump Capacity

Air and water capacities are accurately measured. The pump is tested with its own motor and control equipment. The entire assembly is made to prove its fitness for the work which it has to perform. A certified report of the test is furnished to the purchaser.

CAPACITIES OF JENNINGS VACUUM HEATING PUMPS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Water Capacity</th>
<th>Air Capacity</th>
<th>Orifice Diameter</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>T</td>
<td>2,500</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1/4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U</td>
<td>5,000</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>1/2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V</td>
<td>10,000</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>16,000</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>1 1/2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>26,000</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D</td>
<td>40,000</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E</td>
<td>65,000</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F</td>
<td>100,000</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G</td>
<td>150,000</td>
<td>150</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H</td>
<td>300,000</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* The last two rows are not of the standard line.

Water Capacity Is Tested by Venturi Meter

Water capacity is checked by testing the volume of water in g.p.m. that the pump removes from the receiving tank under the given vacuum and delivers against the specified discharge pressure.

Air Capacity Is Measured by Calibrated Orifice

Air capacity is found by means of a calibrated orifice of specified diameter, reamed in a brass plate one-eighth inch thick, located in the pump suction, and communicating with the receiving tank. This orifice determines the cubic feet per minute of air that the pump withdraws from the receiving tank and discharges to the atmosphere.

Air capacity is determined at the same time that the pump is delivering its rated volume of water. Water capacity is measured while the pump is handling its maximum rated quantity of air.

Only by such tested air and water capacities can good heating pump performance be assured. It pays to demand a certified factory test report, and to substantiate this wherever possible by a second test on the job.
Zenitherm keyed this Reception room

To plan a hospital reception room without the usual austere and forbidding atmosphere was architect Thayer's aim. He keyed this cheery, rest-inviting room by using Zenitherm in warm, golden tones on the walls, with a colorful panel over the fireplace. Zenitherm was delivered to the job already cut in blocks 3/8" thick, and nailed to furring just like wood. Zenitherm is now made in a range of 21 colors. Glad to send you samples showing the variable texture and tri-toned effects.

ZENITHERM COMPANY, INC.,
110 E. 42nd St., N. Y. City. Kearny, N. J.,
Philadelphia, Boston, Chicago, San Francisco.
Departments

Five Hundred Employees

Instantly Available

Via Strowger P-A-X.

Changes these figures to apply to your client’s business, and there, in a nutshell, you have the most conspicuous advantage of Strowger P-A-X.

No matter if the specifications call for five telephones or thousands there is a P-A-X which will meet the requirements efficiently, putting every individual and every department within easy reach of each other.

Two or three turns of the P-A-X telephone dial—automatically and instantly the connection is made. As a saver of time and steps in transmitting information within any organization nothing can take the place of Strowger P-A-X.

More than two thousand concerns in every conceivable line of business, whose needs range from four or five telephones to several thousand, find Strowger P-A-X indispensable. You are invited to call upon Strowger engineers in connection with any project calling for interior telephone equipment. They will be glad to make studies and submit estimates entirely without cost or obligation.

In answer to the modern vogue for color the popular Monophone may now be had, not only in black, but also in a variety of beautiful colors. Made of solid colored bakelite, with chromium or gold plated fittings.
FLAX-LI-NUM IS DESIGNED TO GAIN INSULATING VALUE . . .

THERE are three scores upon which FLAX-LI-NUM differs from most insulating materials . . . Each has a scientific background . . . Each is an effort to produce the most efficient . . . lasting . . . and entirely satisfactory protection for the modern home . . . All three evolve from the fact that FLAX-LI-NUM was designed to gain insulating value after application . . . rather than lose it.

First, FLAX-LI-NUM is a single purpose material. It should be used only for insulating against heat and cold or sound . . . for scientific fact has proven that when insulation is used as a plaster base or sheathing, it forfeits a possible 50% gain in insulating value . . . FLAX-LI-NUM did not want to forfeit insulating value.

Second, FLAX-LI-NUM is designed to be applied by the "two-air-space" method. Here again, scientific fact shows this application the most effective. Tests by the U. S. Bureau of Standards indicate an increase of 50% in insulating value when a material is so applied. According to their Letter Circular No. 227, "The addition of a half-inch layer of insulation in the middle of the air space in a frame wall is, therefore, the equivalent of adding about a three-quarter inch layer at some other place in the wall . . . FLAX-LI-NUM wanted this additional insulating value.

Third, FLAX-LI-NUM is semi-rigid in form because only semi-rigid sheets, already properly flanged, can economically be applied by the "two-air-space" method . . . FLAX-LI-NUM wanted to give home builders this greater insulating value without increased cost.

Thus, FLAX-LI-NUM's claim to "scientific correctness" is entirely fulfilled. Few other materials can stand this rigid test. Few other materials, if any, have so conscientiously endeavored to provide the greatest possible insulating value.

FLAX-LI-NUM INSULATING CO.
St. Paul, Minn.
The meeting will now come to order...

There are definite reasons why the architect who planned this Board of Education room in the Administration Building at Atlantic City, N. J., chose Armstrong's Linotile for the floor.

First of all, he chose this particular floor design in marbled black and white because it exactly suited his decorative plan! But—-he could have originated almost any other design with Armstrong's Linotile, had he wished. For the first advantage of this modern custom-built floor is its adaptability. There are thirty marble and plain colors, and eighteen standard tile sizes, square and oblong; so, design becomes a matter of personal taste in color and pattern.

But don't think that the architect's choice was based on appearance alone. Where men must meet in business, friendliness mingles with gentlemanly decorum. And where Armstrong's Linotile is the floor, this atmosphere is actually created. Natural enough, since this aristocrat of hand-laid floors is warm and foot-cushioning. It is quiet, too, muffling all foot noises. Permanent, of course, for its quarter-inch thickness insures many years of enduring beauty and service. Easily laid. Easily and inexpensively cared for.

All these facts are given to you in detail in our book, "Custom-Built Floors of Cork." There you'll discover other reasons why Armstrong's Linotile is the modern floor for school board rooms, business conference rooms, and wherever the public walks; in private homes, too.

This book also shows you the wide selection of colors and suggests design possibilities. Tells you some interesting facts, too, about Armstrong's Cork Tile, another custom-built floor. We'll be pleased to send it to you, free upon request. Armstrong Cork Company, Custom Floors Department, Lancaster, Pa.

Armstrong's Custom Floors

Linotile

Made by the Makers of Armstrong's Linoleum
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Tiger "FOOTPRINTS" are instantly recognized

The distinguishing imprint of the Jungle Master flashes to the mind of man a message that demands vital consideration. Our symbolized Tiger also shares this characteristic, for as his passing is recorded on the trail of American Architecture, it is instantly recognized and accorded respect as a mark of added value.

Tiger "Footprints" (textures and finishes) create an atmosphere of unchallenged distinction, lending to the entire structure an individuality and charm. These artistic textures and finishes for both walls and ceilings are readily obtained with Tiger Finishing Lime, possessing as it does, remarkable plasticity and many other desirable working qualities.

The KELLEY ISLAND LIME & TRANSPORT COMPANY
"World's Largest Producer of Lime"
LEADER BUILDING CLEVELAND, OHIO

The Famous TIGER FINISH

MODIFIED SPANISH
• Another Attractive Tiger "Footprint."

An ideal and very popular room texture, permitting a wide range of two and three tone color effects. Started with a light buff base, it can be developed by super-imposing green gold, rose or blue. The texture is trowel spotted, then ironed out.

SPREADS LIKE WARM BUTTER
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Crittall Metal Windows
of Solid Steel and Bronze

Crittall Casement Window Company
Main Office and Factory
Detroit, Michigan

WASHINGTON, D. C., OFFICE.................. 309 Thirteenth St., N. W.
NEW YORK OFFICE.......................... 101 Park Avenue
ATLANTA OFFICE.......................... 1520 Healey Building
CHICAGO OFFICE.......................... 333 N. Michigan Avenue
CLEVELAND OFFICE.......................... 1526 Keith Building
LOS ANGELES OFFICE.......................... 504 Union Insurance Building
DALLAS OFFICE.......................... 807 Thomas Building

Representatives in all principal cities at central distribution

See Our Complete Catalog in Sweets
1930 Edition—Pages A1134-A1199

Overseas Organizations

England

Germany

Australia

China
The Crittall Manufacturing Co., Ltd., 74 Szechuen Rd., Shanghai. Branches at Hong-Kong, Tientsin, and Hankow.

India

New Zealand
The Crittall Manufacturing Co., Ltd., Auckland.

South Africa

Canada
The Canadian Metal Windows and Steel Products Company, 160 River Street, Toronto, Ontario.
Civic Opera Building, 20 Wacker Drive, Chicago, Graham, Anderson, Probst & White, Architects. All facades are embellished and enriched with Northwestern Terra Cotta—to the extent of nearly all decorative detail—over $33\frac{1}{3}$% of the superficial area of the building. Terra cotta provides desirable ornamentation at low cost because units can be repeated indefinitely and exactly from one fine master model.
The IMPROVED STEEL BUCK and JAMB

In the Kalman Steel Jamb, form truly follows function.

Kalman Steel Jamb is not made in imitation of wood, but is designed to give steel character as steel and is in keeping with our interpretation of the modern trend of architectural design.

Physical Characteristics

1. The sides of the Kalman Steel Buck and Jamb overlap and closely engage the sides of the wall tile.
2. The anchors are similar to and function like Terra Cotta anchors and are visible where they attach to the Jamb until the wall is plastered, thus their use or omission can be easily verified.
3. The Jamb is supplied with elements which form definite grounds and metallic terminations for the plaster.
4. The sides are expanded into rows of loops which form a mechanical bond and reinforcement for the plaster over a wide area.
5. The plaster passes through the perforations, back of the loops to the sides of the tile.
6. The body of the Jamb is made of specially treated steel and the face is finished with Duco primer. The terminals are made of specially treated galvanized sheets and form a bond at the junction, with the plaster similar to that provided by Corner Bead.

KALMAN STEEL COMPANY

KALMAN STEEL

BUILDING PRODUCTS
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A slate roof is the logical choice for the half-timbered house in the English style. To secure perfect harmony, however, the roof must be especially designed. Where Tudor Stone is specified our Architects' Service Department co-operates with the building architect in this important detail.
For the convenience of all architects Wright Rubber Tile is illustrated in thirty colors, with complete data, in Sweet's Architectural Catalog. This same information is also available to you in handy, file size pamphlet without cost or obligation. Write

Wright Rubber Products Co:
Racine, Wisconsin

ALICE HORLICK MATERNITY
Racine, Wisconsin
Frank J. Hoffman, Architect, Racine
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YOU CAN SAFELY SPECIFY NATCO BECAUSE NATCO MEANS EVERYTHING IN TILE

FOR WALLS—interior and exterior, load bearing, curtain and partition; finished face, brick veneered, or stuccoed—

FOR FLOORS—flat arch, combination floor, or Natcoflor—

FOR FIREPROOFING—on beams, girders, and columns—

—you can safely specify Natco, secure in the knowledge that Natco Structural Clay Tile completely fills each need. No matter what the application, Natco brings to it the sterling qualities of fire-safety, permanence, freedom from maintenance, low depreciation, protection, and all-around economy, that have dictated the use of Natco in almost every building of note erected in recent years.

NATIONAL-FIRE-PROOFING-COMPANY

Branch Offices: New York, Chanin Bldg; Chicago, Builders Bldg; Philadelphia, Land Title Bldg; Boston, Textile Bldg.

In Canada: National Fireproofing Co. of Canada, Ltd., Toronto, Ontario
Rare Charm
Plus the Permanence of Copper

There is an aristocratic distinction about a roof of Milcor Copper Spanish Tile... for pure copper defies imitation. The rich, handsome hues that come with age bespeak the dignity and comfort that will be found within the home which it protects. The patina of weathered copper cannot be reproduced... It is a beauty which belongs to copper alone... Thus, Milcor Copper Spanish Tile endows a home with the rarest of charm... plus the permanence of this enduring metal... Roofs of Milcor Copper Spanish Tile are forever free from maintenance. They need never be painted or stained... for time shades them with unapproachable artistry. They need never be repaired... for copper resists corrosion and deterioration. It is proof against storms and unaffected by the severest of climatic changes... and in addition, Milcor Copper Spanish Tile are fire-proof. Sparks and flying embers die upon them without damage.

From every standpoint of beauty and practicability, the use of Milcor Copper Spanish Tile is logical and sound. To study homes that have been so enriched is to be convinced that in no other way can such charm and character be achieved.

Milwaukee Corrugating Co.
1407 Burnham St. Milwaukee, Wis.

Milcor Metal Spanish Tile is, in addition to pure Anaconda Copper, furnished in Copper Alloy Roof Terres or Armco Ingot Iron painted red or green. However, any color scheme desired can be easily achieved. Also double coated galvanized (hand dipped after formed.) All Milcor Metal Tile has the famous Milcor "Tite-Lock" edge, which seals the roof against leakage.

Milcor Products
Branches: Chicago, Ill., Kansas City, Mo., La Crosse, Wis.
Eastern Plant: THE ELLER MANUFACTURING CO., Canton, Ohio
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THROUGHOUT
THE NEW
HAHNEMANN
HOSPITAL

du Pont Duco creates interior beauty

PHILADELPHIA'S outstanding hospital project for 1928, the New Hahnemann Hospital, is strikingly original in design.

For the interiors of such modern structures as this, du Pont finishes are the logical choice, supplying color and texture that harmonize with the modern trend—measuring up completely to rigid quality standards. Among architects and engineers they have the universal recognition which only proven merit can win.

A new booklet of color suggestions by architects...

Modern color schemes for residences, suggested by leading architects, are illustrated in the new du Pont book, "Modern Color Schemes for Your Home." We shall be glad to mail a copy to you, together with a card showing the new du Pont Prepared Paint colors.

Inquiries regarding du Pont paints, varnishes, enamels and other pigment products are invited. The Architectural Division is equipped to deal intelligently with special problems of application, decorative effects, and technique.
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The land on which the Massachusetts Capitol now stands was once used by Governor Hancock for a cow pasture. At the peak of the hill was a high mast where signal fires were set to warn the inhabitants of invasions or Indian uprisings. Thus originated the name “Beacon Hill.”

After a time the top of the hill was cut off and a state house was built on it—a structure of brick and marble. Governor Samuel Adams laid the cornerstone on the Fourth of July, 1795. Paul Revere made the copper plates which covered the great dome.

The original front was designed by Charles Bulfinch whose work has an outstanding place among Colonial builders. Many additions have come with the later years but the central section which fronts the Common still stands as a monument to his memory.
Perhaps one of the most significant things about PeerVent is its large percentage of repeat orders. Scores of School Boards order a single installation as a "try-out" and find the service so satisfactory that additional orders quickly follow.

The Roosevelt School in Lackawanna, N. Y., pictured above, is one of four completed this year, all the outcome of three prior installations in 1923 and 1924.

Another interesting case is in Hackensack, N. J. An installation made in 1914 is still giving satisfactory service. For this reason the new school building finished this year is equipped with the latest improved PeerVent Units.

PeerVent offers a service backed by forty years specialization in heating and ventilation, and fifteen years experience in the combined heating and ventilating equipment. Peerless you know, is the originator of the Unit System of heating and ventilating, and the thoroughness with which it pioneered this field may be judged from the fact that its first year's installations are still giving satisfactory service.

Let us send you the PeerVent booklet which will give you further interesting details.

PEERLESS UNIT VENTILATION COMPANY, INC.
Pioneers in Unit Heating and Ventilating
Bridgeport, Connecticut
Sales and Service Representatives in all Principal Cities from Coast to Coast.
THE IRVING TRUST COMPANY
BUILDING

At One Wall Street, New York City, is rising this magnificent 50-story structure. Carnegie Beams were chosen for its structural steel framework. Naturally we are proud to add this beautiful building to the imposing list of structures in which these beams have been incorporated since their introduction in 1927.

Literature on request

Voorhees, Gmelin & Walker, Architects
H. G. Balcom, Structural Engineer
Marc Eidlitz & Son, General Contractors
American Bridge Company, Fabricators
Post & McCord, Structural Steel Contractors

CARNegie STEEL COMPANY
Subsidiary of United States Steel Corporation
PittsburGH PenNA.
Note how combination of Wilson Sectionfold and Vertical Rolling Partitions sub-divide the larger hall into many smaller classrooms. Partitions folded or rolled back out of the way at will.

Lake Street Presbyterian Church, Elmira, N.Y.
Harry M. Haskell, Archt.

To Keep Within The Appropriation

Very often it is desirable to use Wilson Sectionfold Partitions for sub-dividing auditoriums in churches, schools, etc., but ample funds are not available.

In this event we suggest a combination of Sectionfold Partitions with Wilson Rolling Partitions as illustrated above. This effects a considerable saving in price with no lessening in the utility or convenience of the room.

Glass may be introduced in the Sectionfold Doors to provide light, if necessary, and shuttle doors between classrooms, or between corridors and classrooms may be used for convenience.

When all the Partitions are folded or rolled up the entire room is free to be used as an auditorium when necessary.

We are at your service for furnishing data for just such layouts as this.

Send for our Catalog No. 1

The J. G. Wilson Corporation
11 East 38th Street  New York City
Offices in all principal cities

Over fifty years in business
There's always a REASON why they use ROBRAS 20-20's

There's always a reason why the builders of the best equipped apartments use ROBRAS 20-20 Radiators. Sometimes the reason is one of aesthetics. Sometimes it is one of practicality. Sometimes it is a combination of both.

However, with ROBRAS 20-20's in the wall, out of sight, and out of the way no tenant can have any what-shall-I-do-with-the-radiator problem.

This means satisfied tenants, full apartments and happy owners.

ROME BRASS RADIATOR CORPORATION
ONE EAST FORTY-SECOND STREET • NEW YORK CITY
phone. Or it may be accurately rendered music from the Western Electric Music Reproducer . . .
For full information, consult Sweet’s Catalogue.
Or send for interesting booklet to the distributor, Graybar Electric Co., Graybar Building, New York, N.Y. Offices in 72 principal cities.

AS IF ALL ROOMS WERE ONE

The same voice—the same music—can now be heard in every room of a building at once, if desired.
No matter how big the building . . . One room—or a thousand rooms or more—it’s all the same to the Western Electric Public Address System.

In this, more and more progressive architects recognize a real opportunity—an opportunity to serve their clients in a new and far-reaching manner.

This sound distribution equipment has become an important accessory of the modern public structure. In the civic installation it renders a public service. In the commercial building—hotels, clubs, amusement places—it leads to greater profits, by providing better entertainment. Wherever applied, its uses are endless in number.

It can pick up radio—or it may be speech—entertainment supplied directly by micro-

Western Electric
PUBLIC ADDRESS AND MUSIC REPRODUCTION SYSTEMS
Distributed by Graybar Electric Company
All is quiet at the Walter Reed General Hospital

83,000 square feet of

STEDEMAN REINFORCED RUBBER FLOOR

Thousands of military feet will fall quietly on this echoless Stedman floor—today—tomorrow, and during many years to come. For one of the outstanding characteristics of this material is its ability to maintain its resilience throughout years of rigorous service. The reason lies in its structure, where cotton fibre controls and reinforces the natural elasticity of the rubber. These minute cotton filaments permeate the compound and prevent cracking and spreading, while supplying toughness and strength to a floor that presents a smooth, sanitary, and durable surface at all times.

Stedman Tile owes its success in other fields to the excellent record it has shown in hospital installations, where it has been considered a standard for many years. A catalog in color will be sent at your request.

STEDMAN PRODUCTS COMPANY :: SOUTH BRAINTREE, MASSACHUSETTS

STEDMAN RUBBER TILE

Invisible Fibre Reinforcement gives lasting Wear and Beauty.

These photographs were taken at the Walter Reed General Hospital, Washington, D. C., (U. S. Army Hospital), and show a ward and office laid in Stedman Brown Black Reinforced Rubber Flooring.
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This charming gate lodge, the residence and other buildings on the estate of Mr. Melville N. Rothschild, Glencoe, Illinois, are roofed with IMPERIAL Straight Barrel Mission Tiles in a mixture of light and dark sage browns. These tiles are most appropriate to the Italian style of architecture, and will provide years of protection without repairs. Earl H. Reed, Jr., of Chicago, was the architect.

LUDOWICI-CELADON COMPANY

Makers of IMPERIAL Roofing Tiles

CHICAGO: 104 SOUTH MICHIGAN AVENUE
NEW YORK: 565 FIFTH AVENUE
WASHINGTON: 750 FIFTEENTH ST. N.W.
THE BUYER NEVER LIVES
TO REPLACE
CAST IRON
SOIL PIPE

Survey recently made by disinterested parties in Chicago loop district reveals appalling losses to property owners in height buildings equipped with other than cast iron pipe. Stacks entirely clogged with rust scale, rendering them unserviceable. In service 6 to 22 years. Cast iron soil pipe in similar service, same locality, 30 to 50 years and in perfect condition.

Details of this amazing revelation will be furnished upon request.

It is the only pipe ever guaranteed for 100 years. It is unsurpassed in pipe history.

32nd St. and Madison Ave., New York
Henry L. Oser, Archt.
Henry M. Weitzner, Inc.
General Contractors
Safeguarding the health of the Worker

Industry today is highly specialized. The mass production methods so popular and so necessary to industrial growth would not be possible without the improved working conditions that are a part of every successful industrial institution. Architects have had a prominent part in promoting industrial welfare, specifying as they do the materials that assure sanitation, convenience and comfort. A vital part it is that Halsey Taylor fountains play, for they offer workers and employers alike the maximum of hygienic safety with a minimum of trouble and annoyance. That is why leading architects appreciate "the specification for sanitation"—Halsey Taylor Drinking Fountains and Coolers.

The Halsey W. Taylor Company, Warren, O. (Largest Manufacturers of Drinking Fountains Exclusively)

HALSEY TAYLOR
Drinking Fountains

Shown above is No. 520-600, specified for the building illustrated. The fountain is a pedestal type, with cast-iron base and a cover that can be raised to make connections without disturbing floor or concrete and then bolted to foundation. Receptor is of vitreous china with automatic stream control and two-stream projector—the two distinguishing features that make these fountains safe, convenient and practical! Complete range of modern styles and designs to meet every need.
The genius of the trained men who fashion Hartmann-Sanders Koll Columns is nothing less than a revelation to architects and builders, who witness for the first time the results of their painstaking efforts. Product of America's largest facilities of their kind, these finer columns embody at least eight important superiorities. Yet their cost is little, if any, more.

1. Koll lock-joint columns cannot come apart
2. Not a knot in ten thousand Koll columns
3. Correctly proportioned, according to the five orders of architecture
4. Also made to meet architects' own specifications and details
5. Asphaltum paint waterproofing inside all large columns
6. Ventilated plinths, wood or cast iron, the latter recommended
7. Staves same thickness full length of shaft, for maximum carrying strength
8. Workmanship and lasting qualities fully guaranteed

These Booklets Gladly Sent

Hartmann-Sanders have just published two interesting booklets, illustrating a notable group of columns, entrances and garden equipment. Architects and builders are invited to write for booklets numbers 53 and 48. No charge. Hartmann-Sanders Co., Factory and Showroom: 2152 Elston Avenue, Chicago. Eastern Office and Showroom: Dept. H, 6 East 39th Street, New York City.
Through the office of

W. STANWOOD PHILLIPS

Fenestra Casements

were used in this beautiful Scarsdale house

With its attractive bays, dormers and oriels, its stately chimneys, its rugged roof and its mottled brick walls, this house is a distinguished expression of English motifs. And like the prototypes of an earlier day, much of its beauty is due to the casement-type windows with their small sparkling panes.

Not alone because of the inherent beauty of Fenestra Casements but also because of their modern comforts and conveniences, these better steel windows are being specified by American architects:

- Weather protection, due to proper design and accurate workmanship, better ventilation—100% opening if desired; easy washing, made possible by modern extension hinges; fly-tightness, an advantage of the new Fenestra Screen Casement in which the steel casement and the metal screen are made to operate together—both furnished by one manufacturer; and finally low cost, a result of quantity production in a large variety of types and sizes.

New literature covering Fenestra Screen Casements will be gladly sent upon request. The complete Fenestra Blue Book will be found in your copy of Sweet's Architectural Catalogue.

DETOIT STEEL PRODUCTS COMPANY
2285 East Grand Boulevard, Detroit, Michigan

Factories: Detroit, Michigan, and Oakland, Calif.
Convenient Warehouse Stocks

Fenestra SCREEN CASEMENTS
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All casements in the New York Athletic Club were supplied by the International Casement Company.

Where materials of the highest quality are required International Casements are specified.

Also Manufacturers of International Austral Windows

INTERNATIONAL CASEMENT CO INC

JAMESTOWN, NEW YORK

AGENTS IN PRINCIPAL CITIES

IN CANADA: ARCHITECTURAL BRONZE & IRON WORKS, TORONTO, ONT.
SMITH “16” FACTS make sales story easy to put across

Your average customer never bought a boiler before. He knows he wants heating comfort at low cost, but he doesn’t know what it is about a boiler that will give it to him. For this very reason you have an opportunity to do a real sales job, telling him about boiler efficiency—which is easy when you have all the efficiency features to talk about that are incorporated in the New Smith “16.”

Auxiliary Air Supply

Many fuels require more air than can pass through a uniform fuel bed of the thicknesses used in domestic heaters. The U. S. Bureau of Mines says, “As, roughly, one-half of the combustion process takes place in the fuel bed and one-half in the combustion space, the addition of air above the fuel bed for completely burning the gases and preventing smoke is essential. This additional air should be introduced close to the surface of the burning fuel and, if possible, in many fine streams to facilitate its mixing with the combustible gases rising from the fuel bed.”

This is perfectly accomplished in the New Smith “16” by a special adjustable slide damper at the rear of the boiler. See illustration above. No matter what fuel is used, the proper amount of air is readily supplied for complete and efficient combustion.

For complete information on this and other efficiency features of the New Smith “16” such as the extra large fuel space, extra large combustion space, firebrick-lined firepot, etc., write for free booklet. The Smith “16.” Address: The H. B. Smith Co., Dept. E-44, Westfield, Mass.
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Add extra rooms without enlarging the house!

With building materials and land values at their present high prices, complete utilization of all available space becomes an economic necessity—in the house just being built or in one several years old. By using MAFTEX it is a simple and economical job to erect an extra room or two in available space in attic or basement.

MAFTEX, made from the tough roots of licorice, is the ideal four-in-one board that combines Insulation, Sheathing, Plaster Base and Sound Deadening. It is of single ply construction, easily handled, quickly installed and economical in cost. It is moisture resisting, does not attract rats or vermin and does not mold or disintegrate.

MAFTEX Insulation makes the whole house more liveable and hence more valuable—for either sale or rental purposes. Send for complete information.

MACANDREWS & FORBES COMPANY
Business Established in U. S. A., 1870
200 FIFTH AVE., NEW YORK
Also Manufacturers of Fiberlic Wall Board

MAFTEX
The “Thermal-Insulating” Board
that has Structural Strength

Unusual Structural Strength of MAFTEX

Turn-buckle test proves resistance to distortion as compared with wood. 8' panels of MAFTEX and ordinary 7/8" wood sheathing were subjected to equal pulls by 84 turns of turn-buckle. Wood panel was pulled 12 1/2" from perpendicular but MAFTEX yielded only 2 1/4". When load was removed, wood panel recovered only 17% while MAFTEX recovered 54%.

Write for samples and make your own test.
The Kawneer Company announces a permanent exhibit of non-ferrous metal windows, store fronts and doors at the Architects' Bldg.

Niles, Michigan

101 Park Avenue
New York City.
What, after all, better expresses the character and stability of a bank than a front of Granite, the noblest of Building Stone.

National Building Granite Quarries Assn.
31 STATE STREET
BOSTON, MASS.

H. H. Sherman, Secretary
ARCHITECTS' ANNOUNCEMENTS

Bacon & Tislow, architects and engineers, announce the removal of their offices to 1015 Architects and Builders Building, 333 North Pennsylvania Street, Indianapolis, Ind.

The firm of Downing & Hanes, engineers, Eilerman Building, Lima, O., has dissolved partnership and discontinued business.

The partnership of the architectural firm Snyder & Babbitt, 16 East Broad Street, Columbus, O., has been dissolved, and the business is now under the name of Mr. Ralph Snyder.

Mr. Ira E. Washburn, Jr., has opened an architectural office at 808 Central Building, Wichita, Kans.

Mr. George F. Schreiber, architect, formerly of 914 Merchants Bank Building, is now located in his new office at 801 Architects Building, 333 North Pennsylvania Street, Indianapolis, Ind.

Mr. Lloyd C. Ownby, architect, has recently opened an office at 7018 Passaic Street, Huntington Park, Calif. He requests that manufacturers' literature be sent to this address.

We regret to announce the death of Frank Goodwillie, A. I. A., on Monday, October 7th, at Montclair, N. J. Mr. Goodwillie was a member of the firm of Goodwillie & Moran of Montclair, who also have offices at 56 West 45th Street, New York City.

Mr. Frank Henderson, manager of the Cleveland office of the Combustion Engineering Corporation, died suddenly on September 25th, in his fifty-third year. He was born at Tuscola, Ill., February 11th, 1876, and joined the Green Engineering Co. in 1898.

The office of Shand & Wirtz, 710 1/2 St. Germain Street, St. Cloud, Minn., will now be maintained by Mr. C. K. Shand in the Webber Building. Mr. Wirtz has left to go with another firm.

Mr. Clarence W. Irwin, architect, has opened offices at 926 Lafayette Building, Waterloo, Iowa, and requests manufacturers' literature.

Mr. Frank A. Sexton, formerly with Wolf, Sexton, Harper & Trueax, Inc., architects, has now opened his own office at 157 East Erie Street, Chicago, Ill. He requests that manufacturers' literature be sent to that address.

Mr. John R. Gieske, architect, formerly of the Hols- wade Building, is now located in his new offices at 155-6th Avenue, Huntington, W. Va.

Mr. Sidney L. Day, architect, whose offices were formerly at the First Huntington National Bank Building, has moved to the First Huntington National Bank Arcade, Huntington, W. Va.

The architectural firm of Folwell & Miller of Union Trade Building, Parkersburg, W. Va., is now practicing under the single name, J. D. Folwell.

Harrison & Turnock, architects and engineers, formerly of 500 Board of Trade Building, are now located in their new offices at 1001-6 Architects Building, 333 North Pennsylvania Street, Indianapolis, Ind.

Mr. I. A. Wasserstrom, architect, formerly of 1931 East 55th Street, is now located in his new office at 6014 Euclid Avenue, Cleveland, Ohio.

Clarence T. Myers, architect, announces the opening of his new offices in the Architects and Builders Building, Pennsylvania and Vermont Streets, Indianapolis, Ind.

Clare C. Hosmer, architect, announces the removal of his offices from Sarasota, Fla., to Houston, Texas, where he is located on the sixth floor of the La Pearson Building.

The architectural firm, Carey & Dowling, has moved its offices from 407-8 State Office Building to 501 First National Bank Building, Mobile, Ala.

The architectural firm of William Reichert and Sidney C. Finck of Chicago has dissolved. Mr. Sidney C. Finck will continue his practice in the offices formerly occupied by the firm at 35 South Dearborn Street.

Eastman & Budke, architects, formerly of 926 Fairbanks Building, are now located in their new offices at 805 First National Bank Building, Springfield Ohio.

The firm of Althouse & Jones, architects, have moved their offices from 40 West 4th Street to 1104 Farmers Bank Building, Mansfield, Ohio.

The Condon Engineering Co., consulting engineers, have moved from 231 to 208 South LaSalle Street, Chicago, Ill.

Mr. Allen J. Kenney, architectural engineer, formerly of 230 Wisconsin Avenue, is now located at 750 Oakland Avenue, Milwaukee, Wis.

Mr. Walter E. Pettit, architect, formerly of 150 East Broad Street, has moved into new offices at 2569 North High Street, Columbus, Ohio, and the new firm name is Pettit & Oman.

J. H. Zoller has moved his architectural office from 2147 Taylor Road, Cleveland Heights, Ohio, to 3390 Henderson Road.

Joseph J. Gunther has removed his architectural office from The National Bank Building of Far Rockaway, N. Y., to the Bank of Valley Stream Building, Rockaway Avenue, Valley Stream, N. Y.

V. J. Waier, architect and engineer, has moved his architectural office from Room 738, Dime Bank Building, Detroit, Mich., to Room 1538 in the same building.

Julius Wenig, registered architect, announces the removal of his offices from the Washington Savings Bank Building to the Edmonds Building, 917 Fifteenth Street, Northwest, Washington, D. C.

Lucius R. White, Jr., formerly at Hearst Tower Building, is now located at Suite 1700-1702 Court Square Building, N. E. corner of Lexington and Calvert Streets, Baltimore, Md.
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A roof
to shelter
wings at rest

Where air lanes end, spacious hangars wait to shelter wings at rest. These great buildings with their problems of special roof design, must have roof materials with special characteristics.

Sheetrock Pyrofill poured-in-place roof construction is especially adaptable for use on hangars or on any other type of building where wide span openings are essential.

This roof construction consists of permanent Sheetrock forms supported on sub-purlins, and a poured slab of Pyrofill reinforced with electrically welded steel mats.

Sheetrock Pyrofill advantages are numerous. Pyrofill roofs weigh but 12 lbs. per square foot, about one-third the weight of concrete. This reduction in dead load permits of considerable savings in all supporting members. Pyrofill provides a fireproof roof deck. Its gypsum content ranks among the highest in insulating value of structural building material.

The smooth undersurface of Sheetrock has the appearance of a finished ceiling. It diffuses light evenly. It is entirely free from dusting or flaking.

An engineering and construction service is available at all times to assist with designs and estimates.

UNITED STATES GYPSUM COMPANY
General Offices: 300 W. Adams Street, Chicago, Illinois
Sole Canadian Distributor: Canadian Gypsum Company, Limited
Hillyard Street, Hamilton, Ont.
OUTWARD BEAUTY—INWARD STRENGTH!

BEAUTY in proportion, beauty in appointments, beauty in marble and bronze—yet back of it all lies the strength of solid steel. Modern banks, with the help of their architects, are raising the entire standard of commercial architecture—lending permanence to outward beauty by building on inward strength.

Harmonizing in design with the finest of bank architecture, Diebold Bank Vaults are the foundation upon which the strength of many banking institutions is built. Our complete manufacturing facilities permit us to furnish any size or type of vault required. Let us send you complete information.

DIEBOLD SAFE & LOCK COMPANY
CANTON, OHIO
Represented in Leading Cities in U.S.A. and Canada

Two Diebold Vault Doors installed in Barclays Westmoreland Trust Co., Greensburg, Pennsylvania
The ARCHITECTURAL RECORD

will cost $5 a year
beginning January 1, 1930

BUT ALL PRESENT SUBSCRIBERS
have the privilege of renewing their subscriptions for a period of one year from
the expirations of their present subscriptions at the old rate of $3.00—(Canada
$3.60, Foreign $4.00)—provided they remit on or before December 31, 1929.

AND NEW SUBSCRIBERS
may also take advantage of the old rate of $3.00 a year—(Canada $3.60, Foreign
$4.00)—by placing their subscriptions on or before December 31, 1929.

The ARCHITECTURAL RECORD would like to continue indefinitely its old price of $3 a year, now so
familiar and convenient to its many constant friends. However, production costs, postage rates and all
other expenses have risen sharply since 1917, and the enlargement of the page size in 1928, the adoption
of gravure, offset and water-color printing, the enlargement of the editorial staff and the addition of the
new department of Technical News and Research have all added tremendously to the publication cost. A
more equitable basis of serving our subscribers has therefore become necessary, and on January 1st, 1930,
the new subscription price of $5 a year—(Canada $5.00, Foreign $6.50)—will come into effect. We believe
our readers will agree that this rate is more in keeping with the high character of the editorial contents,
particularly in view of the considerable expansion in such important sections as that of Technical News
and Research.

The ARCHITECTURAL RECORD
Member of the Dodge Group of Building Field Publications and Services
Member A. B. C.

ONE HUNDRED AND NINETEEN WEST FORTIETH STREET, NEW YORK
THERE'S A NATIONAL HEATING SYSTEM
FOR EVERY BUILDING NEED

NATIONAL GAS BOILER
When Gas is the Fuel—Prime Heating Surface, for Prime Results

An extremely large amount of prime heating surface, reinforced by long, serpentine fire travel, promotes maximum efficiency over a wide range of operation in the National Jacketed Gas Boiler. The heat generated is sealed in; every crevice between the sightly, baked-enamel jacket and the boiler is filled with rock-wool insulation. Proper combustion conditions exist at all loads, for the special burners proportion the air supply to the gas flow. The easy cleaning feature assures the boiler will always be in first-class condition. Approved by the American Gas Association, praised by every user, this boiler is an outstanding contribution to the cause of better gas heating.

Each National Boiler is guaranteed—and the guarantee is endorsed by a Surety Bond, issued by The Fidelity and Casualty Company of New York. It covers three distinct guaranteed stipulations as to performance, manufacture, design, and replacement of any defective part. It assures customer satisfaction, protects against criticism or complaint.

A line to us will bring you complete and helpful information—immediately.

NATIONAL RADIATOR CORPORATION
Executive Offices: 55 West 42nd Street, New York, N.Y.

NATIONAL
Made-to-Measure,
HEATING SYSTEMS
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TO
ARCHITECTS AND
GENERAL BUILDING
CONTRACTORS

Do you know that DODGE REPORTS—through daily contact with architects and general building contractors—have made possible the most effective distribution of the 1930 edition of Sweet's Architectural Catalogues?

Do you know that DODGE REPORTS have in the same way made possible the development of The Architectural Record to its present position of leadership among technical journals devoted to the interests of the architectural profession?

Do you know that DODGE REPORTS have in the same way made possible the publication of The American Contractor, the only professional journal edited exclusively for the general building contractors who work from architects' and engineers' plans?

Do you know that DODGE REPORTS have been the raw material of the scientific market studies that have demonstrated to building-field manufacturers the dollars-and-cents value to them of rendering you important technical information services through the agency of the DODGE GROUP of Building Field Publications and Services?

Do you know that DODGE REPORTS are the basis of national statistics for building and engineering operations, a service that has presented through nation-wide publicity a picture of construction as the second largest American industry?

Do you know that the DODGE REPORTER who calls on you is the representative of an organization that has spent its energies and its intelligence for 37 years in developing publications and services to improve the relationships of owners, architects, general building contractors and manufacturers, and to make such relationships productive of stimulating ideas and constructive technical progress?

F. W. DODGE CORPORATION has grown because it has rendered vital services to all sections of the building field. We hope to merit further growth by rendering more and better services as years go on and as we, perhaps, grow wiser and deserve more and more your confidence and esteem.
One of the tallest buildings in America erected in record time. Sixty-seven stories—over 920 feet high. Has area of over 1,000,000 square feet. Terra cotta by Federal Seaboard Terra Cotta Corporation.

BANK OF THE MANHATTAN COMPANY
40 Wall St., New York, N.Y.

H. CRAIG SEVERANCE
Architects and Engineers

YASUO MATSUI
Associate Architect

STARRETT BROS., INC.
Builders

FEDERAL SEABOARD TERRA COTTA CORPORATION

ARCHITECTURAL
TERRA COTTA
MANUFACTURERS

OFFICES
10 EAST 40th STREET
NEW YORK CITY
TELEPHONE ASHland 1220

FACTORIES: PERTH AMBOY, N. J. • WOODBRIDGE, N. J. • SOUTH AMBOY, N. J.
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SWEET’S for 1930
—Completed!

HUNDREDS of specialists, architects, contractors and engineers built the big, new Sweet’s for the coming year—four volumes this time—and they say

“SWEET’S FOR 1930 IS THE ONLY SOLUTION OF CATALOGUE FILING PROBLEMS.”

Sweet’s for 1930 contains over 5,200 pages—(1,100 more than last year)—of up-to-date details, color plates, specifications and essential catalogue material necessary for accurate and time-saving selection, specification and purchase of all kinds of products used for the construction and equipment of all classes of buildings. It is the last word in catalogues from 1,800 manufacturers, now ready to do full-time service every hour of the working day in the offices of those who plan and build America’s best buildings.

SWEET’S CATALOGUE SERVICE
Division of F. W. Dodge Corporation

Offices: 119 West Fortieth Street, New York, and Principal Cities
FOR over a quarter of a century the products of American industry have streamed through Peelle Doors. To the manufacture of these products Peelle Doors have brought efficiency and safety. Solving their special handling problems, helping to speed production and rendering economical service to vertical traffic systems. In pace with industry's automatic era, Peelle Doors are electrified to afford quick entrance and exit at the touch of a button. Consult our engineers, or write for Peelle Door catalog.

THE PEELLE COMPANY, Brooklyn, N. Y.
Boston, Chicago, Cleveland, Philadelphia, Atlanta, and 30 other cities - In Canada: Toronto and Hamilton, Ontario.

PEELLE Freight Elevator DOORS
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THIS REMARKABLE NEW DEVICE AUTOMATICALLY MAKES AND CONTROLS HUMIDITY IN THE HOME

"CONTROLLED HUMIDITY" — that's what the Lewis Air Conditioner supplies. Installed in place of one radiator — concealed or open — this device applies three principles necessary to effective humidification. (1) Heated air, (2) mechanically circulated over, (3) tempered water surfaces. All three operations performed automatically, humidity created is then placed under positive control.

What we call a HUMITROL—rigidly patented because it is an exclusive Lewis feature—is affixed to a room wall. Looks like a heat regulator, acts like one. Set this Humitrol at the desired percent of humidity. That's all there is to do! When this percent is reached, the Lewis Air Conditioner is automatically stopped. Let the humidity drop ever so little and — click — on goes the humidifier. Everything is automatic!

A request on your letterhead will bring complete construction and operating details of what leading architects, mechanical engineers, medical authorities and homeowners tell us is an outstanding development in home humidification.

THE LEWIS CORPORATION
Minneapolis

THE LEWIS AIR CONDITIONER

Built of fine furniture steel, cabinets housing The Lewis Air Conditioner can be finished in any color or grain to harmonize with interior decorations. Available concealed units become a part of the wall — conform with modern concealed radiation.

WHAT WE CALL A HUMITROL
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Lasts Like a Monolith

When the walls are of
ARCH LATH

The Plastering Base Now Made of
COP-R-LOY

When plaster is applied over ARCH LATH—it forms an interior which is truly monolithic in permanence and stability.

Arch Lath now provides increased durability and rigidity—not only making better plastered walls and ceilings, but adding to their life and resistance to fire and weather.

Because it is now made of COP-R-LOY, the modern refined steel endorsed by architects and engineers.

Plasterers can do better, quicker work with less material because of the unique design of Arch Lath. It gives a smooth, stainless surface—the better to receive all textures. You can specify Arch Lath for any size or type of building.

You will do your clients a good turn by specifying, also, Wheeling Spanish Metal Tile, Roofing Ternes, Diamond Lath, Corner Bead, Picture Mold, Base Screed, Wall Ties, and other essentials.

BEAUTY AND UTILITY MEET IN WHEELING SPANISH METAL TILE

To add artistic, old-world charm to any building specify Spanish Metal Tile Roofing. It is made of COP-R-LOY for additional durability. Hand-Dipped, too, in pure molten zinc by the special Wheeling process.
Send for the first Complete Handbook ever prepared

Here is the latest word on Grille design. It is a complete handbook, packed with detail.

Every Architect will want to have a copy in his files to refer to whenever the question of grilles for any purpose comes up.

It is free—simply use the coupon below.

See Sweet's Architectural and Engineering Catalogs for Specifications

WICKWIRE SPENCER STEEL CO.
39 East 42nd Street, New York City

Worcester Chicago Los Angeles
Buffalo Atlanta Seattle
Cleveland San Francisco Portland

A few desirable territories are still available for reliable dealers to distribute Clinton Grilles.

WICKWIRE SPENCER STEEL Co.
39 East 42nd Street, New York City

Send me ... copies of your latest Handbook on grilles.

Name
Address

108

The Special Roller Chain Drive Makes CIRCLE A Folding Partitions Positive in Action

For schools and public buildings, auditoriums, hotel dining rooms, and the like—these handsome folding walls enable one large room to be effectively subdivided.

Thorough insulation and "sealing" prevent noise and odors from passing between rooms.

The roller chain drive ensures smooth, positive action. No floor tracks or bolts are necessary. Doors are all hinged together, instead of in pairs. A moveable section seals these partitions at the floor line. Celotex or Homasote interlining provides effective insulation. Circle A erection engineers handle installation work. Write for file size brochure.

CIRCLE A PRODUCTS CORPORATION
608 S. 25th Street, Newcastle, Ind.
New York Office, Farmers Loan and Trust Bldg.
475 Fifth Ave., New York, N. Y.

ASK FOR DATA ON CIRCLE A ROLLING PARTITIONS

Circle A Folding Partitions
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AN AKOUSTOLITH INSTALLATION

Elks Club, McKim, Meade & White, Architects
Brooklyn, New York

AKOUSTOLITH Sound-absorbing Plaster was used on the plain surfaces of main ceiling and balconies to insure correct acoustics. The painted decoration as shown in illustration does not impair its acoustical efficiency.

Many other installations have been made in auditoriums, churches, banks, hospitals, offices, etc., thereby preventing excessive reverberation.

In contrast to the combustible acoustical correctives, AKOUSTOLITH PLASTER is a fireproof material easily cleaned and decorated, making it possible for the architect to secure the highest acoustical efficiency using structural materials.

Specifications and absorption data sent to architects on request.

R. Guastavino Company

40 COURT STREET, BOSTON, MASS.
225 WEST 34TH STREET, NEW YORK, N.Y.

R. GUASTAVINO CO. OF CANADA, Ltd.
New Birks Building, Montreal, P. Q.
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Just as vital as a permanent foundation—permanent clay wall coping

CLAY PRODUCTS ASSOCIATION
CONWAY BUILDING
Chicago

NOW EVERY BUILDING
SHOULD HAVE

FA PANELBOARDS

Now more than ever you should specify Panelboards in your buildings. Because—first they do everything any panelboard could do—and do it better. Secondly because they are permanently safe to use at all times. Thirdly because they last almost indefinitely without maintenance—a big point in any equipment for any building.

You can learn more about them from any district office sales-engineer and the new FA Catalog should be on your desk now. Free upon request.

Frank Adam
ELECTRIC COMPANY
ST. LOUIS

DISTRICT OFFICES
Atlanta, Ga. Dallas, Texas
Baltimore, Md. Denver, Colo.
Buffalo, N.Y. Jacksonville, Fla.
Chicago, Ill. Kansas City, Mo.
Cincinnati, Ohio Los Angeles, Calif.

Memphis, Tenn.
Minneapolis, Minn.
New Orleans, La.
New York, N. Y.
Omaha, Neb.
Pittsburgh, Pa.
San Francisco, Calif.
Seattle, Wash.
Tulsa, Okla.
Vancouver, B. C.
Winnipeg, Man.

THEY LAST AS LONG AS THE BUILDING THAT HOUSES THEM
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Better... Steel Doors because of longer experience

BAYLEY-SPRINGFIELD Steel Doors are made by the pioneer designers, builders and erectors of tubular steel doors. Their phenomenal strength, efficient performance and fine appearance, as used today in leading industrial plants, are the result of more than twenty years' experience with door problems. Their outstanding features are:

- Bayley Method of reinforcing corners to prevent breaking under roughest usage;
- Bayley Method of encasing locks in framing tubes to withstand banging without constant adjustment or removal;
- Bayley Method of attaching lower steel panels to act as additional reinforcement and permit easy replacement if damaged;
- Bayley Method of setting upper glass panels in rigid steel frames designed to increase door stability.

Use this Bayley experience. Call in Bayley engineers when preparing plans and specifications. Write for Steel Door Folder. The William Bayley Company, 132 North St., Springfield, Ohio.

Bayley-Springfield Steel Windows and Doors

District Offices:
New York, 67 W. 44th St. Cleveland, 449 Terminal Tower
Boston, 5 Park St. Washington, 1427 1st St., N. W.
Chicago, 75 E. Wacker Drive Atlanta, 407 Bona Allen Bldg.

Sales Agencies also in Principal Cities
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A Hotel or Hospital is created to render a community service for many years. Inferior materials and equipment have no place in its construction.

Mr. C. Stanley Taylor, prominent New York architect, has well stated that there is no place for the false economy of using inferior materials in hospital or hotel construction.

We believe most authorities agree on this as evidenced by the great number of Pfaudler Glass Lined Steel Laundry Chutes that have been installed.

Before you specify any Laundry Chute, be sure you have Pfaudler's specifications and price. By comparison you will recommend that your client—

The Accepted “Bubbler”

From every angle the R-S drinking fountain is unparalleled. Besides furnishing clean, fresh water—each drink is a sanitary one.

Because of its special design it prevents lips from touching the nozzle—contamination is automatically eliminated.

The R-S line includes Sanitary Drinking Fountains, Bath and Plumbing Fixtures and Supplies.

Write for illustrated catalog

RUNDLE-SPENCE MFG. CO.
70 Fourth Street, Milwaukee, Wis.

RUNDLE-SPENCE
The Decisions of These
Industrial Leaders
are Based on Facts

EXECUTIVES in such organizations as the General Motors Corporation, Fisher Body Corporation, Briggs Manufacturing Co., Hupp Motor Car Corporation, Southern Railway, Nichols Copper Co., Rossman Corporation, Glasscock Manufacturing Co., Durant Motor Car Co., Eastman Kodak Co., Continental Steel Corporation, Bohn Aluminum and Brass Corporation, General Railway Signal Co., and numerous others throughout the country who have selected Mahon Steel Roof Deck construction for new plants in the past year, are shrewd buyers who immediately realized the structural advantages and the economy of this type of roof construction. In the design of new structures, where long span trusses are employed, architects and engineers can effect savings amounting to as much as 25% in the supporting steel through the use of this light-weight, permanent roof deck. Write for our folder "Facts and Figures" it shows at a glance the remarkable economy of Mahon Steel Roof Deck construction.

THE R. C. MAHON COMPANY—Detroit, Michigan
Branch Offices in New York, Chicago and Pittsburgh — Representatives in all Principal Cities

MAHON
STEEL ROOF DECK

Manufactured in Galvanized Copper Bearing Steel in either 18 or 20 Gauge

Mahon Steel Roof Deck Plates are rolled from special tight-coated galvanized copper-bearing steel they require no painting or maintenance whatsoever.
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TO REDUCE INSTALLATION AND UPKEEP COSTS, SPECIFY CRANE VALVES AND FITTINGS

CRANE

THEY GIVE QUALITY BEHIND THE WALLS AS CRANE FIXTURES GIVE BEAUTY IN THE OPEN

Rustless Water Comes from All-Copper Tanks . . . all-copper tanks come from Badger

EVEN a little air in the water sets up a rust-provoking condition. Heating accentuates this condition and makes rust. Unless all-copper storage tanks are used, Badger has been making all-copper tanks for years. Both domestic and commercial sizes.

Skill, born of experience, is needed to fabricate copper properly. Badger has been working since 1841 as copper-smiths.

So, if you want a well-made, all-copper storage tank, let us show you what we can do.

E. B. BADGER & SONS COMPANY
63 PITTS ST., BOSTON, MASS.

New York, N. Y., 27 Madison Ave.
Syracuse, N. Y., 404 S. Clinton St.
Minneapolis, Minn., 210 Build.
Eau Claire, N. C., 1400 Realty Bldg.
Denver, Colo., 414 W. Coffee Ave.
Chicago, Ill., 2901 S. Parkway
Cleveland, Ohio, Guaranty Bldg.
Cincinnati, Ohio, Union Trust Bldg.
Atlanta, Ga., Red Rock Bldg.
Salt Lake City, Utah, Kearns Bldg.

Philadelphia, Pa., 1300 Walnut St.
Detroit, Mich., 1270 Ford Bldg.
St. Louis, Mo., 1905 Laclede Ave.
San Francisco, Cal., Sharon Bldg.
Pittsburgh, Pa., Union Trust Bldg.
Montreal, Que., Can., Cement Bldg.
Los Angeles, Cal., 117 Hollingsworth Bldg.
Portland, Ore., 1600 Bengers Bldg.
Seattle, Wash., 415 Lemont St.
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In rigid conduit installations, conditions are sometimes encountered where it is difficult to use threaded conduit fittings. To meet this occasional requirement, the Crouse-Hinds Company offers the Form 7 series of Threadless Condulets, which take the same covers and wiring devices as the Form 7 series of Threaded Condulets.

The gripping connection to the conduit is strong and rigid, and is so constructed as to insure proper grounding.

After the Threadless Condulet is once installed, it will not loosen, even though the conduit is turned while installing additional outlets.

Threadless Couplings are for joining two pieces of threadless conduit.

Threadless Connectors are for connecting a threaded Condulet to a piece of threadless conduit.

Threadless Connectors, when equipped with lock nut, are for connecting threadless conduit to an outlet box, switch box, or panelboard cabinet.

*Bulletin 2126 will be sent upon request.*

**CROUSE-HINDS COMPANY**

ESTABLISHED 1877

SYRACUSE, N.Y., U. S. A.

SALES OFFICES

NEW YORK

PHILADELPHIA

PITTSBURGH

DETROIT

CINCINNATI

BOSTON

CLEVELAND

ATLANTA

CHICAGO

ST. LOUIS

SAN FRANCISCO

MINNEAPOLIS

MILWAUKEE

CROUSE-HINDS

CONDULETS - GROUNDULETS - PLUGS and RECEPTACLES - FLOODLIGHTS - TRAFFIC SIGNALS - AIRPORT and AIRWAY LIGHTING EQUIPMENT - PANELBOARDS and CABINETS - SWITCHES
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Unusual Effects with WEATHERBEST Stained Shingle Sidewalls

WEATHERBEST Old Colony Shakes, hand-dried from 100°F edge grain red cedar stained in a special shade of dark gray, present several features of unique value.

The natural beauty of the wood is enhanced with preserving stains. The long shingles permit a wide exposure and the uneven butt lines lend further distinction.

There are many possible uses of WEATHERBEST Specials for architectural specifications. Write for detailed data that you will want in your files. WEATHERBEST Stained Shingles, whether in the regular 16-, 18-, and 24-inch standard grades or for special treatments are of superior quality due to the WEATHERBEST process of staining and inspection.


WEATHERBEST STAINED SHINGLES FOR ROOFS AND SIDE-WALLS

WEATHERBEST STAINED SHINGLE CO., Inc., 2325 Island St., North Tonawanda, N. Y.

☐ Please send WEATHERBEST Sample Color Pad and Portfolio of full-color Photogravures showing color combinations and Roof plans of WEATHERBEST Homes.
☐ Literature on WEATHERBEST SPECIALS—Old Colony Shakes, Thatch Roof Construction.
☐ Book on Modernizing Old Homes.

Name ............................................................... Address ............................................................

For every type of tank

Back supply—bottom supply—top supply—each one embodying the quiet refill—rotary water control—high and low pressure regulator—a Curtin ballcock for every type of tank. They last a lifetime.

Full specifications of the Curtin line in Sweet's catalog.

A. F. CURTIN VALVE CO.
MEDFORD MASSACHUSETTS
American Bridge Company

Subsidiary of United States Steel Corporation

Manufacturers of Steel Structures of all classes, particularly

BRIDGES and BUILDINGS

The fabricated steel in these and many other buildings furnished by us.

General Offices:
71 Broadway,
New York, N. Y.

Contracting Offices in Principal Cities

Stevens Hotel, Chicago, Ill.
Hohler & Rocke, Architects
George A. Fuller Co.
General Contractors

Fidelity-Philadelphia Trust Company Bldg.,
Simon and Simon, Architects
Jewin & Leighton, General Contractors

Tribune Building
Chicago, Ill.
Howell & Hood
Architects
Hegeman-Harris, Inc.
General Contractors
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Also Rust-resisting KEYSTONE COPPER STEEL Sheets and Tin Plates

Highest quality Steel Sheets and Tin Plates for the engineering and building construction fields. Keystone Copper Steel (alloyed with copper) gives maximum rust-resistance. Specify Apollo-Keystone Galvanized for spouting, gutters and general sheet metal work. American products are made right in every detail, and are sold by leading metal merchants. For complete information address nearest District Sales Office: Chicago, Cincinnati, Denver, Detroit, New Orleans, New York, Philadelphia, Pittsburgh, and St. Louis.

Manufactured by

American Sheet and Tin Plate Company
General Offices: Frick Building, PITTSBURGH, PA.

SUBSIDIARY OF

UNITED STATES STEEL CORPORATION

Quality Products

AMERICAN BRIDGE COMPANY
AMERICAN SHEET AND TIN PLATE COMPANY
AMERICAN STEEL AND WIRE COMPANY

PRINCIPAL SUBSIDIARY MANUFACTURING COMPANIES:

CARNEGIE STEEL COMPANY
CYCLONE FENCE COMPANY
FEDERAL SHIPBUILDING AND DRY DOCK COMPANY

ILLINOIS STEEL COMPANY
MINNESOTA STEEL COMPANY
NATIONAL TUBE COMPANY

TENNESSEE COAL, IRON & R. R. COMPANY
UNIVERSAL PORTLAND CEMENT COMPANY

Manufactured by

BURLINGTON VENETIAN BLINDS as shown in Delineator Interiors

IN THE MODERN MANNER

BURLINGTON VENETIAN BLINDS

In any Color or Stain

Unexcelled in quality of workmanship, these blinds give draftless ventilation and a proper control of light

See Sweet's Catalogue For Details

BURLINGTON VENETIAN BLIND CO.
282 Pine Street, Burlington, Vermont
What Is INCINERATION?
The INCINERATOR
Plus THE SERVICE
Plus THE COMPANY

The Incinerator

The drying draft cannot stop with the KERNERATOR perpendicular by-pass grate. It allows a current of air to pass through, over and around the garbage accumulation on the grates. The air stream is never shut off and moisture evaporation continues constantly — a condition impossible with the flat grate incinerator (like the KERNERATOR of 1910) or the sloping grate type (like the KERNERATOR of 1911).

This is typical of the scientific development work that has brought the KERNERATOR to its present state of high efficiency.

KERNER INCINERATOR CO.
717 EAST WATER STREET MILWAUKEE
Where Wear-Resistance Must Combine With Traction
Specify "A.W." Diamond Pattern Floor Plates

In all forms of flooring, stair steps, platforms, door sills and other underfoot surfaces, "A.W." Diamond Pattern Rolled Steel Floor Plate provides resistance to wear, abrasion and abuse, while assuring traction and anti-slip qualities under foot.

Rolled from carefully-selected open-hearth steel, "A.W." Floor Plates have exceptional resistance to wear, shocks and abuse. They give many, many years of service without maintenance or repair.

The distinctive, pleasing design of "A.W." Floor Plates is composed of carefully-spaced and properly-proportioned diamonds, oval in shape and raised from the surface of the plate. This pattern provides traction and anti-slip qualities under every condition, while it is thoroughly self-draining from every angle, presenting no pockets for the collection of liquids or refuse.

To architects who are not fully familiar with "A.W." Diamond Pattern Floor Plates, complete data will be gladly sent on request. Write us.

ALAN WOOD STEEL CO.
Conshohocken, Pa.
Philadelphia New York Boston Dallas Seattle San Francisco Los Angeles

"A.W." Diamond Pattern Rolled Steel FLOOR PLATES

LEADING ARCHITECTS, like Crow, Lewis & Wick, recognize the ultimate effect that proper and reliable signalling systems have upon hospital service.

By specifying Holtzer-Cabot Signalling Equipment the architect secures for his client the product, experience and service of the oldest and largest manufacturer of hospital signalling apparatus.

The Holtzer-Cabot Electric Co.
BOSTON — CHICAGO
PIONEER MANUFACTURER OF HOSPITAL SIGNALLING SYSTEMS
This book at your Elbow

makes it quick and easy to select the best Fan System Heat-Surface for your job.

It is the new Aerofin Bulletin, thumb-indexed and containing, in convenient Tabular or Chart form, complete data on all types of Aerofin, the standardized light-weight Fan System Heat-Surface, together with 23 proved Piping Diagrams in 4 Colors.

Whatever you've wished for in a Fan System Heat-Surface you'll find in Aerofin and whatever you've wished for in a Heat-Surface catalog you'll find in the new Aerofin Bulletin.

This useful and usable book will be sent gratis if requested on your business letterhead.

Ask Newark for Bulletin F-129

Aerofin Corporation
850 Frelinghuysen Avenue, NEWARK, N. J.
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Separate Hot Water Heaters Eliminated

What an advantage for apartment house owners and operators to save all of the care and most of the cost of separate heaters for the domestic hot water supply. Excelso Indirect Water Heaters operate automatically, in connection with steam or vapor heating boilers, to furnish an ample supply of correctly tempered hot water at lowest known cost.

Water heating capacities, 30 gals. to 2,000 gals. (or more when connected in battery). Exclusive features such as removable copper coils and patented ground joint brass connections—insuring an absolutely pure clean supply. There is no substitute for Excelso in design or efficiency.

Excelso Products Corporation
DIVISION OF AMERICAN RADIATOR COMPANY
67 Clyde Ave. Buffalo, N. Y.
Sold and Installed by All Plumbing and Heating Contractors

Excelso WATER HEATERS
SIZES TO HEAT WATER FOR ONE FAMILY OR HUNDREDS OF FAMILIES
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THE FINEST CRAFTSMANSHIP GOES INTO
LUPTON HEAVY CASEMENTS

1400 Lupton Heavy Casement Windows are used in the Cook County Court-house and Jail,
Chicago, Ill. Eric Hall, County Architect. Great Lakes Construction Co., General Contractors

HEAVY casements, more than any other type of window, are subject to the skill of the individual workman. At Lupton the best workmen are put on the heavy casement jobs. These men have served a rigid apprenticeship before working on these fine windows. Their craftsmanship, combined with the finest of machine-equipment, has made Lupton the first name in the heavy casement field.

The superior qualities of Lupton Heavy Casements have been recognized by leading architects. Whenever the finest is desired, Lupton Heavy Casements are usually specified. Complete details are available in your current edition of Sweet’s. David Lupton’s Sons Co., 2209 E. Allegheny Ave., Phila., Pa.

LUPTON
WHERE STEEL IS FUSED WITH SINCERITY
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The following letter from the builders on this job tells its own story:

S. Parri Construction Company  
Kansas City, Mo.

April 14, 1929

Solvay Sales Corporation  
Kansas City, Missouri

Dear Sirs:

Solvay Calcium Chloride was used in parts of the concrete construction in the Kansas City Plant of the Chevrolet Motor Company built by us during the fall and winter of 1928. Its use was a vital factor in enabling the Chevrolet Motor Company to use parts of the plant at a much earlier time than would have been practical without the use of the Calcium Chloride.

We have been using Solvay Calcium Chloride in a large portion of our concrete construction, both winter and summer, and we have found it very advantageous and economical to use.

Yours very truly,

S. Parri Construction Co.  
By John K. Thompson

Ask for booklet 1653

SOLVAY SALES CORPORATION  
Alkalies and Chemical Products Manufactured by The Solvay Process Company  
40 RECTOR STREET, NEW YORK

Calcium Chloride  
FLAKE 77% – 80%

Manufactured under United States Patents No. 1,527,121 and No. 1,592,971

The First Book on Color in Architecture

POLYCHROMY

BY

LEON V. SOLON

With foreword by RALPH ADAMS CRAM

Polychromy is the first book on the increasingly important subject of the use of color in its relation to architecture and sculpture. It has been designed as a textbook for architects, sculptors, draftsmen and students, and is based upon a reconstruction of Greek polychrome methods as identified by the author, a portrait and mural painter, and a colorist of note.

Mr. Solon has made exhaustive research from every angle of consideration, with the view to formulating basic principles which will guide practice and be independent of peculiarities in stylistic expression.

The text is profusely illustrated with reproductions of photographs and drawings and 9 plates in full color.

TABLE OF CONTENTS

Chapter I—Introductory.
Chapter II—The relative values of historic methods.
Chapter III—The form of artistic impulse that should control architectural color effect.
Chapter IV—Color phenomena that are active in polychromatic effect.
Chapter V—The architectonic objective in Greek polychromy.
Chapter VI—The relation that must be established between structural effect and polychromatic effect.
Chapter VII—The technique of architectural polychromy.
Chapter VIII—The development of color interest through the manipulation of plastic form.
Chapter IX—The polychromatic treatment of architectural detail by the Greeks.
Chapter X—The polychromy of architectural sculpture.
Chapter XI—Critique of certain works bearing upon architectural and sculptural polychromy.

Books for reference or avoidance.

Apologia.

Bound in boards, with cloth back, $6.00

Mail This Coupon Today!

THE ARCHITECTURAL RECORD,  
119 West 40th St., New York.

Enclosed find $6.00, for which please send me Polychromy.

It is understood that I may examine this book for 10 days and if unsatisfactory to me I may return it in good condition and you will refund my money.

Return Privilege in United States Only

Name.................................................
Address.............................................
City and State......................................
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This is the new

"Buffalo"

Wetboy

A Unit Heater that Washes, Heats and Humidifies Air

Since the advent of the unit heater there has been a real need for a unit that would wash and humidify—at a moderate price!

The Buffalo Wetboy offers you an ideal heater with the cleaning efficiency of a scrubber washer.

The Wetboy is simple—no pump—no outside mechanism, self-contained, and easily cleaned.

Get the whole story!

Buffalo Forge Company
459 Broadway, Buffalo, N. Y.

In Canada: Canadian Blower & Forge Co., Ltd., Kitchener, Ont.

Highboy, Lowboy and Wetboy Unit Heaters
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Ever watchful to insure the permanence of the building he creates, the architect is rightly vigilant in the selection of the wire to be installed. Contractors and engineers are equally concerned with safety and unfailing service. This is why all were unanimous in the choice of Hazard Building Wire as fully adequate for Chicago's new Michigan Square.

Hazard Insulated Wire Works
Division of The Okonite Company
WORKS: WILKES-BARRE, PA.

Sales Offices:
- New York
- Philadelphia
- St. Louis
- Birmingham
- San Francisco
- Chicago
- Pittsburgh
- Atlanta
- Seattle
- Los Angeles
- Boston
- Dallas

The National, State, and Local Tuberculosis Associations of the United States
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The increasing number of specifications by architects and engineers for NATIONAL Copper-Steel Pipe in soil, waste, vent lines and rain leaders of large buildings, indicates the wide acceptance of this product as a means of securing greater resistance to atmospheric corrosion in these lines, or wherever pipe is exposed to alternate wet and dry conditions.

That the life of pipe in all such services can be greatly increased by using copper-steel is an established fact, based on tests and actual service records over many years. Therefore, copper-steel superiority for corrosion resistance is not a theory nor recent experiment, but a sound investment in the interest of prolonged life of pipe lines, less interruption to service in the building, and decreased costs of repairs or replacements.

NATIONAL Copper-Steel Pipe is the same high-grade steel pipe which architects and engineers have specified for many years, with the addition of a small percentage of pure copper, which thoroughly alloys with the highly refined steel, making it more resistant to atmospheric corrosion. To secure the benefit of the experience of pioneers in making this product, be sure to specify—

NATIONAL COPPER-STEEL PIPE
The Original Copper-Steel Pipe

NATIONAL TUBE COMPANY · Pittsburgh, Pa.
Subsidiary of United States Steel Corporation
Chicago Daily News Uses United Metal Doors

Of exceptional interest to architects because it pioneered the use of air rights in the West, the Chicago Daily News Building is an example of all that is modern and efficient in building construction.

It is a matter of pride to us that approximately three hundred swing doors, as well as dumbwaiters and telephone booths are of United Hollow Metal construction.

The frequency with which United products and United engineering service are associated with projects of this calibre speaks more eloquently than volumes of words of the outstanding excellence of both. Nothing demonstrates more clearly that there is no substitute for experience and no short cut to true craftsmanship.

The United Metal Products Co.
Canton, Ohio

The Chicago Daily News Building
Cont'd—Hegeman Harris Co.
Arch.—Holabird & Roche

Signet Against Sewer-Gas when the Water in the Drain Evaporates.

Crampton-Farley Brass Co., Kansas City, Mo.

Caldwell Sash Balances
Backed by Forty Years' Experience

Each Caldwell Sash Balance has a quality built into it that assures satisfaction, and maximum length of service. Box Frames can be eliminated, thus contributing greatly to making a building of warm construction. They also permit the use of narrow mullions and double hung windows in rows to give the casement effect. Mortises can be cut at the mill to one size. When the saving of labor and material is considered, they cost no more than ordinary weights and cords.

Send for booklet "Present Day Architect"
Giving Mortise Dimensions

Caldwell Manufacturing Company
Rochester, New York, U.S.A.
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with three distinctly important improvements

... a new-type packing nut, perfected in our own research laboratories, which definitely eliminates any possibility of oil leakage. (The figure at the right illustrates how its ingeniously designed recess prevents leakage.) ▲ This decidedly improved packing nut also provides 15% increase in bearing space, which results in a 25% increase in life. ▲ A new spring, of specially tempered steel, is sturdier and more resilient. It greatly increases the efficiency and life of the door closer. ▲ These new improvements mean that the Norton is now more than ever the one door closer to be used where quiet comfort and everlasting dependability are of primary importance.

See Sweet's, Pages B2408-2412

NORTON DOOR CLOSER COMPANY
Division of The Yale & Towne Mfg. Co.
2900 NORTH WESTERN AVENUE, CHICAGO, ILLINOIS

NORTON DOOR CLOSERS
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Airolite - not only insures proper ventilation for Apartments, Hospitals, Theatres, Schools and Hotels, but it is an essential item of equipment that enhances the value of a building investment.

COMPARE THE COST—CONSIDER THE ADVANTAGES

Airolite
The Adjustable Metal Ventilator
for Windows, Transoms, Door Panels

THE AIROLITE COMPANY
MARIETTA, OHIO
REPRESENTATIVES IN ALL PRINCIPAL CITIES

For Every REFRIGERATOR NEED

WHENEVER in your practice you encounter the need for refrigerators, think of McCray.

For 39 years McCray has been building refrigerators of the highest quality—holding to an unswerving ideal in every detail of material and craftsmanship.

There are McCray models for every purpose, in homes, hospitals and institutions, hotels, restaurants, clubs, stores, markets and florist shops.

Our portfolio on refrigeration is full of vital facts for architects. Send for your file copy and a complete set of the latest McCray catalogs.

McCRAY REFRIGERATOR SALES CORPORATION
902 LAKE STREET, KENDALLVILLE, INDIANA
Salesrooms in All Principal Cities (See Telephone Directory)

BEL-SUN-LITE
Standard in American Theatres

All or a large part of the stage and auditorium lighting equipment in most theatres is Bel-Sun-Lite—though perhaps not so marked. Architects and their illumination counsellors specified it upon its merits.

Bel-Sun-Lite is a new name, but you know of old the goodness of the lighting equipment it brands. Call on our representative without hesitation, for he will offer you only what you have already proved good. His name is in the classified telephone directory of his city. Call him or ask us to notify him you desire information.

Atlanta, Ga. Los Angeles, Calif. Rochester, N. Y.
Buffalo, N. Y. Miami, Fla. St. Louis, Mo.
Delaware, O. Minneapolis, Minn. San Antonio, Tex.
Houston, Tex. Omaha, Neb. Tampa, Fla.

Belson Manufacturing Co.
812 SIBLEY ST.
CHICAGO, ILL.

Also School, Industrial and Outdoor Lighting
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Tulsa is proud of the Philtower building, and justly so. This superb edifice raises its lofty head twenty-eight stories above the street in a magnificent tower that exemplifies the modern setback type of design to the highest degree. It is significant that Mr. Phillips, the owner, and the builders of this structure, consulted with the building planning service of the Building Owners and Managers National Association and gave careful consideration to the association's advice in nearly every detail of construction and arrangement.

It is also significant that the Dunham Differential Vacuum Heating System was selected for the Philtower Building. The owner built into his project not only the finest of equipment, but also selected the type of heating system in which the tenants will find satisfaction from every angle of comfort and health. At the same time he (the owner) secures the utmost in fuel economy. In choosing the Dunham Differential System Mr. Phillips solved the heating problem for his building, just as many hundreds of others have done in similar structures.

Look for the name DUNHAM
This nameplate identifies a genuine Dunham Thermostatic Radiator Trap.
COPPER

A copper-equipped home in Homeland, Baltimore's outstanding residential district.

The TOUCH OF DISTINCTIVE CHARM

EAVES, trough and spouting are put on a house to provide for the prosaic, rainy day duty of drainage. But thoughtful designing and enduring materials combine to make even this utilitarian equipment a mark of distinction.

In Baltimore Copper you have a metal that is worthy to be a decorative feature. In its beauty, the material—whether plain or lead coated—lends itself to every architectural treatment. In its enduring qualities, the lifetime permanency of copper justifies the thought that is used in making it attractive.

Write today for samples of Baltimore Copper and full information regarding its exceptional purity.

Baltimore Copper Mills
Division of Revere Copper and Brass, Incorporated,
Dept. 210
BALTIMORE, MD.

The Chicago Motor Club Building (Holabird and Root, architects), in connection with which we performed the services of mill and shop inspection of structural steel, inspection of reinforcing steel, crushing of concrete control cylinders, and testing of 9,000 barrels of cement.

See Sweet's, Vol. A, page 112

ROBERT W. HUNT COMPANY
Engineers
Inspection . . . . . Tests
CHICAGO AND ALL LARGE CITIES
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All these and many more equipped with Knight-Ware

Installation

JOHNS HOPKINS UNIVERSITY
Chemistry Laboratory
Baltimore, Maryland

JOHNS HOPKINS UNIVERSITY
Hygiene Building
Baltimore, Maryland

WEST VIRGINIA UNIVERSITY
Hall of Chemistry
Morgantown, W. Va.

COLUMBIA UNIVERSITY
Chemistry Building
New York City

COLUMBIA PRESBYTERIAN
Hospital Centre
New York City

NEW YORK UNIVERSITY
Chemistry Building
New York City

DETROIT UNIVERSITY
Chemistry Building
Detroit, Michigan

OHIO STATE UNIVERSITY
Chemistry Building
Columbus, Ohio

DUKE UNIVERSITY
Chemistry Building
Durham, N. C.

McGILL UNIVERSITY
Pulp and Paper Research Bldg.
Montreal, Que.

WASHINGTON UNIVERSITY
Biology Building
St. Louis, Mo.

PRINCETON UNIVERSITY
Chemistry Building
Princeton, N. J.

BATTLE MEMORIAL
Chemistry Laboratory
Columbus, Ohio

*LAFAYETTE COLLEGE
Mining Engineering Hall
Easton, Pa.

*PENN STATE COLLEGE
Chemistry Building
State College, Pa.

*PURDUE UNIVERSITY
Chemistry Building
Lafayette, Ind.

Architects

Carreve & Hastings
New York City

Davis, Duclay & Barney
Philadelphia

McKim, Meade & White
New York City

James Gamble Rogers
New York City

Augustas N. Allen
New York City

McColl, Snyder & McLean
Detroit, Mich.

Joa. N. Bradford
Columbus, Ohio

Horace Trumbauer

Khoba & Hyde
Montreal, Que.

Jameson & Spearl
St. Louis, Mo.

C. Z. Klauder
L. T. Klauder

Otto C. Durat
Columbus, Ohio

C. Z. Klauder
L. T. Klauder

C. Z. Klauder
L. T. Klauder

Walter Schuler
Lafayette, Ind.

More Than 16 Carloads of Knight-Ware!

The magnificent new Chemistry Building at Princeton University, in which no expense has been spared to make it one of the finest and most modern laboratories in the country, was formally opened on September 26, 1929.

All Waste and Drain Lines, Sump and Ventilating Lines and Ducts are of KNIGHT-WARE. Bores of Pipe range from 2 in. to 28 in. and more than 16 carloads of our material were used in this building.

We wish to extend our congratulations to Princeton and to the men responsible for this splendid new structure.

MAURICE A. KNIGHT
OFFICE AND PLANT
AKRON, OHIO

*Buildings not under construction and Knight-Ware being supplied.
Mineral Wool
supplies a most economi-
cal and indestructible fire-
proof and vermin-proof
guard

For Your New Building
Mineral Wool is a per-
fected insulator, keeps out
the winter cold and the
summer heat. Being
fibrous and inelastic, it is
also one of the best
sound-proof materials
obtainable.

For better construction we urge
your investigation of Mineral Wool.
Write us today for convincing proof of what
Mineral Wool has accomplished or—see Sweet's
page B 2417

United States Mineral Wool Co.
280 Madison Avenue
New York
Western Connection
COLUMBIA MINERAL WOOL CO
South Milwaukee, Wisconsin

TARGET and ARROW Roofing Tin is made today by the
same method as was followed
118 years ago when it was first
produced in this country—the
old Welsh hand-dipping process
that results in an extra heavy
coating and an extraordinarily
rust-resistant sheet. The lasting
qualities of TARGET and
ARROW are famous—we can
multiply almost indefinitely ex-
amples of roofs of this fine tin
that have been in place from 60
to 100 years and are still good.

Let us send you our set of four "SERVICE SHEETS"—giving complete details, tables, specifications and other suggestions for the
application of TARGET and ARROW Roof-
ing Tin

N. & G. TAYLOR
COMPANY
Philadelphia

Higgins' Colored Drawing Inks
Do You Indicate . . .
METALWORK STONEMASONRY
WOODWORK MACHINERY
ELECTRICAL WIRING CONCRETE
STUCCO EARTH
—for quick and easy reference,
on Tracing, Detail Drawing
and Blue Print?

There is a Higgins’ Color
representing every mate-
rial. Each shows up different-
ly when blue printed. Let us
send you a sample sheet.
The wrapper around
each bottle gives you full
information.
CHAS. M. HIGGINS & CO.
271 Ninth St., BKlyn, N. Y.

Simple, Permanent
Troubleproof

The simplicity of the Mahon Cast Iron Roof Sump per-
mits quick installation ... there are no springs, loose
rings or bolts—dome strainer locks in place by simple
turn, and requires no elastic cement or solder. Write
for our price list folder, or see complete data in Sweet's.

THE R. C. MAHON COMPANY
DETROIT, MICHIGAN
Representatives in All Principal Cities

CAST IRON ROOF SUMPS
PERMANENT - TROUBLEPROOF
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Another Year’s Dramatic Growth Convincingly Testifies to K-M’s Superiority

OVER 80% more K-M Incinerators have been installed in 1929 than during 1928. This dramatic manifestation of K-M's ever growing recognition as the most effective built-in incinerator available commends it to you for your work.

Among the outstanding features of K-M which have been responsible for its popularity are:
- Simplicity of Design without bearings, blocks, shakers, handles, dumping grates, nuts, bolts or moving parts.
- Patented Grate Arrangement—similar to a "suspended basket" which holds all refuse away from the firebrick side walls and permits the circulation of air and combustion on all sides as well as at the top of the mass.
- Superior Draft, because of its blast furnace type of construction and because of the two point draft coming through both the fire door and ash pit door.
- Low Cost of installation, because the K-M requires fewer bricks and less labor in erection than most incinerators and because the incinerator parts themselves are comparatively low in cost.
- Service of the K-M Engineering Department, in helping architects and builders lay out and supervise the installation of K-M Incinerators. Complete details of this outstanding incinerator may be had from either your nearest K-M distributor or direct.

KELLOGG MANN & CO., INC.
315 Grote Street, Buffalo, N.Y.
551 Fifth Ave., New York City

Please send me complete details of your K-M Incinerator.

Name ____________________________
Address ____________________________
City & State ________________________

Apartment at Chauncy and Garden Streets Cambridge, Massachusetts
Equipped with K-M Incinerators
Builders: Shapiro & Allen, Boston
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The typical hospital operating room, austere and forbidding, is rapidly making way for a better and more cheerful one, modernized with walls of Vitrolite—the vitreous slab material. Vitrolite is used extensively for operating rooms, diet kitchens, corridors, etc.

Striking in its changeless beauty of texture and color, Vitrolite possesses those positive sanitary features essential in good hospitals. Will not absorb moisture or odors; nor does it chip, craze or discolor. Easiest to clean. The ideal modern material for hospital use.

Write for suggestions or particulars

THE VITROLITE CO., Room 1102, 120 S. La Salle St., Chicago

SALES REPRESENTATIVES

Atlanta Baltimore Billings Birmingham Boston Brooklyn Buffalo Cincinnati Cleveland Dallas Denver Detroit Houston Jacksonville Kansas City Los Angeles Milwaukee Minneapolis Nashville New Orleans New York

Calgary, Alta. Omaha Philadelphia Pittsburgh Portland Providence San Antonio London Johannesburg San Francisco Seattle St. Louis St. Paul

Melbourne Mexico City Oaxca San Juan Colombia, S. A. Havana

Made Beautiful for Ages

The Cutler Mail Chute

In its perfected form is the outcome of long experience, and is designed to meet the requirements of public use under Postoffice Regulation. It is simple and substantial in design and construction, durable in finish, and has an Architectural quality which is appreciated and much commended by Architects.

Full information, details, and specifications on request.

THE CUTLER MAIL CHUTE CO.
GENERAL OFFICES AND FACTORY
ROCHESTER, N. Y.

Within this impressive structure, the woodwork has been beautified with Ligni-Salvor . . . beautified and preserved. The mellow tone of dark oaken trusses blending gracefully with the masonry of wall and ceiling enrich an interior that will be a thing of beauty long after contemporary buildings have crumbled.

Photographs added to our collection with due credit to architect.

LIGNI-SALVOR
"BEST WOOD PRESERVER"

For further information and details address

PFALTZ and BAUER, Inc., 302 Pearl Street, New York
“Here, Lad—

I have an inquiry here to figure on a building to be put up by arc welding instead of riveting. Do they think we're behind this movement for arc-welded buildings?”

“Yes, Pop—

frightfully behind, — because we haven’t yet started to accumulate the data on arc-welded building construction.

My advice would be to get in touch with the people whose welders were used on the first welded steel buildings—and whose welders are making news on many recent buildings.

The advantage in dealing with them is not merely because they were first to produce commercial arc welders—or because they put up the first welded steel building.

It is because by being first they have valuable fundamental patents—and by specializing purely on arc welding they have produced not only the leading machine but have stored up experience that we should start to assimilate.

It's high time we started, for whether it's building welders or welding buildings the chief trouble is that wisdom comes on the installment plan.”

The Lincoln Electric Co.
Dept. No. 30-12, Cleveland, Ohio

The Lincoln Stable-Arc" Welder
—welds easier
—makes better welds
—permits greater output
because of the steady uniform arc throughout entire welding range, which is the result of:
Variable voltage design
Laminated magnetic circuit
Separately-excited generator field
Double control of welding heat
All steel construction
No other welder has all these features.
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Leonard
Water Mixing Valves

Thermostat control. Easy to operate, any
flow at any temperature. Solid metal thermostat
automatically maintains water temperatures.
The complete story is told in our catalog.
Mailed on request.
Represented in SWEET’S—page D180a
Manufactured by
LEONARD-ROOKE COMPANY
Incorporated 1913
Providence Rhode Island

TRIMOUNT
SPECIAL
SOUND-
PROOF
DOORS

are scientifically built
to retard noise.

Indispensable in:
Broadcasting Studios
Movie-Talkie Studios
Music Conservatories
Hospitals
Laboratories
Physicians’ Offices

Can be fire-proofed by
Pyrono Process

Prompt deliveries guaranteed
THE COMPOUND AND
PYRONO DOOR CO.
America’s Oldest Veneered Door Specialists

ANDORRA

Ornamentals exclusively
distinctive in quality and
variety, for street, park
and all civic planting.

We cater to the most
discriminating trade.

Soss Mfg. Co., Inc.
ROSELE, N. J.
Detroit Office
1051 Book Bldg.
Washington Blvd.

Have you seen ANDORRA?
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Bringing You Efficient Pre-Plastering Treatments

Let us speak a word for the Par-Lock Applier, a company organized in each of the several construction centers to deliver efficient protective treatments on the actual ceiling and wall where they will safeguard fine plastering for decades to come.

You have no application problem when you specify Par-Lock or Dens-tect — no risk of haphazard contracting, no fear about the uniformity either of material and workmanship — no uncertainty about the applier’s responsibility.

Herewith we introduce a new applying organization — The Par-Lock Appliers of Cincinnati — thoroughly qualified and equipped with special Par-Lock apparatus, ready to serve a large territory adjacent to the Queen City.

**Par-Lock**

**PLASTER KEY**

consists of gun applied protective coatings of specially blended asphalts applied at normal temperatures, in which is embedded a gun applied grit that holds the plaster.

Dens-tect, a maximum specification for the interior of exterior walls differs from Par-Lock in that a fine aggregate is combined with the asphalt at the nozzle. It is built out to a tangible thickness, filling all of the small voids and affording good plaster holding qualities.

Address “Par-Lock Applier of _______” (naming the nearest applying center, at the address given,) to be sure of expert, interested service in pre-plastering treatments.

**The Vortex Manufacturing Company**

1994 W. 77th Street  Cleveland, Ohio
CIVIC OPERA
CHICAGO
HAMLIN
SOUND-PROOF DOORS
and folding partitions
IRVING HAMLIN
Manufacturers of Sound-Proof Doors and Folding Partitions.
1514 LINCOLN ST.
EVANSTON, ILLINOIS

With a background of experience in the old Auditorium, which 40 years ago was the best that the engineers and architects of the day could design, the new home of Chicago Opera undoubtedly has no equal.

Where sound waves could become a nuisance, insulation precautions have been accomplished by the use of

HAMLIN
Sound-Proof
DOORS

An interesting example of our work is this Court Room in the Courthouse at 161st St., Bronx, N. Y., for which Max Hausle was the architect. The wood is quartered white oak, and all woodwork—(except chairs and movable tables)—is from our factory, where the carving was also executed. The room well represents the high-grade work that has made Hyde-Murphy a standard of excellence wherever fine craftsmanship in wood is appreciated.

Let us send you full particulars about HYDE-MURPHY doors. Mill Work, Cabinet Work and Trim, as well as the Keystone Lock Joint Clamp—(attainable only on Hyde-Murphy products). Or look us up in Street's, Office Partition. TAKAPART has patented advantages. Write for information.

HYDE-MURPHY CO., RIDGWAY, PA.
NEW YORK: 114 EAST 32nd STREET
WASHINGTON, D.C.
DIST. NAT. BANK BLDG.
PHILADELPHIA, PA.
602 FOX BUILDING
BOSTON, MASS.
925 LITTLE BUILDING

Whether Designing
New or Remodeled
Buildings

Fiat Showers Meet the Most
Exacting Requirements in Modern-
izing Hotels, Residences, Clubs,
Apartments, Resorts, Office and
Industrial Buildings, etc.

Fiat Showers offer the most sanitary and economical in-
stallation. No special con-
trivances required to make
them leakproof—in old
buildings, no costly decorat-
ing, tiling, marring of floors
or walls is necessary. Installed on
finished floors as easily as on roughed-
in flooring, and the final appearance
is equally pleasing. The result is a
maximum of shower bathing facilities
in a minimum of space—a modern
installation in every sense of the word
—attractive, leakproof, foolproof,
sanitary, easy to install and main-
tain. A complete unit unaffected by
expansion, contraction or shrinkage
in building. Many styles and sizes.

Write for 32-page illustrated catalog.

FIAT METAL MFG. CO., 1205 Roscoe St., Chicago, Ill.

Sedgwick Machine Works, 148 W. 15th St., New York
Representatives in Many Principal Cities

CHEAPNESS" is like
a rainbow in one respect;
there's no pot of gold at
the end.

SEDGWICK
DUMB WAITERS
and ELEVATORS
for all purposes

WRITE FOR NEW CATALOG
Sedgwick Machine Works, 148 W. 15th St., New York
Representatives in Many Principal Cities
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“Metal Work by FISKE”

Whether it’s a simple stair-rail or heavy ornamental balustrade, FISKE with over 70 years of experience in this highly specialized work is prepared to fulfill the most rigid requirements of architect and builder.

“Metal work by FISKE” has become a familiar expression among architects whose confidence in the artistic and productive ability of FISKE has been bred in years of close cooperation. And FISKE points with pride to scores of owners completely satisfied with the artistic appearance, durable construction and perfect detail of its installations. Write for illustrated catalogue of ornamental metal work.

J.W. Fiske IRON WORKS
80 Park Place ~ New York
ESTABLISHED 1858

Stairway to upper deck,
Asbury Avenue Pavilion
Asbury Park, N. J.

Associated Architects:
Warren & Wetmore
Ernest A. Arend
Arthur Cotrell
K. Mt. M. Towner
Toncan Copper Molybdenum Iron gives perfect protection against rust and corrosion.

CENTRAL ALLOY STEEL CORPORATION
MASSILLON AND CANTON, OHIO
The World's Largest and Most Highly Specialized Alloy Steel Producers

SAMSON SPOT SASH CORD
MADe of extra quality stock, carefully inspected, and guaranteed free from imperfections of braid or finish. No adulteration to increase weight and decrease wear.
SEND FOR CATALOG AND SAMPLES
SAMSON CORDAGE WORKS
BOSTON, MASS., U. S. A.

FLOODLIGHTING
OUTDOOR floodlights in a complete range of designs, for: close range or long range lighting; concentrated or wide spread of beam; extraordinarily brilliant or normally brilliant illumination. Units exactly suited for the job at hand, can be specified . . . . Our engineers will be glad to help you solve your outdoor lighting problems. What are your requirements?

OTHER Kliegl Lighting Specialties
Footlights Borderlights Cove Lights Color Lighting Exit Signs Aisle Lights Step Lights Auto-Calls Floor Pockets Wall Pockets Panel Boards Dimmers Floodlights Spotlights Music Stands Scenic Effects
Send for Descriptive Literature write
Kliegl Bros
Universal Electric Stage Lighting Co., Inc.
321 WEST 50th STREET
NEW YORK, N. Y.
MacArthur Compressed Concrete Piles used for this outstanding structure

...because of demonstrated merit

The importance of the Goodyear-Zeppelin Corporation Airship Factory and Dock at Akron, from the standpoint of its purpose, and also because of its unique structural design, made it imperative that every bit of equipment used be selected on the basis of demonstrated merit.

Important companies in the United States and Canada know that the MacArthur Method not only produces perfect piles on 2 ft. 6 in. centers, but that the compression of the “dry” concrete (just sufficient water to hydrate) gives each pile extra load-bearing value.

The drawings to the left show relative degrees of compression and demonstrate that the flow of the soil is away from the completed pile.

MacArthur Corporation will welcome the opportunity of presenting pertinent facts regarding their Method and their nationwide accomplishments to any architect or engineer who is considering a project in which piles may be required.

General Offices: 19 West 44th Street, New York

Branches: Chicago, New Orleans, Boston, Pittsburgh, Detroit, Philadelphia, Cleveland

Canadian MacArthur Concrete Pile Co., Ltd., Montreal
THE PERFECT SCREEN

Architects everywhere have found this unique, French chestnut fence unequalled for screening, and many other uses. Economical; durable.

Send for illustrated catalog with specifications, sizes and prices.

Dubois Fence and Garden Co., Inc.
101 Park Avenue, New York

DUBOIS*
Woven Wood Fence
MADE IN FRANCE


Cabinet Heaters
—the modern copper radiation equipment that offers the combined advantages of better heating and better room appearance. Write for catalog.

MODINE MANUFACTURING CO.
1702 Racine St. (Heating Division) Racine, Wis.
Branch offices in all large cities.

treads
stair
safe

For

Wet or dry, Alberene Stair Treads are always non-slippering. The natural blue-gray color insures "visibility." The "toothed" structure of the selected hard stone used is inherent, which means that years of heaviest traffic on treads and landings does not wear them smooth and slippery.

Write for catalog to Alberene Stone Company, 153 West 23rd Street, New York.

ALBERENE STONE

FOR SANITARY WORK, STAIR TREADS AND LANDINGS
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Speed winter construction with GYPSTEEL Pre-Cast Floors

No forms
No waiting
No salamanders

If you want to work right on through the winter months with warm weather speed, then you want Gypsteel Pre-Cast Floors.

Because—no forms are used. Pre-Cast gypsum slabs for the floors and ceilings are delivered to the job all ready to be put in place.

Ceiling slabs are suspended from steel floor members by hangers, as shown in top photo to the left. Ceilings are grouted.

Then floor slabs are placed on steel members, as shown in lower photo; they’re grouted; and the floor is ready for finish.

Installation Is Rapid

It’s as simple as that. Any weather in which men can work is Gypsteel weather. No forms. No water (except very small amount for the grout). No special precautions. All of which means no waiting.

And Gypsteel Floor Construction usually costs no more.

We’ll be glad to send our catalog, telling all about it.

GYPSTEEL
Pre-Cast Fireproof Floors and Ceilings made only by

General Offices: Linden, N. J.  STRUCTURAL GYPSUM CORPORATION  Sales Offices in Principal Cities
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LIST OF NEW BOOKS ON ARCHITECTURE AND THE ALLIED ARTS

ARCHITECTURE

Cram and Ferguson, architects

The work of Cram and Ferguson, architects, including work by Cram, Goodhue and Ferguson, with an introduction by Charles D. Maginnis. New York: The Pencil Points press, inc., 1929. 10 p. col’d front., 143 plates. f. 9, $25.00. 724-973

The introduction by Charles D. Maginnis is mainly an appreciation of Ralph Adams Cram. The many plates illustrate, by photographs and architects’ drawings, Gothic and Georgian churches, school and university buildings, furniture, details, and residencies.

Herbst, Rene

Nouvelles devautures et agencements de magasins. 4° serie. Paris: Charles Moreau, 1926. 6 p. 54 plates obl. 4°. 100 fr.

A collection of plates which illustrate modern shop-fronts as exemplified chiefly by characteristic buildings in Paris.

Lloyd, Nathaniel

Building craftsmanship in brick and tile and in stone slates. Cambridge: University Press, 1929. ix, 99 p. illus. 4°. 15s.

An exposition by word and picture of what constitutes good building and the charm of texture and color. Illustrated by photographs and drawings, many in great detail.

London, County Council

The parish of All Hallows Barking. Part 1. London: The London County Council, 1929. XVI, 100 p. front., illus., plates, plans. 4°. 31s. 6d.

Volume 1 has added title page: The church of All Hallows Barking, being the twelfth volume of the Survey of London, by Lilian J. Redstone and members of the London County Council. Survey of London. v. 12.) 31s. 6d.

Mallet-Stevens, Robert

Grandeurs constructions. Paris: Charles Moreau, 1929. 5 p. 2 vols. of 50 plates each. f. (L’art international d’aujourd’hui.) 100 fr. per vol.

A pictorial survey of contemporary buildings of the modernist type with examples from various European countries. Includes a few American buildings.

Novi, A.


(146)
Forest Close at Forest Hills, Long Island, is a community of 38 attractive homes grouped around a central garden or park. The homes range in value from $16,000 to $27,500. Cord-Meyer Development Company, Builders; Robert Tappan, Architect.

"We design Buildings with the Andersen Catalog at our elbows"  
Robert Tappan, Architect

Intelligently standardized products like Andersen Frames help the architect economize at no loss to good appearance or good construction.

In fact, many architects have found that Andersen stock Frames guarantee quality which is superior to the best they can hope to secure in frames made to their specifications.

Robert Tappan, who designed Forest Close, writes: "I approve heartily of all sane attempts to standardize essential building units. We are constant users of Andersen Frames and design buildings with the Andersen catalog at our elbows".

You will find the complete Andersen catalog in Sweet's pages B1413-1435.

The Andersen noiseless and wear-proof pulley is standard in all double-hung window frames.

Why...
ARCHITECTS SPECIFY Andersen FRAMES

1. Detailed and constructed to merit architects' critical approval.
2. Genuine, clear White Pine sills and casings.
3. Exclusive, patented weather-tight features.
4. Perfect mill workmanship—absolute accuracy and uniformity.
5. A window or door frame type and size for every architectural need.
6. The only standardized frame adequately designed for wide blind-stop extensions, permitting the use of narrow outside casings.
7. Nationally distributed.
8. Dependable because guaranteed by a reliable manufacturing process.
9. Equipped exclusively with the new patented, noiseless, friction-reducing Andersen pulleys.

Andersen FRAME CORPORATION, Bayport, Minn.
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NOTES IN BRIEF

A MUSEUM OF MODERN ART

The "Museum of Modern Art" in New York City opened its doors on November 8 and ended what was a scandal of long standing: that the city of skyscrapers and of art dealers should possess no permanent public facilities for the display of modern painting and sculpture, and that it had not even house room for such important exhibits as the annual Carnegie International that shows in most other large American cities.

The Museum of Modern Art is sponsored by seven well-known collectors; the chairman is Mr. A. Conger Goodyear, the secretary Mr. Frank Crowninshield, and the treasurer Mrs. John D. Rockefeller, Jr. Mr. Alfred H. Barr, Jr., formerly of the Fogg Museum at Harvard, is the director.

The opening exhibition consists of ninety-eight paintings, drawings and water colors by Paul Cézanne, Paul Gauguin, Georges Seurat and Vincent Van Gogh, and so represents the close of the nineteenth century.

CALENDAR OF EVENTS

A MUSEUM OF MODERN ART

The "Museum of Modern Art" in New York City opened its doors on November 8 and ended what was a scandal of long standing: that the city of skyscrapers and of art dealers should possess no permanent public facilities for the display of modern painting and sculpture, and that it had not even house room for such important exhibits as the annual Carnegie International that shows in most other large American cities.

The Museum of Modern Art is sponsored by seven well-known collectors; the chairman is Mr. A. Conger Goodyear, the secretary Mr. Frank Crowninshield, and the treasurer Mrs. John D. Rockefeller, Jr. Mr. Alfred H. Barr, Jr., formerly of the Fogg Museum at Harvard, is the director.

The opening exhibition consists of ninety-eight paintings, drawings and water colors by Paul Cézanne, Paul Gauguin, Georges Seurat and Vincent Van Gogh, and so represents the close of the nineteenth century.
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The Museum of Modern Art is sponsored by seven well-known collectors; the chairman is Mr. A. Conger Goodyear, the secretary Mr. Frank Crowninshield, and the treasurer Mrs. John D. Rockefeller, Jr. Mr. Alfred H. Barr, Jr., formerly of the Fogg Museum at Harvard, is the director.

The opening exhibition consists of ninety-eight paintings, drawings and water colors by Paul Cézanne, Paul Gauguin, Georges Seurat and Vincent Van Gogh, and so represents the close of the nineteenth century.
If Tenants Had to Wash Their Own Windows!

If tenants had to crawl out on narrow ledges and from dizzy heights clean their own windows—what a waiting list there would be for offices in buildings with Williams Reversible Window Equipment.

Luckily for tenants, in buildings where windows are cleaned from the outside, professional window cleaners take the risk. But they demand an extra wage for their dangerous task—a sizable premium that boosts operating costs tremendously.

In buildings equipped with Williams Reversible Windows, all windows are cleaned from the inside, at floor level. The hazards of outside cleaning are eliminated. The inside cleaner works swiftly and efficiently—cleaning windows in about half the time required by the outside cleaning method.

With Williams Reversible Window Equipment the regular building staff at a low wage rate can replace the highly paid professional outside window cleaners, and do a faster and more efficient job.

Williams Reversible Window Equipment allows such savings in cleaning costs that it will pay for itself in a few years. This saving continues for the life of the building.

THE WILLIAMS PIVOT SASH COMPANY
E. 37th St. at Perkins Ave
CLEVELAND, OHIO
For 25 years manufacturers and installers of Reversible Window Equipment

WILLIAMS REVERSIBLE WINDOW EQUIPMENT
Clean Your Windows from the Inside
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CONSTRUCTION STATISTICS

From the records of F. W. Dodge Corporation, Statistical Division. The figures cover the 37 states east of the Rocky Mountains and represent about 91 per cent of the country's construction volume.

First Nine Months, 1929

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number of Projects</th>
<th>Valuation</th>
<th>Number of Projects</th>
<th>Valuation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Commercial Buildings</td>
<td>18,797</td>
<td>$729,894,500</td>
<td>Work Planned by Architects</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Industrial Buildings</td>
<td>5,068</td>
<td>$588,582,400</td>
<td>8,007</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Educational Buildings</td>
<td>3,776</td>
<td>$299,471,800</td>
<td>1,801</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hospitals and Institutions</td>
<td>889</td>
<td>$106,486,600</td>
<td>3,036</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Public Buildings</td>
<td>1,071</td>
<td>$93,916,700</td>
<td>654</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Religious and Memorial</td>
<td>1,794</td>
<td>$83,696,000</td>
<td>611</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Social and Recreational</td>
<td>2,004</td>
<td>$109,811,800</td>
<td>1,293</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Residential Buildings</td>
<td>90,577</td>
<td>$1,550,364,600</td>
<td>1,217</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total Building</td>
<td>123,976</td>
<td>$8,562,224,400</td>
<td>39,790</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Public Works and Utilities</td>
<td>15,335</td>
<td>$1,039,043,200</td>
<td>279</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total Construction</td>
<td>139,311</td>
<td>$8,601,267,600</td>
<td>40,069</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total construction, first eight months, 1928</td>
<td>156,051</td>
<td>$8,126,944,100</td>
<td>46,999</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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PENBERTHY
NOW
OFFERS

BETTER
electric
sump
pumps at
GREATLY
REDUCED
PRICES

MASS production methods have been applied to the manufacture of Penberthy Automatic Electric Sump Pumps—the great increase in demand during the last 12 months has made this possible. Added economies result from material purchases in large quantities. These cost reductions are being passed on to the trade and the consumer. Although the persistent rise of the sales curve indicates the soundness of Penberthy Sump Pump design and construction, certain details have been improved to produce even better pumps. No. 1E is intended primarily for light, intermittent service. Where heavy duty or continuous operation is required, No. 2E is recommended. Nos. 3E and 4E are available for greater sump depths. Sump covers for both electric and water operated units can now be supplied at slightly additional cost. Penberthy Pumps are carried in stock by all leading jobbers.

PENBERTHY INJECTOR CO. DETROIT
Established Canadian Plant, in 1886
Windsor, Ont.
HEATING SYSTEMS

UNDERFLOOR WIRING

FIRE DOORS

AEROFIN

GAS BOILERS
"Architects Handbook of Gas Boilers." Various size boilers for small and large homes, business places, churches, etc., all with vitreous enameled jackets impervious to corrosion. Connect up with any steam, vapor, vacuum, or hot water system exactly as boiler burning other fuel. Automatic controls, including low water cut-off, gas pressure governor, steam regulator, electric motor control, throttling valve. Pin heating section. Diagram of 19 outstanding features. Dimension drawings of gas boilers. Table of ratings and dimensions. Chimney data. Hot water supply table of ratings. Tables giving maximum gallons of hot water used per 24 hours in various homes, apartment houses, hotels, restaurants, etc. Examples in the use of tables for various types of installations. American Gas Products Corp., 376 Lafayette Street, New York, N. Y. 11 1/4 x 8 1/2 in. 20 pp. Ill.
The Invisible Superintendent at the Mortar Box makes a mortar that meets ALL requirements

One part Brixment, three parts sand (no lime, no portland) makes a mortar that has the necessary strength and plasticity and many other advantages as well:

So hard that a nail cannot be driven into the joint... Sets up even under water... Repels moisture... Does not cause efflorescence or fade colors... Uniform in strength and color... Makes neater brickwork due to convenient setting time and smooth-working qualities... Reduces cost of materials... Less labor in mixing (no soaking or slaking)... Saves bricklayer's time because of unusual plasticity... Especially good for winter work.

Architect's handbook on request. Louisville Cement Company, Incorporated, Louisville, Ky.

District Sales Offices: 1610 Builders Bldg., Chicago; 301 Rose Bldg., Cleveland; 602 Murphy Bldg., Detroit; 101 Park Ave., New York

Brixment for Mortar and Stucco
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INDIVIDUALITY

Dignity, friendliness and charm are woven into colorful harmony in the imposing structure of the Farmers and Mechanics Bank of Framingham, Massachusetts, illustrated above. This much desired atmosphere has been accomplished effectively with Briar Hill Golden Tone Ashlar, which was used for the exterior walls.

With its myriad of iridescent tones, Briar Hill Ashlar offers the ingenious craftsman a limitless opportunity for original design. Furnished in a complete range of course heights and in convenient random lengths, it is set with a minimum of labor. Modern quarrying and milling methods make this exquisite sandstone available at a surprisingly low cost. We will gladly estimate your blue prints without obligation. Complete details, including a full-color reproduction or samples, await your request.

The BRIAR HILL STONE COMPANY
GLENMONT, OHIO
SEE OUR CATALOG IN SWEET'S

RECENT TRADE PUBLICATIONS—(Continued)

COLOURED SLATE


PUMPS


TILE


TIME SWITCHES


WELDING AND CUTTING EQUIPMENT


RADIO CONVENIENCE OUTLETS

"Radio Convenience Outlets for Residences, Hospitals, Schools, Hotels, Apartments, Etc." For loud speaker connections. For several loud speaker connections. Aerial and ground connections. Wiring suggestions for installing Yaxley Radio Convenience Outlets. Yaxley Manufacturing Co., 1328 West Adams Street, Chicago, Ill. 8 1/2 x 11 in. 16 pp. Ill.

LANTERS

"Hand Wrought Lanterns." 64 designs of lanterns. Also special designs to order. All hand wrought. Tolhurst, Inc., 119 East 57th Street, New York City. 8 1/2 x 11 in. 16 pp. Ill.

PLUMBING FIXTURES

Various color schemes for bathrooms carried out with "Standard" plumbing fixtures. 18 colored plates showing bathrooms with colored fixtures. Various styles of finishes for mastercraft and all-metal round design fittings for "Standard" lavatories. Standard Sanitary Manufacturing Company, Pittsburgh, Pa. 6 x 9 in. Ill.

FIREPLACES
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Communication within the Residence ... over the Regular Bell Telephones

In designing a residence, it is often desirable to provide for communication within the house . . . bedroom to kitchen, for instance, or library to garage . . . as well as to the outside. Home owners find this especially convenient for conducting household business, receiving incoming calls or talking to people in other parts of the house. Bell System equipment makes it possible to have this intercommunication over certain of the house telephones, without interfering with outside calls.

This is but one of the many features of modern telephone convenience. The basic thought is to have the telephones sufficient in number, and so located, as to bring the greatest possible ease and comfort in the use of the service.

Conduit for the telephone wiring is specified throughout the house, making outlets available in every important room. Telephones can then be had just where the occupants want them. And they can enjoy the improved appearance which comes from concealed wiring.

The telephone company is constantly studying ways to improve its service. It will gladly co-operate with architects in helping to plan the best telephone arrangements for particular building projects. When intercommunicating service is involved, this consultation is particularly important. There is no charge. Just call the Business Office.
for those who have sought a hinge that's powerful adjustable dependable

Rixson Adjustable Ball Hinge

It may not be outside your past experience to discover an adjustable hinge. But one in which adjustability is incidental to strength and ball-bearing action is a "find."

Within the Rixson Adjustable Ball Hinge you find Pivot A (above), cup bearing B and the half-inch ball all of hardened steel, and the remaining parts special bronze. Here is strength beyond any usual requirement, plus smooth frictionless action.

In addition the maintenance man’s screw driver is an easy cure for the door that drags.

THE OSCAR C. RIXSON COMPANY
4450 Carroll Avenue Chicago, Ill.
New York Office: 101 Park Ave., N. Y. C.
Philadelphia Atlanta New Orleans Los Angeles Winnipeg

RIXSON Builders’ Hardware

RECENT TRADE PUBLICATIONS—(Continued)


SPEED HEATERS


AIR CONDITIONERS

"Controlled Humidity." Silent and automatic air conditioner. Humidifier. Motor and fan. Advantages: drives air over surface of water so that it takes up required moisture and releases its dust and odors to the water. The Humitrol—a device for controlling humidity. Salenoid valve and special mercoid control. Specific installations. Layouts showing details of typical arrangement of connections to the air conditioner. The Lewis Corporation, Minneapolis. 8½ x 11. 5 pp. Ill.

CONDUITS, ETC.


GREENHOUSES


TILES


STOKERS
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A BRYN MAWR Slate Roof, by Owen W. Owen's Sons, Inc., on a modern residence of the simpler type that lends itself so well to the rugged, old-world directness of this oldest of all types of roofing. Thickness of edge and gradation in reveal have much to do with the harmony of the whole.

BRYN MAWR Vermont Slate is supplied in all desired tints, colors, sizes and thickness, for every variety of roofing, flagging and interior work—and comes from a firm that have been specialists in slate and its most effective use since 1884.

See Sweet's, Vol. B, page 1737

OWEN W. OWENS SONS, INC.
Established in 1884
Granville - - - - - - New York
These Screens

Accentuate the Beauty of Every Opening

Every Higgin, all-metal Screen (Hinged, Rolling or Sliding) is specifically designed not only to protect, but to definitely enhance the charm and character of the opening it adorns - individually built to accentuate the architectural harmonies that surround it.

Thus Higgin screens become an artistic factor in all distinctive residence and buildings - a factor that you, as an architect, will naturally appreciate.

The special Higgin representative in your locality is at your service, always. He possesses the practical experience and creative ability to turn out the type of screening job you desire.

You have undoubtedly found that it does pay to use good screens - and in Higgin you are assured of the best.

THE HIGGIN MFG. CO.

Screen Specialists since 1893

Hqrs Office, 530 Washington Ave., Newport, Ky.

Branches at Kansas City, Mo., Toronto, Ontario

HIGGIN
ALL METAL SCREENS

AIA File No. M-37 - Screen

Refer to Sweet's for complete data on Higgin All-Metal Frame and Rolling Screens, All-Metal Weatherstrips, and Access Panels. Folder on Venetian Blinds.
How to Get What You Want

When you specify Von Duprin latches for a particular building, you expect genuine Von Duprins to be delivered. It goes without saying that you get what you specify in nearly every instance. There are, however, isolated cases in which the architect does not get what he specifies. There should be no trouble about getting genuine Von Duprin latches. All reputable hardware dealers can buy them—at the same fair prices. But there have come to our attention instances in which Von Duprin latches have been made an item of the finishing hardware specification, only to have the occasional unscrupulous dealer take advantage of that form of specification to substitute other devices as part of the finishing hardware contract.

The safe way is to make panic devices a separate item of the specifications, and—of course—to specify the devices by name.

VONNEGUT HARDWARE CO.
Indianapolis, Ind.

Listed as Standard by Underwriters Laboratories
Good Architecture Teaches Enjoyable Living---

The well planned houses of today show the way to gracious living.

HOW KING GREENHOUSES HELP

King Greenhouses make a pleasing prospect. Their trim lines and graceful curves blend well with fine house designs. They give the owner's family an avocation, and avocations are the measure of enjoyable living. What could give more pleasure than growing beautiful flowers, exotic plants, and vegetables under ideal conditions, the year round?

Our Architects' Service Department will be pleased to send you information in detail and sketches showing how the proper King Greenhouse may be incorporated in your plan. Write for Architects' folio of plates.

KING CONSTRUCTION COMPANY
North Tonawanda, N. Y.
This Job Is Finished

There will be no "hurry up" calls from dissatisfied owners or tenants on the pipe installation shown here. Pipe failures from rust, breakage or leaky joints will be eliminated for years upon years, for this pipe is tough, time-defying Reading 5-Point Pipe, made of Genuine Puddled Wrought Iron.

Because it outlasts the building, Reading 5-Point Pipe means sizable savings for those who use it, and profitable prestige for those who specify and install it. Moderate in price? Let us give you the astonishing facts—get in touch with our nearest branch today!

Reading Iron Company
Reading, Pennsylvania

Atlanta Cincinnati Pittsburgh Fort Worth
Baltimore Detroit Cleveland Seattle
Boston Houston St. Louis Philadelphia
Buffalo Los Angeles Tulsa New Orleans
Chicago New York San Francisco Kansas City
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Every wood joint
permanent and perfect
—if your Contractor uses
the Evans Ring Joint Machine

Our Model M Machine (illustrated) makes any single joint in fifteen seconds, cutting the groove and seating the locking ring without moving the stock on the table. One man operation, saving time and labor cost and turning out jointed woodwork ready for immediate use. The Model M handles stock from 1 3/8" to 2" in thickness, and uses 1 1/2", 1 3/4" or 2" rings according to requirements. On your next job, have your woodwork contractor write us for sample joint, prices and terms for machine and rings.

W.L. EVANS
Washington, Indiana

Door and Window Frames
Andersen Frame Corp.
Doors—Art Metal Const. Co.
Bayley, William, Company
Compound & Pyrono Door Co.
Cornell Iron Works, Inc.
Dahlstrom Metallie Door Co.
Detroit Steel Products Co.
Genfire Steel Company
Hamlin, Irving
Hyde-Murphy Co.
International Casement Co.
Peelle Company, The
Richmond Fireproof Door Co.
Sanymetal Products Co.
Security Fire Door Co.
Thorp Fire Proof Door Company
United Metal Products Co.
Wheeler-Osgood Co.
Wilson, J. G., Corp.

Drains
Crampton-Farley Brass Co.
Josam Mfg. Co.

Drawing Inks
Higgins, Chas. M., & Co.

Dumbwaiters
Sedgwick Machine Works

Electric Refrigerators
General Refrigeration Co.

Electric Switches
Hart & Hegeman Mfg. Co.

Electrical Equipment
Adam, Frank, Electric Co.
American District Tel. Co.
General Electric Company
Guth, Edwin F., Co.
Hart & Hegeman Mfg. Co.
Hazard Insulated Wire Works
Holtzer-Cabot Electric Co.
Imperial Electric Co.
Western Electric
Westinghouse Electric & Mfg. Co.

Elevator Doors
Peelle Company, The
Security Fire Door Co.
Tyler Company
United Metal Products Co.

Elevator Inclusions
United Metal Products Co.

Elevators
Otis Elevator Company
Sedgwick Machine Works
Tyler Company
Westinghouse Electric Elevator Co.

Enamels—Arco Company
Du Pont de Nemours, E. I., & Co., Inc.
Pratt & Lambert, Inc.
U. S. Gutta Percha Paint Co.

Engineers—Inspection
Hunt, Robert W., Company

Expanded Casings—Milwaukee Corrugating

Expanded Metal
Genfire Steel Company
Kalmian Steel Company
Truscon Steel Company

Fence Post—Steel
American Steel & Wire Co.

Fence—Woven Wire
DuBois Fence & Garden Co., Inc.

Fences—American Steel & Wire Co.
Fiske, J. W., Iron Works

Finishing Lime
Ohio Hydrate & Supply Co.

Fire Exit Devices
Vonnegut Hardware Company

Fireplace Unit—Heatsilator Co.

Fireproof Doors, Shutters and Windows
Cornell Iron Works, Inc.
Dahlstrom Metallie Door Co.
Detroit Steel Products Co.
Peelle Company, The
Richmond Fireproof Door Co.
Thorp Fire Proof Door Company
Truscon Steel Company
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THE ART OF THE ANCIENTS
PRE-CAST FOR THE NEW-DAY NEED.

Where an enduring material, truly modern as well as a distinctive work of art, is required to meet a specific need, Marcrome will serve you to accomplish your objective, to achieve in your creations lasting monuments of present-day architecture.

Marcrome—the pre-cast concrete marble floor tile, stairwork, cove base and wainscoting—gives full sweep to the creative mind which seeks to develop enduring effects of genuine artistic merit and practical utility. Non-absorbent, and non-slip if required, it answers the insistent call for a material of unlimited life, distinctive colors and original design.

Concrete Marble Company, St. Louis, U.S.A.

Marcrome—CONCRETE MARBLE

Durability with color and design—non-absorbent—non-slip.
For floors—walls—stairwork.
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THE range of styles and sizes in Circle A Kitchen Units is so complete that any kitchen, kitchenette, or pantry can be accurately fitted. Circle A Kitchen Units are the result of actual experience in meeting kitchen needs in modern homes and apartments throughout the country. Wherever found—commendable features have been incorporated—to provide an array of features equaled nowhere else. The lines are clean and proportions are good—construction and materials are the finest.

Shipped completely assembled and finished (in choice of four colors) with three coats of high grade enamel—interior and exterior. Each unit is completely enclosed, to make it vermin-proof.

Send for file size brochure, detailing these better kitchen units.

CIRCLE A PRODUCTS CORPORATION
688 S. 25th Street, Newcastle, Indiana
New York Office: Farmers Loan and Trust Bldg.
475 Fifth Ave., New York, N. Y.
O'BRIEN BROS. offer the ARCHITECT
"The Custom-Made Roof"

The P. J. Murphy residence at Scarsdale, New York, accompanied by a plan of the actual roof layout as worked out by the O'Brien Bros. Architects' Service Department. The architect was Lewis Bowman, Bronxville, N. Y.

O'Brien Bros. Architects' Service Department will be glad to prepare plans and specifications for architects for "The Custom-Made Roof". Correspondence is invited on this subject.

SPECIFICATIONS FOR THIS ROOF

Exposures 91/2" to 31/2". Thicknesses intermixed, 1" to 3/16", with larger percentage of thicker slate at the eaves, gradually diminishing to thinner slate at the ridge. Texture semi-rough. Color uniformly intermixed throughout, in soft green, shaded gray, and assorted rustic bronze and buff streaks on Vermont black and grey slate base.

O'BRIEN BROS. TAKE PRIDE in their thirty years' experience in slate craftsmanship, handling Nature's product, "SLATE STONE HAND WROUGHT," from old and tried quarries. Experts who know roof design are at your command, to execute your conceptions and add their specialized skill towards harmonization of color, tint and texture with the spirit and character of the individual project. Use "slate, hand wrought" for finest roof results, for longest life, for resistance to the elements that cause inferior products to disintegrate — and let the O'Brien Bros. Architects' Service Department co-operate in the layout.

Represented in Sweet's Architectural Catalogues Volume B, Page 1737

O'BRIEN BROTHERS SLATE COMPANY, Inc.
Established 1901
Architect's Service Department, Architect's Building, 101 Park Avenue, New York
Telephone ASHland 3651
Granville, N. Y. Quarries: Pawlet, Vt.
DISTINCTIVE
Compo Ornaments

Illustrating the effect of Lignoid Compo ornaments applied to woodwork to take place of carving

Adapted from Mantel at "Herefordshire."

Jacobson Mantel & Ornament Company

322 East 44th Street
New York

LOUIS GEIB

ARTHUR P. WINDOLPH

Heat Regulator Oven—American Stove Company

Heating Apparatus
Aerofin Corporation
American Blower Co.
American Gas Products Corp.
American Radiator Company
Bryan Steam Corp.
Bryant Heater & Mfg. Co.
Buffalo Forge Co.
Dunham, C. A., Company
Heatilator Co.
Modine Manufacturing Co.
Nash Engineering Company
National Radiator Corp.
Nelson, Herman, Corp.
Peerless Unit Ventilation Co., Inc.
Smith, H. B., Company
R. F. Sturtevant Co.
Williams Oil-O-Matic Heating Corp.

Hinges—Gravity
Sanymetal Products Co.

Hinges—Invisible
Soss Manufacturing Company

Hoists—Ashes, Etc.
Sedgwick Machine Works

Humidifier
Lewis Corporation

Incinerators—Home Incinerator Co.
Mann Kellogg & Co., Inc.
Kerner Incinerator Co.

Insulation—Armstrong Cork & Insulation Co.
Cabot, Samuel, Inc.
Flax-li-num Insulating Co.
MacAndrews & Forbes Co.
U. S. Mineral Wool Co.

Interior Communication System
Automatic Electric Co.
Holtzer-Cabot Electric Co.

Kitchen Units
Circle A Products Corp.

Lath—Metal—American Steel & Wire Co.
Concrete Engineering Co.
Genfire Steel Co.
Kalman Steel Company
Milwaukee Corrugating Co.
Truscon Steel Company
Wheeling Corrugating Co.

Laundry Chutes—Pfaulder Co.

Lighting Control—Theatre
Adam, Frank, Electric Co.

Lighting Equipment
Belson Mfg. Co.
Crouse-Hinds Co.
Duplex-A-Lite Division of The Miller Co.
Kayline Co.
Kliegl Bros.
Smyser-Royer Company
Westinghouse Electric & Mfg. Co.

Lime—Kelley Island Lime & Transport Co.
Ohio Hydrate & Supply Co.

Limestone—Indiana Limestone Company

Linoleum
Armstrong Cork Company, Custom Floors Dept.
Congoleum-Nairn

Lockers—Steel
Nat'l Assoc. Flat Rolled Steel Mfrs.

Locks—Corbin, P. & F.
Diebold Safe & Lock Co.
Russell & Erwin Mfg. Co.
Sargent & Company
Yale & Towne Mfg. Co.

Lumber—See Woods

Mail Chutes—Cutler Mail Chute Co.

Mantels—Artificial Stone
Jacobson Mantel & Ornament Co.

Mantels—Wood
Georgian Mantel Co.

Marble—Georgia Marble Company
Vermont Marble Co.
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Modern hotels, too, call for the most up-to-date and complete protection available.

The guests at the Hotel New Yorker will be thoroughly protected, because the building is safeguarded by A.D.T. Central Station Watchman's Compulsory Tour, Fire Alarm and Local Gong service.

A. D. T.-protected premises were 99.97% immune from fire during the year 1928—an outstanding record as compared with other properties.

A. D. T. Central Station service is available in all principal cities. Systems are also provided for owner operation when desired.

Protect your buildings the modern way—specify A. D. T. protection. New architects' catalog now available.

Controlled Companies of
American District Telegraph Co.
155 Sixth Avenue, New York, N. Y.
This view of the Grace Episcopal Church at Cincinnati, Ohio—(J. S. Adkins, architect)—illustrates the pleasing effect of RACKLE ARTSTONE when used, as shown in the photograph, for such elements in the design as columns, arches, corbels and window trim. And it should be remembered that many beautiful designs can be carried out only by the use of Artstone. This is on account of its economy, and yet quality is not sacrificed for the sake of price reasonableness.
Woodbury
Granites

are accepted by those who know . . . . as among the finest granites quarried . . . . The reason is found in their qualities of permanence and beauty.

Woodbury Granite Co., Inc.
Woodbury Gray - Bethel White
Burlington, Vermont
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To the Architects and Builders of America, who have made possible our great production expansion, you have our most sincere Season's Greetings and best wishes for prosperity during 1930.

Radiator Cabinets
Tuttle & Bailey Mfg. Co.

Radiator Trap—Dunham, C. A., Co.

Radiators
American Radiator Co.
National Radiator Corp.
Nelson, Herman, Corp.
Rome Brass Radiator Corp.
Smith, H. B., Company, The

Railings—Sanymetal Products Company

Ramps—Ramp Buildings Corp.

Ranges—American Stove Co.

Refrigerators
General Refrigeration Co.
McCray Refrigerator Sales Co.

Roof Insulator
Armstrong Cork & Insulation Co.

Roof Sumps—Mahon, R. C., Company

Roofing—American Sheet & Tin Plate Co.
Bird & Son, Inc.
Carey, Philip, Company
Nat'l Assoc. Flat Rolled Steel Mfrs.
Wheeling Corrugating Co.
Wheeling Metal & Mfg. Co.

Roofing Slates
O'Brien Bros.
Owens, Owen W., Sons, Inc.
Rising & Nelson Slate Co.
Sheldon, F. C., Slate Company

Roofing—Tin
American Sheet & Tin Plate Co.
Taylor, N. & G., Company

Roofs—Fireproof—U. S. Gypsum Co.

Safes—Diebold Safe & Lock Co.

Safety Tread—De Paoli Del Turco Foscato Corp.
Norton Company
Wood Alan Steel Co.

Sandstone—Briar Hill Stone Co.

Sash Chain—American Chain Co., Inc.
Detroit Steel Products Co.
Smith & Egge Mfg. Co.

Sash—Cord
Samson Cordage Works
Silver Lake Company

Sash—Steel
Detroit Steel Products Co.
Truscon Steel Company

Screens—Rolling
Rollsreen Company

Screens—Window
Higgin Mfg. Co.

Seating—American Seating Co.

Sheet Metal—American Sheet & Tin Plate Co.
Baltimore Copper Mills
Central Alloy Steel Corp.
National Assoc. of Flat Rolled Steel Mfrs.
Wood Alan Steel Co.

Shelving Steel
Nat'l Assoc. Flat Rolled Steel Mfrs.

Shingles—Bird & Son, Inc.
Johns-Manville Corporation
Weatherbest Stained Shingle Co.
Wheeling Corrugating Co.

Showers—Hoffmann & Billings Mfg. Co.

Signal Systems
American District Tel. Co.
Hoitszer-Cabot Electric Co.

Slates—Roofing
O'Brien Bros. Slate Co., Inc.
Owens, Owen W., Sons, Inc.
Rising & Nelson Slate Co.
Sheldon, F. C., Slate Co.

Smoke Screens—Sanymetal Products Co.

Soil Pipes—Cast Iron
Soil Pipe Association
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MODERN merchandise is made to sell, when possible, on sight. Hence the added importance of attractive, compelling window displays. This explains the increased popularity of Desco Store Fronts, whose sturdy elegance increases the “pulling power” of handsome display windows, to the profit of owners and tenants. In addition, Desco Store Front construction protects the glass against abnormal wind pressure. Made in a wide variety of finishes, they harmonize with any architectural style. Write for further information.

For full architectural details see Sweet’s Catalog. Write us for complete working data and price list. Remember, too, wherever you are there is a distributor near you. We also carry a complete line of “Desco” construction material in our New York City warehouse.

DETROIT SHOW CASE CO.

1670 WEST FORT STREET

DETOIT, MICHIGAN

New York Office and Warehouse—344-346 East 32nd Street
Pacific Coast Office—450 Skinner Bldg., Seattle, Washington
Except in the Baths

OAK FLOORING is used throughout the Paul Laurence Dunbar Apartments in New York City

This apartment has been termed "the outstanding thing in the world in housing for the masses." Probably in no other dwelling ever built have the materials used had to survive such strict considerations of efficiency and long-term financial worth. It is significant that oak, used in the costliest of private homes for its esthetic value, was chosen here for its durability, cleanliness and true economy.

It is such a common architectural practice to specify floors of oak in a home that frequently the basic values of oak are forgotten. But when oak is weighed against other woods or manufactured flooring substitutes, architects are impressed anew with all the outstanding points of superiority offered by Oak Flooring. Such was the case at the Paul Laurence Dunbar Apartments.

We will gladly send you information on interesting and important Oak Flooring installations made in various types of houses. And we would like you to feel free to consult our experts for advice on any flooring problem; they are always at your service.

Oak Flooring Manufacturers Association of the United States, 1239 Builders' Building, Chicago.
"ENOUGH" means

Armstrong's Corkboard

ONE-HALF-INCH is not enough insulation for your houses—adequate protection requires three times that thickness, even with corkboard.

"But," says your client, "what about the cost?"

That's like asking whether a two-story house costs more than a bungalow. You can buy many materials that cover more area per dollar than corkboard, if it is covering surface in which you are interested. But if you are buying insulation, you'll measure their resistance to heat, and you'll come to this conclusion: It costs less to get adequate insulation with Armstrong's Corkboard than with any other material.

By adequate insulation, we mean that amount of insulation which gives the greatest saving in heat, and the most comfortable home, in proportion to the cost of insulation.

Armstrong's Corkboard comes in thicknesses that do give adequate insulation. It is made for architects whose plans presuppose worthy building materials. To the homes these men create, Armstrong's Corkboard brings comfort and economy in the largest measure for each dollar of insulation cost.

Detailed information and filing folders will be gladly sent upon request. Write to the Armstrong Cork & Insulation Company, 901 Concord St., Lancaster, Pa.

Armstrong's Corkboard Insulation
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BIRD (THICK BUTT) SHINGLES

BIRD (Thick Butt) Shingles are made in both the square butt and hexagonal types. They are the nearest approach to a natural slate roof that has ever been accomplished by fabrication.

The upper half of the shingle is black. The lower part may be Red, Green, Black or Art Blende colors. An extra coarse slate is used in their construction, and this, combined with the fact that black slate shows through all the cut-outs, gives unusually attractive color and shadow effects on the roof.

Listed and labelled by Fire Underwriters' Laboratories.

Cross section of average shingle

Cross section of Bird (Thick Butt) shingle

Surfacing ➔
Coating ➔

BIRD & SON, inc.
Established 1795
EAST WALPOLE, MASS.

Manufacturer of
NEPONSET TWIN SHINGLES
PAROID ROOFING
Bird Asphalt Shingles
Bird Custom Made Shingles
Bird Design Roofing
Bird Neponset Black Building Paper
Bird Insulating Board

Trees, Shrubs, Etc.
Andorra Nurseries

Unit Heaters and Ventilators
Aerofin Corporation
American Blower Co.
Buffalo Forge Co.
Modine Mfg. Co.
Nelson, Herman, Corp.
Peerless Unit Ventilation Co., Inc.
Valves—American Radiator Company
Crane Co.
Dunham, C. A., Co.
Valves—Water Mixing
Leonard-Rooke Co.

Varnish—Arco Company
Berry Brothers
Du Pont de Nemours, E. I., & Co., Inc.
Pittsburgh Plate Glass Co.
Pratt & Lambert Co.
U. S. Gutta Percha Paint Co.

Venetian Blinds
Burlington Venetian Blind Co.

Ventilating Registers
Highton, Wm., & Sons, Division of Hart & Cooley Mfg. Co.

Ventilating Systems
American Blower Co.
B. F. Sturtevant Co.

Ventilators
Airoilite Company
Ventilouvre Co., The

Wall Coating—Washable
Truscon Laboratories

Wall Covering
United States Gypsum Co.
Wiggins, H. B., Sons Company
Zenitherm Company, Inc.

Wall Coping
Clay Products Association

Wall Treatment
Vortex Mfg. Co.

Wardrobes
Evans, W. L.

Water Heaters
Excel-so Products Corp.
Motor Wheel Corporation

Waterproof Materials
Bird & Son, Inc.
Cabot, Samuel, Inc.
Genfire Steel Company
Master Builders Co.
Sonneborn, L., Sons, Incorporated
Truscon Laboratories

Window and Door Frames
Andersen Frame Corp.

Window Fixtures
Andersen Frame Corp.
Williams Pivot Sash Co.

Windsors
Bayley, William, Company
Crittall Casement Window Co.
Detroit Steel Products Co.
Genfire Steel Company
International Casement Co.
Lupton's, David, Sons Co.
Truscon Steel Company
Williams Pivot Sash Company

Wire and Cable
American Steel & Wire Company

Wire Glass
Mississippi Wire Glass Company

Wire Rope
American Steel & Wire Company

Wood Preserver
Pfalz & Bauer Inc.

Woods—American Walnut Mfrs. Association
Cellized Oak Flooring, Inc.
Maple Flooring Mfrs. Association
National Lumber Manufacturers Association
Oak Flooring Mfrs. Assoc. of U. S.
Port Orford Cedar Products Co.
Southern Cypress Mfrs. Association
Southern Pine Association
Western Pine Mfrs. Assoc.
Wheeler-Osgood Co.
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Read how Lignophol protects
wood floors even under abuse!

A. F. THORNTON, Principal of the Spring
Valley, N. Y., School, says:

“There was a considerable quantity
of plaster, sand and other dirt carried
into every room. Now that the floors
have been cleaned, they do not show
any sign of this abuse.”

The wood floors were treated with Ligno-
phol, and had to resist for 12 weeks the wear
and tear of traffic during repairs.
Not only does Lignophol protect the surface
against grinding wear, but it also protects
warping, cracking, shrinking, splintering,
dry or wet-rot.
Lignophol penetrates into the wood cells and
fibres, filling them with the essential oils and
gums that insure long life.
Lignophol Wax Finish—for floors in resi-
dences, apartments and for dance floors—
produces a medium or high polish. Already
contains wax and need only be polished six
hours after applied.
Made in four standard colors: Natural, Light
Brown, Medium Brown, and Dark Brown.
Easily and quickly applied by any workman
at minimum cost. One application means no
more material or labor cost for years to come.
Be sure to specify Lignophol—a Sonneborn
Product.
The Sonneborn Policy is that the architect
must always be satisfied. Sonneborn always
makes good.

LIGNOPHOL
A Penetrating Preservative For Wood Floors

Some other Sonneborn Products
LAPIDOLITH—a chemical liquid
hardener for hardening and dust-
proofing concrete floors.
HYDROCIDE COLORLESS—for
waterproofing exposed exterior
walls.
CEMCOAT—a paint that stays white
after others turn yellow. Can be
washed over endlessly. Adheres to
brick and cement as easily as to wood.

A few of the many users of Lignophol
J. C. Penney Company, New York
Buick Motor Company, Detroit
J. A. Utley Company, Detroit
Hegeman Harris Company, New York
Indiana Flooring Company, New York
Real Silk Hosiery Mills, Indianapolis

L. SONNEBORN SONS, Inc.
114 FIFTH AVENUE, NEW YORK
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INDEX TO ADVERTISEMENTS
Classified Directory of Advertisers, Pages 158-174 Inclusive

Catalogues of concerns marked (S) are in Sweet’s Architectural Catalogues for 1930.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Page</th>
<th>Company Name and Address</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>110</td>
<td>Adam, Frank, Electric Co.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>112</td>
<td>Adamson Flat Glass Co.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>121</td>
<td>Aerocin Corporation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>130</td>
<td>Airfoil Corporation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15-18</td>
<td>Allen &amp; Drew, Inc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>144</td>
<td>Allis-Chalmers Manufacturing Co.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>167</td>
<td>American Institute of Steel Construction, Inc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>49</td>
<td>American Pinello Co.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22</td>
<td>American Seating Co.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>118</td>
<td>American Sheet &amp; Tin Plate Co.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>41</td>
<td>American Steel &amp; Wire Co.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>150</td>
<td>American Store Co.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>155</td>
<td>American Telephone &amp; Telegraph Co.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>American Walnut Mfrs. Assoc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>138</td>
<td>Anderson Framing Corp.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>85</td>
<td>Andorra Nurseries, Inc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>124</td>
<td>Architects’ Announcements</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>96-100</td>
<td>Architectural Record</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>58</td>
<td>Armstrong Cork Co.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>173</td>
<td>Armstrong Cork Insulation Co.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>Art Metal Const. Co.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>56</td>
<td>Associated Tile Manufacturers Association</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>96</td>
<td>Automatic Electric, Inc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>114</td>
<td>Badger, E. R., &amp; Sons Co.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>57</td>
<td>Baltimore Copper Mills division Revere Copper &amp; Brass, Inc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>31</td>
<td>Batchelder-Wilson Co.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>123</td>
<td>Bates Bros. Seam-Face Granite Co.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100</td>
<td>Bayley, William, Company</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>143</td>
<td>Batchelder-Wilson Co.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>58</td>
<td>Beech Stone Institute</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>173</td>
<td>Central Alloy Steel Corp.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>120</td>
<td>Christiansen Seamless Products Co.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>164</td>
<td>Circle A Products Corp.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>110</td>
<td>Clay Products Association</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>138</td>
<td>Compound &amp; Pyrono Door Co.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>163</td>
<td>Concrete Marble Co.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>89</td>
<td>Corbin, P. &amp; F.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>130</td>
<td>Cornell Iron Works, Inc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>128</td>
<td>Crawford-Parley Brass Co.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>114</td>
<td>Crane Co.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>115</td>
<td>Crittall Casement Window Co.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>116</td>
<td>Curtis, A. F., Valve Co.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>136</td>
<td>Cutler Mail Chute Co.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>52</td>
<td>Dalschott Metallic Door Co.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>39</td>
<td>Da Paoli Del Turco Fascato Corp.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>172</td>
<td>Detroit Show Windows Co.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>79</td>
<td>Detroit Steel Products Co.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>95</td>
<td>Diebold Safe &amp; Lock Co.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>102</td>
<td>Dodge, F. W., Corp.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>144</td>
<td>Dubois Fence &amp; Garden Co., Inc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>131</td>
<td>Dunham, C. A., Co.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>67</td>
<td>du Pont, E. I. de Nemours &amp; Co., Inc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>162</td>
<td>Evans, W. L.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>122</td>
<td>Excelco Products Corp.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>103</td>
<td>Federal Seaboard Terra Cotta Corp.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>140</td>
<td>Flat Metal Mfrs. Co.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>141</td>
<td>Flue Iron Works, J. W.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>97</td>
<td>Flusso-Insulating Corporation Co.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>56</td>
<td>Georgia Marble Co., The</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>109</td>
<td>Gaustavino, R., Co.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>144</td>
<td>Goth, Edwin F., Co.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>140</td>
<td>Hamilton Iron Works, The</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>94</td>
<td>Hart &amp; Macgown Division, The Arrow-Hart &amp; Hegeman Electric Co.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>78</td>
<td>Hartmann-Sanders Co.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25</td>
<td>Hausman, E. F., Co.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>126</td>
<td>Hazard Insulated Wire Works, Division of The Okonite Co.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>158</td>
<td>Higgins Manufacturing Co.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>134</td>
<td>Higgins, Chas. M., &amp; Co.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>120</td>
<td>Holtzer-Cahet Coke, The</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>192</td>
<td>Hunt, Robert W. Company</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>140</td>
<td>Hyde-Murphy Co.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>94</td>
<td>Imperial Electric Company</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>80</td>
<td>International Casement Co., Inc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>Jacobson &amp; Company</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>166</td>
<td>Jacobson Mantel &amp; Ornament Co.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>178</td>
<td>Johns-Manville Corporation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>82</td>
<td>Kaiman Steel Co.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>89</td>
<td>Knawser Company</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>136</td>
<td>Kayline Co., The</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>58</td>
<td>Kelley Island Lime &amp; Transport Co.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>160</td>
<td>King Coronet Company</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>142</td>
<td>Knight Bros.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>95</td>
<td>Kohler Company</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>108</td>
<td>Leonard Bunko Co.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>106</td>
<td>Lewis Corporation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>153</td>
<td>Louisville Cement Co.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>120</td>
<td>Ludowici-Celadon Co.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>123</td>
<td>Lupton’s, David, Sons Co.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>82</td>
<td>MacAndrews &amp; Forbes Co.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>143</td>
<td>MacArthur Concrete Pile Corp.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>130</td>
<td>McCray Refrigerator Sales Co.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>119-124</td>
<td>Mahon, E. C., Company</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>135</td>
<td>Mann, Kellogg Co., Inc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32</td>
<td>Medusa Portland Cement Co.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>66</td>
<td>Milwaukee Corrugating Co.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>43</td>
<td>Mississippi Wire Glass Co.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>144</td>
<td>Modine Mfrs. Co.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>45</td>
<td>Motor Wheel Corp.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>53-54</td>
<td>Nash Engineering Co.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>60</td>
<td>National Association of Flat Rolled Steel Mfrs.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8-9</td>
<td>National Bldg. Granite Quarries Assoc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>65</td>
<td>National Fire Proofing Co.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>106</td>
<td>National Eastern Paint Association</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>91</td>
<td>National Terra Cotta Society</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>127</td>
<td>National Tube Co.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>35-36</td>
<td>Nelson Herman Company, Inc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>61</td>
<td>Northwestern Terra Cotta Co.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32</td>
<td>Norton Company</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>129</td>
<td>Norton Door Closer Co.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>172</td>
<td>Oak Flooring Mfrs. Assoc. of U. S.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>165</td>
<td>O’Brien Bros. Slate Co., Inc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28</td>
<td>Ohio Hydrate &amp; Supply Co.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>157</td>
<td>Owens Sons, Owen W., Inc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>162</td>
<td>Peckle Company, The</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>69</td>
<td>Peerless Unit Ventilation Co., Inc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>151</td>
<td>Penberthy Injector Co.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>136</td>
<td>Pfaltz &amp; Bauer, Inc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>137</td>
<td>Pfandl Co., The</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26-27</td>
<td>Portland Cement Assoc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>29</td>
<td>Pratt &amp; Lambert, Inc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>168</td>
<td>R Socie, Geo., &amp; Sons Co., The</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>Ramp Buildings Corp.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Raymond Concrete Pile Co.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>176</td>
<td>Reading Iron Co.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>146</td>
<td>Recent Trade Publications</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23</td>
<td>Revere Copper &amp; Brass, Inc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>176</td>
<td>Richmond Fireproof Door Co.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>92</td>
<td>Rinco, W. C., Mfrs. Co.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>156</td>
<td>Rising &amp; Nelson &amp; Co.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>156</td>
<td>Risso, Oscar C., Company</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>75</td>
<td>Robeson Company</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>72</td>
<td>Rome Brass Radiator Corp.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>112</td>
<td>Rundle-Spence Mfg. Co.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>93</td>
<td>Russell &amp; Erwin Mfrs. Co.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>142</td>
<td>Samson Cordage Works</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>Sany metal Products Co.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>Sargent &amp; Sons Co.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>140</td>
<td>Sedgwick Machine Works</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>Sheldon, F. C., Slate Co.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>75</td>
<td>Smith, H. H., Inc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>51</td>
<td>Smith &amp; Wesson, J. L.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>74</td>
<td>Soil Pipe Association</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>173</td>
<td>Stoneham, L., Sons, Inc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>124</td>
<td>Solvay Sales Corp.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>138</td>
<td>Sos Mfrs. Co.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>Southern Cypress Mfrs. Assoc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Southern Pine Assoc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>Stanley Works</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>74</td>
<td>Stedman Products Co.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>46</td>
<td>Stone &amp; Webster Eng. Corp.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>145</td>
<td>Structural Gypsum Corp.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>88</td>
<td>Stoughton, B. F., &amp; Co.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>104</td>
<td>Sweet’s Architectural Catalogues</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>114</td>
<td>Taylor, Halsey W., Co.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>Taylor, N. &amp; G., Company</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28</td>
<td>Thorp Fire Proof Door Co.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Truese Laboratory Steel Products Co.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32</td>
<td>Truese Steel Products Co.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4th Cover</td>
<td>Tyler Co., The</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>44</td>
<td>Union Metal Mfrs. Co.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>128</td>
<td>United Metal Products Co.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>87</td>
<td>U. S. Gotta perfora Paint Co.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>36</td>
<td>U. S. Gypsum Co.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>124</td>
<td>U. S. Mineral Wool Corp.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>68</td>
<td>Vermont Marble Co.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>152</td>
<td>Victor Aristoc Stone Co.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>136</td>
<td>Vitrolite Co.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>139</td>
<td>Vonnomat Hardware Co.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>139</td>
<td>Vortex Mfrs. Co.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>75</td>
<td>Weatherbest Stained Shingle Co.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>152</td>
<td>Western Electric Co.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>109</td>
<td>Wickwire Spencer Steel Co.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>143</td>
<td>Williams Pivot Sash Co.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>126</td>
<td>Winter, A., Steel Co.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>168</td>
<td>Woodbury Granite Co., Inc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>64</td>
<td>Wright Rubber Products Co.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>49</td>
<td>Yale &amp; Towne Mfrs., Inc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>59</td>
<td>Zenith Home, Company</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The Architectural Record, December, 1939
The Koh-i-noor, which in 1739 was in the possession of Nadir Shah, the Persian conqueror, passed into the hands of the East Indian Company and was by them presented to Queen Victoria in 1850. It now weighs 106½ carats, and is the same gem as that referred to by the Mogul Baber in his memoirs (1526) as the great diamond he captured at Agra during his conquest of India.

... are there any NIGGERHEADS in the Koh-i-noor?

YOU KNOW what niggerheads are—those discolorations and dark specks and spots that are found in all but first-grade diamonds, and that greatly affect their value and destroy their beauty. No, there are no niggerheads in that “gem of purest ray serene,” the Koh-i-noor. Nor should there be any niggerheads on the façades of the buildings you design in limestone—no spotty variations in tint and tone and color to camouflage structural lines and offsets, kill carving detail, and reduce the effectiveness of fine modern design with its sweeping vertical lines. Nor is it necessary that you should have to put up with checker-board effects—for there is in our quarries a virtually limitless supply of Select and Standard Buff Limestone whose warm, creamy whiteness is ABSOLUTELY uniform and admirably adapted to the architectural style of the day.

VICTOR OOLITIC STONE CO.
Bloomington, Indiana
TRANSITE CORRUGATED ASBESTOS
ROOFING & SIDING

Johns-Manville
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RIGID ASBESTOS SHINGLES
ASPHALT SHINGLES
BUILT-UP & READY-TO-LAY ROOFING

TRANSITE FLAT & CORRUGATED
INSULATIONS AGAINST HEAT & COLD
COMPOSITION FLOORING
WATERPROOFING & DAMPPROOFING
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The Architectural Record, December, 1929
A Good Stone
Deserves a Good Mortar

Good masonry demands a mortar that is both waterproof and non-staining. It must have a Portland cement base for durability. Mortar must be non-staining, so that it will not discolor the stone. If it is not completely impervious to moisture as well, there is danger that the mortar itself will stain by permitting salts, in solution, to penetrate from the backing.

Medusa Waterproof White Portland Cement is a standard Portland cement that is both waterproof and non-staining. Medusa Waterproof White in the specifications, is a sure cure for "weeping joint" and unsightly discolorations.

Complete literature on this subject will be promptly forwarded at your request.

MEDUSA PORTLAND CEMENT COMPANY
1002 The Engineers' Building CLEVELAND, OHIO
Manufacturer of Medusa Gray Portland Cement (Plain and waterproofed); Medusa Waterproofing (Powder or Paste); Medusa White Portland Cement (Plain and Waterproofed); Medusa Portland Cement Paint and Medusa-Mix, The Masonry Cement.

MEDUSA
Your Building is judged by its Appointments

ELEVATOR CARS
TYLER
ELEVATOR ENTRANCES
THE TYLER COMPANY, Cleveland, Ohio
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